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ABSTRACT
Mild to moderate brain injury (MBI) can be a complex condition resulting
in diffuse impairments that require flexible and creative supportive interventions
for university students living with MBI. This study sought to increase awareness
and understanding of MBI, enrich the body of lived experience research, amplify
the voices of the participants and create a catalyst for change. The participants'
lived experience of the role of the negative social perception of impairment within
an organizational context and the individual's internalization of this social
construct into chronic shame are critically examined. The study utilizes a multimethod approach that is influenced by the principles of Grounded Theory,
Participatory Action and Autoethnographical research. The author discusses the
personal and professional benefits and challenges to be found when the
experience of MBI is shared by the participants and the researcher. The paper
concludes with a discussion of the findings and presents suggestions for practice
collectively developed with the participants.
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INTRODUCTION
Providing an opportunity for students with brain injury to voice their
experience is not only of personal interest to me but also addresses a gap in the
literature that has been repeatedly emphasized by researchers. The study had
three main goals: learning about the lived experience of university students with
brain injury; empowering a group of students who traditionally have been
marginalized; and the commencement of a process which could lead to social
change for such students. Furthermore, the study may add to the growing body of
lived experience research, particularly addressing the apparent lack of any studies
exploring the lived experience of students with brain injury.
The field of disability studies is a young and developing area and is
therefore sometimes challenged by a lack of clarity and cohesion in its literature.
In an effort to address this challenge and provide structure to the presentation of
my study I designed separate chapters, each with a distinct purpose. Firstly, the
Introduction discusses my personal purpose for the research project, the goals,
and the intent of the presentation design. It also gives a brief summary of the
findings. It goes on to introduce the reader to the condition of Mild-Moderate
Brain Injury. Next, the Literature Review examines the current body of literature
in the field of disability studies that deals with university students with
impairments and, more specifically, brain injury on both a micro and macro level.
The third chapter, entitled Use of Self, discusses my own location as a
brain-injured student and provides an in-depth examination of the unique
challenges and benefits that can occur from sharing the experience of the research
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participants. This chapter details the need for self-reflection and a vigilant
awareness of the potential for bias and concludes with a brief discussion about my
experiences during the research process. The fourth chapter is entitled
Conceptual Framework and provides an examination of a continuum of theory in
the field of disability studies. The chapter discusses the literature dealing with the
theoretical conceptualizations of both the production of disability and the
experience of impairments on a micro and a macro level. The theories of
individual and social models of disability as well as Critical Disability Theory,
Shame Theory and Organizational Theory considered in this chapter provide the
most natural conceptual framework to capture the relevant themes that emerged
through the analysis of the participants' interviews.
The fifth chapter presents the Research Methodology. Here I explain my
choice to employ a multi-method approach of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss,
1967) and participatory action research (Levin & Greenwood, 2001; Lincoln,
2001) in an effort to empower the participants, negate potential concern regarding
stakeholder bias and to bolster the credibility of the results as suggested by
Teram, Schachter and Stalker (2005). The chapter examines the methodology and
purpose of each of the research designs and discusses how the incorporation of
both of them into the study addresses some of its strengths and limitations. I then
go on to discuss the sampling and interview format, the research participants, the
method of data analysis, and finally the study limitations. The chapter concludes
with the introduction of the five main themes that are presented in the subsequent
chapter entitled Analysis. This chapter introduces each of the participants in an
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attempt to provide the reader with a sense of their strengths, challenges and
individuality and to place a human quality on the following data. I then go on to
present all five themes and their code criteria, providing supporting examples
from the interview data.
The final chapter presents the discussion of conclusions and suggestions
for practice that are derived from the data analysis. The study goals and design
are influenced by the methodology of Participatory Action Research and as a
result a main component of this study is to begin a process of systemic change. In
keeping with this goal, my findings and suggestions are being provided to the
participating universities' individual support offices for students with disability.
The study supported the literature in many ways, such as concluding that the
individual model of disability is still the defining discourse of disability,
determining that the participants were particularly influenced by the
internalization of the negative social construct of disability, potentially leading to
a development of a chronic shame condition, identifying isolation as a key
component of their more negative experiences as a student with brain injury, and
recognizing the power structure of the organization as playing a critical role in
their overall experience of the academic community. A general lack of education
and awareness around disability in general and more specifically, brain injury,
combined with an under-funded and over-worked support system resulted in the
participants experiencing a wide variety of barriers.
The last chapter also considers the main research implications that
emerged from the study: the identification of a potential relationship between type
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of brain injury and the overall positive or negative quality of the university
experience, the consideration of the ameliorative effects of age and general life
experience for the individual with brain injury, the consideration of a potential
sense of responsibility on the part of the university to a current student as opposed
to a new one, and the lack of literature that employs a strengths based lens of
analysis to research in the area of students with impairments. Finally, this chapter
presents the suggestions for practice originating from the co-operative process of
data collection and analysis. Each of the participants contributed to these
suggestions and although they didn't have the opportunity to gather together to
create a collective proposal, the resulting submission represents a group voice.
The suggestions range from a concerted effort to improve the general education
and awareness of staff and faculty regarding the barriers faced by students with
impairments, and how best to support them, to the implementation of a peer
support system for students with brain injury, to specific efforts to be undertaken
in an attempt to address the power differential that is present in the university
context.
This research is important as a tool for understanding the experience of
brain injury and its implications. It could serve to influence support service
design and delivery and the allocation of funds and resources, as well as to
emphasize the need for and to encourage further research. It could also be used as
a reference tool for other people with brain injury and their families, for educators
and their schools and for policy makers. Finally, the study offered the
opportunity for a silenced minority to speak out regarding their own strengths and
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challenges in such a way as to direct those in the position of trying to assist them
in their academic endeavours.

Acquired Brain Injury
Brain Injury has become a major health issue that affects not only those
who are injured but also their families, friends and society as a whole. People
coping with mild brain injury are often overlooked and under-serviced. Their
injuries are invisible to those around them as well as to others who are coping
with the same challenges and consequently they often feel isolated and as if they
are the only ones living with the difficulties inherent in brain injury. The
distinction between acquired and traumatic brain injury is often not made by
anyone outside of the medical community or those specifically researching one
condition or the other and as such both kinds of injury are frequently labeled
Acquired Brain Injury (ABI). For the purposes of this study and to simplify the
accompanying written material I have chosen to include both types of brain injury
and consider them as interchangeable throughout. ABI can be caused by some
type of medical issue such as stroke, tumors, degenerative disease, or a near
drowning incident, or by some type of external force or an acceleration injury
causing damage to tissues by stretching or tearing (Bernstein 1999; Lindeman
2001; Vos et al 2002). ABI is generally broken down into three main categories:
severe, moderate and mild, which are indicative of the events surrounding the
injury rather than by the existence of permanent damage.
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According to Simpson, Simons and McFadyn (2002) the World Health
Organization has rated road traffic accidents as "the seventh leading cause of the
global burden of disease, and projects that it will rise to be the third most
significant cause by the year 2020" (p. 24). Since close to 70% of all TBI's are
caused by road accidents (Simpson et al., 2002) this is a significant health
problem that is likely to get worse. Gan, Campbell, Gemeinhardt and McFadden
(2006) report that in Ontario over 16,000 people sustain a TBI annually and 6000
are permanently disabled by it, costing $1 billion annually in direct and indirect
costs. Bazarian et al. (2005) determined that 85-95%of all traumatic brain injuries
classify as mild (MTBI) and that according to the new criteria for the diagnostic
threshold, MTBI alone was afflicting 503.1 out of every 100,000 people. A large
number of people who sustain MTBI never seek medical assistance and are never
properly diagnosed. This suggests that the above reported prevalence rates could
in fact be under-estimated and that the actual occurrence rates could be
significantly higher (Laforce & Martin -MacLeod, 2001; Marschark, Richtsmeier,
Richardson, Crovitz & Henry, 2000; Stewart-Scott & Douglas, 1998).
According to Folzer (2001), "reference to 'mild' brain injury is an
oxymoron; the condition involves a total upheaval in a person's life, affecting
how one thinks, behaves at work or in relationships, and copes with the loss of the
former self (p.245). Brain injury causes changes to the individual that are
stressful and can require that they and their families make substantial changes to
both their lifestyles and their expectations. MTBI sequelae are frequently diffuse
and difficult to diagnose and can remain present for some individuals long after
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full recovery is expected to have occurred (Hanna-Pladdy, Berry, Bennett,
Phillips & Gouvier, 2001; Moore, Stambrook & Peters, 1989).
Some of these sequelae include large scale personality changes,
disinhibition, childishness, irritability, aggressive behaviour, memory challenges,
impaired self control, diminished planning and organizational skills including
time management skills, reduced mental flexibility and multi-tasking abilities,
difficulty with attention and concentration, challenges comprehending complex
information and feeling "blank" when trying to think, increased fatigue, reduced
mental processing capabilities and coping skills, interference with language skills,
sensory integration and judgement, headaches, dizziness, blurred vision,
emotional lability, social isolation, reduced self-confidence and psychological
distress such as depression and anxiety (Collins & Mowbray, 2005; Folzer, 2001;
Geberich et al., 1997; Glang, Todis, Colley, Wells & Voss, 1997; Hanna-Pladdy
et al, 2001; Laforce & Martin-MacLeod, 2001; Long. Gouvier & Cole, 1984;
Marschark et al., 2000; Moore et al., 1989; Simpson et al., 2002). Long et al.
report that 25-38% of those with MTBI "develop significant psychiatric
disabilities" (1984, p. 40). The most commonly reported psychiatric
complications of MTBI are depression and anxiety (Franculic, Carbonell, Pinto &
Sepulveda, 2003; Mateo & Glod, 2003) and the rate of prevalence of these
challenges has been estimated at as high as 60-70% within the MTBI population.
There are "primary reactions" which include complications that can be directly
linked to the organic injury itself and "secondary reactions" which are seen as
normal reactions to the event and its results (Laroi, 2003, p. 186).
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Debate Surrounding Diagnosis
The literature clearly shows that the cause of this condition is still under
debate as there are two main schools of thought: some believe in an organic cause
of the sequelae, while others suggest that they are mainly psychologically based
(Mateo & Glod, 2003; Long et al, 1984). Hanna-Pladdy et al. (2001) suggest that
ABI sequelae cannot be attributed to just organic or psychological factors, but that
in reality there are also environmentally based mediating factors that should be
considered. Since the treatment of ABI has traditionally been viewed from the
position of a medical model, the main recovery goal has been to heal the physical
complications, and as a result many of the emotional and psychological
challenges have largely been ignored. This has left mildly brain-injured
individuals and their families to cope on their own with a condition for which they
have received little or no information or support (Long et al., 1984). The sad
reality is that while these conditions are being ignored, according to Long et al.
they are often "many times more debilitating" than physical symptoms and are
more likely to prevent a return to premorbid functionality then any other sequelae
(1984, p.39).
One of the major complicating factors to recovery and functionality for
MTBI is a destructive cycle caused by external and internal stressors and the
individual's inability to cope with them (Hanna-Pladdy et al., 2001; Long et al.,
1984; Moore et al., 1989). The perceived amount of stress experienced by those
with MTBI is often elevated while their coping and adaptive strategies have been
compromised by the cognitive impairment caused by the injury. TBI "increases
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stress and reduces stress management [capabilities]" (Long et al., 1984, p.40).
The experience caused by the reduced adaptive skills can often lead to higher
levels of anxiety for the MTBI, which can further complicate recovery. "As
anxiety persists and the individual fails to adapt effectively to stress, recovery
may be significantly retarded" (Long et al., 1984, p.41).
The fatigue and anxiety generated by having to function effectively within
a challenging and unsupportive environment can serve to exponentially increase
stress, thereby exacerbating the symptoms creating a cycle of ever-worsening
challenges and internalized failures. Hanna-Pladdy et al. (2001) find that some of
the symptoms can be so subtle as to be non-apparent until the individual is placed
under stressful conditions. They also report that stress plays a partial role in the
"mediation and exacerbation of.. .[sequelae]... in subjects with TBI" (p. 301) and
that demanding cognitive tasks can be stressful in and of themselves and as such
can act as an increaser for other symptoms. They suggest that individuals suffer
more in a stressful environment and that it can interfere with their ability to
"function at a high level psycho-socially" (p. 301). Finally they report that the
lasting effects of MTBI are injury specific and not just psychologically based, a
finding that is currently receiving more support within the research community, as
more studies make similar observations.

Social Effects
As in any interdependent system, the ABI affects more than just the
individual, creating a ripple effect within the family unit and beyond. Problems
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experienced within the family unit can include psychological distress, financial
and emotional burden, anxiety, social isolation, role strain, increased use of
medications, substance abuse, inability to communicate clearly, feelings of being
overwhelmed and unrealistic self/other expectations (Folzer, 2001; Gan et al.,
2006; Laroi, 2003; Wade, Carey & Wolfe, 2006). The impact on the family can
continue long after the immediate medical issues are addressed and the individual
returns to the family home. Problem solving has become impaired at a time when
the family most needs to be able to put the skills to good use in adapting to a new
way of life (Gan et al., 2006; Wade et al., 2006).
Changes due to TBI are complex, interwoven, and unique to each
individual, making them difficult to isolate and address in a supportive capacity.
Some of the research suggests that a key element to the levels of stress
experienced by the family is the suddenness of the onset of problems. Because
the injury and its subsequent difficulties happen instantaneously, the family is not
given sufficient opportunity to adapt (Chamberlain, 2006; Hill, 1999; Laroi, 2003;
Mukherjee, Panko Reis & Heller, 2003). Individuals are sent home into the care
of their family, with little or no education or continuing medical or social support.
They are told that the problems are transient and will resolve within a short period
of time (Folzer, 2001). When the individual's sequelae persist, the failure to get
better can be internalized, creating an ongoing self-perception of failure and
debilitation. "TBI is not an injury that one can 'recover' from in the sense of the
restoration of the original state and it is this principle that can be used to guide the
rehabilitation" (Hill, 1999, p. 842).
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According to Stewart-Scott & Douglas (1998), Savage suggests that the
University environment could be an "ideal place" (p. 317) for people dealing with
brain injury to further their cognitive, behavioural and social rehabilitation, learn
and develop their social, academic and organizational skills, broaden their
vocational options and experience the success of achieving their goals. Since a
high percentage of the MTBI population is between the ages of 15 and 28 and
many of the older adults coping with brain injury find themselves in a position of
having to retrain for different employment, it is to be expected that there are
significant numbers of people with brain injury attending postsecondary education
(Stewart-Scott & Douglas, 1998). Current data suggests that approximately 4-5%
of university students are dealing with a disability of some sort (Borland & James,
1999), although other studies suggest that because of the prevalence of under
reporting of MTBI, there could be as much as 9-24% of the student body who
have sustained a brain injury (Laforce & Martin-MacLeod, 2001; Marschark et
al., 2000).
Stewart-Scott & Douglas (1998) go on to report that educational success is
directly linked to individuals' self esteem and their real and perceived status.
Unfortunately, studies find that even with support services in place, students with
disabilities are still experiencing discriminatory policies and practices
(Szymanski, Hewitt, Watson & Swelt, 1999). Fuller, Bradley and Healey (2004)
report that while institutionally sanctioned support for students with disabilities on
university campuses is improving, it is still not mainstream. Studies have found
that some universities have expressed concern that accommodations for students
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with disabilities are compromising academic integrity and standards (Boxall,
Carson & Docherty, 2004; Collins & Mowbray, 2005). Cole and Cain (as cited in
Dunn, Hanes, Hardie & MacDonald 2006) suggested that accommodating
students with disabilities can be viewed as too much trouble and so these students
are avoided. Goode (2007) and Shevlin, Kenny and McNeela (2004) report that
the discourse surrounding students with disabilities and their accommodation is
still reminiscent of the welfare approach that distinguishes between the deserving
and the undeserving poor.
In the last ten to fifteen years many countries have put legislation in place
in order to address the issue of discrimination based on ability by educational
institutions. The United States passed legislation in 1990 protecting the rights of
people with disabilities in higher education and singled out TBI as a specific and
unique class of disability (Harris & DePompei, 1997; Goad & Robertson, 2000).
The United Kingdom and Australia both passed similar legislation in the early
1990's; however, their legislation is not as strong and does not include
postsecondary institutions (Borland & James, 1999; Stewart-Scott & Douglas,
1998). The Ontario government through Bill 82, an amendment to the Education
Act (Ministry of Education, as cited in Harrison, Larochette & Nichols, 2007)
legislated supports for elementary and secondary school students, which in turn
increased the number of students with disabilities attending university. As a
result, the Ontario government has provided postsecondary institutions with funds
in order to help them meet the needs of students with disabilities since the early
1990's (Harrison et al., 2007). However, Ontario does not specifically recognize
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TBI as its own category of disability but rather envelopes it within the category of
Learning Disability (Verburg, Borthwick, Bennett & Rumney, 2003).

LITERATURE REVIEW
While the disability community is not a homogeneous one and sub-groups
need to be considered separately as they each have unique challenges and needs
(Goode, 2007), there are similarities that can be drawn among these sub-groups.
It is important to note that there appear to be no current studies available that look
specifically at the lived experience of university students coping with brain injury,
a deficit clearly identified by some authors as needing to be addressed (Olney &
Kim, 2001; Stewart-Scott & Douglas, 1998). Given the limited literature (and
research) that explores the lived experience of university students with brain
injury I have chosen to consider literature that reports the experience of brain
injury in general, including younger school aged children, the lived experience of
university students coping with learning disabilities and psychological disabilities
(both of which are major components of brain injury sequelae), and the lived
experience of university students with physical disabilities so as to draw parallels
and comment on similarities.
Some researchers draw distinct boundaries between mild brain injury,
learning disabilities and psychological disabilities, noting that while there are
similar concerns for people coping with these circumstances, they present
different challenges and should be approached with separate and distinct
interventions (Verburg et al, 2003). However, Olney and Kim, (2001) suggest
that there are "striking similarities in how adults identified as having mental and
cognitive difficulties describe the strategies that they employ and the challenges
they face" (p. 563). They designed their study to include all three types of
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disability and term them "cognitive disability" (p. 563), supporting their choice
stating that their "analyses revealed no pattern of response, difficulty or strategy
that was specific to any disability category" (p. 569). While I have chosen to rely
on this study (and adopt the term cognitive disability as used by the authors) while
examining the literature, the research project itself focused on only students who
identified as having a brain injury so as to explore the unique needs of this
population and address the gap in research in this area.

Individual Challenges
The university context is founded in individualism and the success of each
person on the basis of individual hard work; it is a system of meritocracy where
students are constantly evaluated and compared with one another (DudleyManning, 2004). Goode writes "the university's responsibility for creating an
inclusive environment can be subverted by a prevalent discourse of personal
responsibility for learning" (2007, p. 46). The literature reports that while the
social construction model of disability is discussed and referred to, the reality is
that service provision is still based on the medical model of disability. Support
staff are not trained to approach challenges and problems from the perspective of
a social model. Rather, they react from a medical perspective and see an
individual who needs help instead of a person with rights (Borland & James,
1999; Shevlin et al., 2004). "At an institutional (and a formal policy) level, the
university largely holds to a social model; but the medical model is so deeply
ingrained in the everyday life experiences of both staff and students that there is
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tension/conflict at the heart of the institution's provisions" (Borland & James,
1999, p. 100).
Students with physical disability are still experiencing difficulties with
access to needed educational resources, both physically and intellectually, finding
it harder even to make use of the same services that non-disabled students do
(Borland & James, 1999; Brown, James & Mackenzie, 2006; Goode, 2007;
Holloway, 2001; Shevlin et al., 2004). Fuller et al., (2004) found that students
with physical disability were having difficulty with participation and interaction
within the class environment and that overall the disability negatively affected the
end result of their studies. Holloway (2001) noted that students felt that disability
policies were ineffectual and in place only to appease certain interest groups on a
superficial level. The literature reports that the delivery of services by the
institution is either ineffective or non-existent and that even when supports are put
in place they often are not implemented quickly enough to be useful to the student
(Goode, 2007; Holloway, 2001; Shevlin et al., 2004).
Students coping with cognitive disabilities experience a wide variety of
challenges and conditions. Each brain injury is unique and each student with
brain injury will have different challenges and abilities creating a complex set of
needs (Blosser & Pearson, 1997). Olney and Kim (2001) found that these
students are further challenged by the unreliable nature of their disabilities. They
can experience unpredictable fluctuations in their abilities, which can lead them to
question themselves and their decision to pursue higher education. They found
that it takes much longer for a student with cognitive disabilities to get the same
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results as other students. The authors report that they have a need to control their
environment, both physically and psychologically. For them, confusion is not just
unpleasant but rather it is debilitating, since loud noises, bright lighting, or
crowding are all conditions that can become intolerable very quickly. As well,
these students feel a need to control some aspect of their lives when so much of
their state of being can be unpredictable. Harris and DePompei (1997) found that
students with brain injury do better with longer, slower programs such as part
time studies, but that generally they do graduate. However, taking more time to
finish a degree due to disability can have a negative effect on future goals and
personal happiness (Stewart-Scott & Douglas, 1998).
For many students with disability the sense of isolation is a difficult
challenge to overcome. Students are often away from their homes and families
for the first time in their lives and having a disability only serves to complicate
this adjustment (Borland & James, 1999; Goode, 2007; Shevlin et al., 2004). It is
also noted that students with cognitive disabilities report a marked drop in extracurricular activities (both levels and types) due to the extra effort required of them
to keep up with their studies (Stewart-Scott & Douglas, 1998), further adding to
their sense of isolation within the university community. All of these challenges
add to their time management difficulties and often to their costs, a consequence
that serves to increase their stress levels. Having to take care of their own needs
and arrange for their own accommodations in many circumstances further
increases the demands on their time and the stresses they endure.
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These extra pressures are being placed upon students who often deal with
the already existing difficulty of diminished stamina and energy compared to an
average student, thereby challenging them even further and leaving them in the
position of having to develop their own personal coping mechanisms in order to
get by. Students report feeling that it is too much to have to "battle" the system
when they already have to cope with their disabilities (Brown et al., 2006; Goode,
2007; Holloway, 2001; Velde et al, 2005). Since they cannot set aside their
disability in order to focus on their studies it makes it harder for them to achieve
the same levels with equal effort as students without disabilities (Borland &
James, 1997; Shevlin et al, 2004; Velde et al., 2005), and they often do so at the
expense of their personal and social needs.
The literature discusses a wide variety of difficulties faced by students
with disabilities. Fear of stigmatization and of being judged is reported as being a
major concern to students. In a society where self-worth is defined by success
and achievement as is the case of our own social environment, the perceptions of
others are all important (Olney & Kim, 2001). According to Olney and Kim
(2001), Charmaz suggests that attitudes of others towards people with disability
can negatively affect the individual causing internalized feelings of "guilt,
anxiety, self-doubt and ambivalence" (p. 564). Recent studies continue to
examine this process and report that some students were found to have
internalized the stigmatization and were questioning their own abilities (Brown et
al., 2006; Goode, 2007; Velde et al., 2005). There is also a prevailing argument
put forward that accommodating students with disabilities serves to undermine
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academic standards and integrity (Boxall et al., 2004; Collins & Mowbray, 2005).
Further to this argument is the idea that accommodation of disability somehow
dilutes the success achieved by the student, thereby suggesting that the efforts and
achievements of a student receiving accommodation are not as valid as those of
one who is not receiving accommodation.
Students report having the hardest time with this issue when dealing with
professors, finding themselves in the position of having to prove their status and
their accommodation needs (Shevlin et al., 2004; Velde et al., 2005).
Furthermore, students find that their disability status is questioned when they are
successful in their studies (Olney & Kim, 2001); their academic success is viewed
by support staff and professors as evidence of exaggeration of their limitations.
The literature also discusses the inherent sacrifice of personal privacy in order to
obtain accommodation that these students experience.
In order to obtain the necessary support to maintain their student status
and succeed in achieving their academic goals, these individuals are forced to set
aside their privacy and declare their status, and are often perceived as "asking for
help" rather than asserting their rights (Harris & DePompei, 1997). There are
expectations and judgements experienced around self-disclosure choices such as
when, how and to whom to disclose. Some students find that early disclosure is
expected of them and they are then treated as having been responsible and mature
but if they chose to maintain their privacy and only disclose when they are already
in difficulty they are seen as asking for special favours and somehow less
deserving of accommodation.
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This creates a conundrum for students who do not want to ask for 'special
treatment' for fear of being seen as undeserving (Brown et al., 2006; Goode,
2007; Shevlin et al., 2004; Velde et al., 2005). Studies have determined that
students with cognitive disabilities are very aware of these implications and that
fear of stigmatization plays a large role in their choice to self-disclose. They
report a need to 'feel safe' before disclosure, although since this is not always
possible for them, the situation can create a power imbalance. They also report
that they still experience negative repercussions, including both outright and less
obvious discrimination, once they have disclosed (Collins & Mowbray, 2005;
Olney & Kim, 2001). Oppenheimer and Miller (as cited in Brockelman, Chadsey
& Loeb, 2006) report that the faculty perception of a student is negatively affected
by knowledge of the student's history of having required psychological support.
The literature suggests that having an invisible or hidden disability, such
as a cognitive disability, has both advantages and disadvantages (Olney & Kim,
2001; Velde, Chapin & Whittman, 2005). Those with hidden disabilities can
choose to appear part of the average student population if they wish by simply not
disclosing their disability status, thereby giving them an element of control over
their disability. Unfortunately it can also create "barriers to appropriate assistance
or accommodation because it may be considered less legitimate and less
significant than an apparent disability" (Olney & Kim, 2001, p. 564). There is a
clear indication in the literature that a hierarchy of disability exists. Students with
physical disabilities are seen as the most accepted and deserving and are believed
to be innocent of accountability for their challenges while those with cognitive
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disabilities are questioned, are subjected to having to meet a higher standard of
proof, or are seen as less deserving and in some way as sharing some
responsibility for their limitations (Hill as cited in Dunn et al., 2006; Shevlin et
al., 2004; Szymanski et al., 1999).
Clearly there are similarities in the outcomes for students with physical
disability and with cognitive disability and as such one could expect that there are
similarities in their accommodation needs. According to the literature, both
groups report a wide variety of support needs from the universities as well as a
substantial lack of availability of services. The most widely reported needs center
around academic supports such as tutoring, note-taking, exam accommodations
(both physical and time related), deadline extensions, readers, recorded lectures,
adaptive technology and inadequate funding for extra costs incurred due to their
disability. As well the literature suggests that not only are the services needed but
a more generalized system of delivery is also required (Fuller et al., 2004; Harris
& DePompei, 1997; Holloway, 2001; Shevlin et al., 2004; Stewart-Scott &
Douglas, 1998).
Both groups also report a need for ongoing emotional and psychological
support although the students coping with cognitive disabilities seem to require it
more often and for longer periods of time (Harris & DePompei, 1997; Marschark
et al., 2000; Olney & Kim, 2001; Stewart-Scott & Douglas, 1998). Both groups
report feelings of isolation and suggest that much support could be gained from
participating in a support group with other students with disability, although very
few universities offer this service (Borland & James, 1999; Harris & DePompei,
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1997; Laforce & Martin-MacLeod, 2001; Olney & Kim, 2001; Shevlin et al.,
2004; Velde et al, 2005). Olney and Kim (2001) go on to suggest that a sense of
community is a key element in adjustment and the development of a sense of self
and that it is often denied to students with cognitive disability. The literature
suggests that students with disabilities receive most of their social and emotional
support from their families and social contacts rather than through their
institutions (Brown et al., 2006; Glang et al., 2000; Velde et al., 2005). Harris and
DePompei (1997) suggest that some universities feel they are not equipped to deal
with psychological support of this student population nor is it in their mandate to
offer it.

Organizational Challenges
Collins and Mowbray, (2005) find that some universities report that it is
harder to help students with hidden disabilities than others. Stewart-Scott and
Douglas, (1998) suggest that students with Acquired Brain Injury need help
coping with the stresses and changes of postsecondary academic life and that a
supportive environment is required, while Verburg et al., (2003) propose that ABI
students require added support with re-integration into student life. The literature
suggests that a team approach between professors, counselors, and advisors be
adopted as flexible support is required because of the heterogeneous quality of
cognitive disabilities (Blosser & Pearson, 1997; Collins & Mowbray; 2005).
However, Harris and DePompei (1997) note a gap in service for students with
brain injury in institutionally offered support services in that there is no literature
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specifically discussing the needs of or services directed to these students.
Researchers also find that TBI students are typically under-serviced in these
institutions, in large part because of a lack of properly educated and trained
professional staff (Collins & Mowbray, 2005; Harris & DePompei, 1997). The
literature suggests that students require support in order to have a positive
learning experience, and it also states that many studies show that students are
unhappy with the support they are receiving (Archer, 1999; Baron et al., 1996).
The literature clearly states that two of the key factors in the challenges
faced by students with all types of disability are the lack of properly trained
support staff and the low levels of specialized education and understanding of
disability within the faculty, staff and student body and argues that this lack of
understanding and awareness is an even larger problem than the lack of funding
(Blosser & Pearson, 1997; Brockelman et al., 2006; Collins et al, 2005; Goad &
Robertson, 2000; Harrison et al., 2007; Holloway, 2001; Shevlin et al., 2004;
Velde et al, 2005; Verburg et al., 2003). Szymanski et al., (1999) conclude that
faculty are willing to be flexible with student needs but require more guidance
and education. Harris and DePompei report that "acknowledgement and
awareness of TBI appears to be limited" (1997, p. 76). Blosser and Pearson,
(1997) note that students, families and educators all need to be more aware of the
difficulties experienced during the adjustment to university life. Collins and
Mowbray, (2005) report that too few schools are doing enough to support students
with disabilities and those that are providing services are not making them
systematic enough. Dunn et al., (2006) suggest that social work schools in
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particular are not educating their students around disability. This leads to fewer
educated professionals to be hired in a supportive capacity, fewer PhD studies and
less research in the field of disability, which in turn means fewer educated
professors to teach at the undergraduate and graduate levels, as well as a deficit of
similarly challenged role models, advisors and mentors for students with
disabilities.
As a clear response to this problem, the literature indicates that a top
priority should be the education of staff, faculty and the student body regarding
the nature and implications of disability and the capabilities of students with
disability, as well as disability rights and services. Structural changes also need to
take place, such as more uniformity of service provision and separate disability
offices with staff who have specialized training, printed materials specific to
cognitive disability, flexible services that can be tailored to individual needs and
better funding to cover the added costs related to disability (Blosser & Pearson,
1997; Brown et al, 2006; Collins & Mowbray, 2005; Goad & Robertson, 2000;
Holloway, 2001). Myths regarding academic standards being compromised by
accommodations and students with hidden disabilities over-stating their
challenges in order to receive unfair advantage need to be debunked. More
students, staff, and faculty who have disabilities themselves would add to the
supportive experience for students and much can be learned from them about their
own experiences and how best to accommodate their needs (Dunn et al., 2006).
Policy and services will not change until necessary changes are made to
the understanding of disability. It should be viewed as "part of a range" (p. 608)
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of learning styles, and teaching styles should reflect that understanding
(Holloway, 2001). Boxall et al., (2004) suggest that we need to have more faith
in the voice of lived experience as we still tend to view the external professional
as a more credible source of information regarding disability and its implications
than the individual themselves. This shift will start when more researchers are
asking disability students what they need and conducting more studies of an
exploratory nature (Goad & Robertson, 2000). According to Boxall et al., (2004),
Gerber suggests that researchers need to recognize not only the need to give a
voice to those with disabilities, but also the need to listen to them.

Conclusion
There are two clear gaps in the body of research in this area that have been
identified by many of the authors considered. The first and most obvious gap is
the apparent lack of any studies focusing on university students coping with brain
injury. This research is important as a tool to understanding the experience of
brain injury and its implications for those who are attempting to study at the
university level. As expressed earlier, much can be learned by examining studies
of students coping with other disabilities and drawing comparisons; however,
brain injury is a complicated experience with many overlapping and interrelated
challenges and as such direct research is necessary in order to be able to begin
meeting the needs of these students in an effective manner. Research specific to
ABI could serve to influence support service design and delivery and the
allocation of funds and resources, as well as to elaborate a need for further
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research. It could also be used as a reference tool for other people with brain
injury and their families, for educators and their schools and for policy makers.
(Olney & Kim, 2001; Stewart-Scott & Douglas, 1998). Olney and Kim (2001)
report that self-determined coping strategies are far more effective for students
with cognitive disability than professionally designed ones; further research
opportunities providing a voice to these students may help to disseminate that
knowledge by allowing students with the platform from which to share some of
their adaptive techniques. Glang et al. (1997) note that there is a distinct lack of
"empirically validated strategies"(p. 45) for assisting students with brain injury to
adapt and flourish. "It is imperative that more information is known about the
factors which enhance or impede a student's progress so that these students [with
MTBI] are provided with the optimal opportunity to succeed with their goal"
(Stewart-Scott & Douglas, 1998, p. 330).
The second area of weakness described in the literature is the persistent
lack of lived experience research in the area of disability which was first noted by
Hurst, (1996) and has continued to be identified as a gap in the knowledge base
(Boxall et al, 2004; Brown et al, 2006; Dunn et al, 2006; Fuller et al., 2004;
Holloway, 2001; Velde et al., 2005). Clearly there is a need for more of this type
of research to be conducted. Velde et al. suggest that "within the social model of
disability, understanding lived educational experience from the students'
perspective is critical if Universities are to change contextual and environmental
issues that constitute barriers to students with a disability" (2005, p. 84). Boxall
et al, (2004) suggest that future research and literature must be inclusive of
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disability voices or it will just serve to maintain a status quo of academic power
and oppression of students with disability. Clearly, research is needed that
examines the experience of brain injury from the perspective of those who deal
with it on a daily basis. This study attempts to address both of these areas of need
and to shed new light on the challenges and successes experienced by students as
they integrate their brain injured selves within the university environment.
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SHARED EXPERIENCE RESEARCH
My Experience ofABI
In 2002,1 was a passenger in a car traveling on a highway that was struck
by wheels from a transport truck. Since most people involved in these sorts of
accidents do not survive I generally consider myself lucky to be able to say that
my only permanent injuries from the event are an unreliable shoulder and a
Traumatic Brain Injury. The last seven years of my life have been filled with the
process of grieving, acceptance, relearning and moving forward and they have not
been easy. Many of my difficulties stemmed from the lack of understanding and
knowledge in the area of mild to moderate brain injury. In my experience, most
of the research, education and support services are directed towards catastrophic
or severe injury. While I agree that this is a population in dire need of these
resources, it does leave people like me out in the cold.
Finding my own path through this challenge certainly added to my stress
levels and to those of my family's. We were unprepared for much of what
happened and unable to learn how to deal with it other than to cope on a daily
basis with whatever surfaced. I have since learned through my own process of
self-education that I am actually quite representative of the more typical aspects
of mild to moderate brain injury: I have limited stamina, especially for cognitive
tasks; I deal with memory challenges and cognitive impairments; I have a slower
processing speed than one might expect, which generally reduces my pace to what
feels to me to be a crawl. My ability to perform dual task processing is
completely lost, I have frequent head aches and constant ringing in my ears and I
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am easily overwhelmed emotionally and physically in places with sensory overstimulation.
I suffered from depression and anxiety for the first few years until I
learned how to recognize myself and how to rebuild my life in such a way as to
best resist the social construction of myself as disabled. I was however, unable to
continue in my previous career and had to give up a business that I had built from
the ground up, which was not only a loss of income, but also of self-identity and
self-worth. It is a humbling experience to discover that the work force can go on
without you without any seeming difficulty and that you are not as integral to the
success of your business as you might have liked to believe. As I searched to
find a new place to put my energies, I came to feel a strong sense of purpose and
drive towards helping others negotiate this process. It is my hope that my work
and my experience can be put to use to enable others like me to navigate the
adjustment to a new life in a smoother and less complicated manner.
I now register with the offices that provide support for students with
disabilities as a matter of course since I require certain accommodations as a
student coping with brain injury. I also deal with the fear of stigmatization and
wrestle with the problems surrounding self-disclosure. I know how isolating
brain injury can be and the difference it can make to find someone else who can
share and validate your experience. Even as I continue to read and research, I feel
the sense of normalization that takes place as I read someone else's words
speaking of my own challenges, which have often felt as if I were the only one
experiencing them. I know the obstacles that I have faced and how they could
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have been alleviated both by the university and its members as well as by myself,
had we had the knowledge.
My injury does present some unique challenges to my research work, as
well as some rewarding benefits. My sharing of the brain injury experience may
well have served to allow the participants in my study to feel more comfortable
telling their stories to me. I am in the position of being able to appreciate their
circumstances and to provide them with a listener who not only cares about their
experiences but also understands them on a deeper level. There is an inherent
danger in this shared experience, in that I may overlay my own preconceptions
and ideas of brain injury onto them. Reflexivity is the best defence against the
problem of over identification and I have had consciously and continuously to ask
myself if the conclusions that I am drawing reflect my experience or theirs.
I have tried to respect this risk by questioning myself, my feelings, and my
reactions in an effort to be sure that the voice being heard in the research belongs
to them. I agree that there are inevitable challenges and benefits to sharing the
experience of difference with the participants and because of this I have chosen to
include the following extended examination of the use of self. I feel that the
unusual circumstances in which I have conducted this research project merit a
thorough consideration of this subject not only in the effort to gain a deeper self
awareness while engaging in the research process, but also to inform the reader of
some of the relevant points. As well, I will use this section to reflect on my
experience as a researcher with what a colleague of mine refers to as
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"exceptionalities" (Duffie, 2008) and how those differences interacted with and
potentially affected both my role as researcher and my research results.

Literature Review
Literature on the subject of shared experience of disability between the
researcher and the participant is very limited. However, I believe that the
relationship between researcher and participant can share many characteristics of
the therapeutic relationship, so my examination includes such literature in an
effort to extrapolate from it and learn more about my own research process.
Hayes writes about a "continuum of knowledge" (2002, p 94) that has impersonal
knowledge at one end of the continuum and personal knowledge at the other. He
suggests that impersonal knowledge gained from a variety of second hand sources
is useful as technical guidance in the therapeutic relationship but is not necessarily
found to be helpful in any given situation with any one client. Rather, personal
knowledge, gained from first hand experience, can be invaluable in building a
bridge between client and worker, developing and maintaining a therapeutic
relationship and deepening a sense of understanding between the participants.
Many authors suggest that the personal understanding found in lived experience is
unparalleled in creating an environment of understanding and acceptance for the
client (Gakis, 1990; Hayes, 2002; Paradis, 2003), and I would suggest that this is
also the case in the relationship between researcher and participant.
Asch and Rousso (1985) consider the issue of shared experience in worker
and client from another perspective. They examine the effect of attitude towards
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disability on the therapeutic relationship and suggest that people who do not share
the experience of difference treat people with disabilities differently than do those
' with shared experience. They suggest that research has shown that non-disabled
people have negative attitudes towards people with disability such as seeing them
as helpless, dependent and intellectually and socially inferior. They discuss the
value placed on perfection in our society and how physical imperfection is
equated with mental inability and as such those without disability view those with
disability as being inferior, and of less worth than themselves.
Even those non-disabled individuals who are more accepting and are
trying to understand the experience of those coping with disability are unable
fully to comprehend their life circumstances, and in consequence they still view
them as dependent. Asch and Rousso suggest that workers attempt to relate to
their clients' experience of disability by comparing it to their own experience of
having the flu or a broken bone and considering how debilitating that condition is
to their own lives. The worker then applies that feeling of debility to the
seemingly much larger problem of disability and cannot imagine themselves
living a self-sufficient, independent life with a disability. Cultural ideals of
physical and mental perfection and the fear of one's own weakness and
vulnerability serve to cloud the non-disabled person's thinking and judgment
regarding the strengths and abilities of someone dealing with a disability (Asch &
Rousso, 1985). This would suggest to me that it is desirable to have a shared
experience researcher who can better bridge the gap between the known and
unknown and offer understanding and acceptance to the participant.
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One concept has stood out from all others for me and I feel best reflects
my personal learning process throughout the last four years of working on this
project. Brown writes "Impulsivity is not the same as acting from intuitive
knowing, because the latter is considered and integrated into the whole of therapy,
while the former is simply done because it feels good to the therapist in the
moment" (1994, p 35). I think about that statement and how it reflects my work
not just as a practitioner, but also as a researcher. What are the ways in which I
have taken my impulses and turned them into intuitive knowing, what effect has
this had on my research, the participants, and myself?

Use of Self Disclosure
I have always acted from a place of openness and transparency, although I
have done so in the past because I felt it was the right thing to do. I have worked
consistently over the years to put myself into the position of what Brown (1994)
refers to as intuitive knowing: a blending of the learned theory and implications
behind my work, along with the integration of my intuition. I am what Jackson
(2001) refers to as a wounded healer: the healer who uses her own suffering in a
therapeutic manner to assist others in their healing process. Jackson writes that
wounded healers are those who make use of the lessons learned through their own
healing process in order to have "an enhancing effect" (p 2) on the healing of
others.
When I think of my own place within that statement and how it reflects
upon what I do, I see myself as someone who does not necessarily have any
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answers, but as someone who has an understanding and can transmit empathy
from a place of knowing rather than one of imagination. The challenge has been
in what manner can I best accomplish that within the research process as well as
my practice? For me, the answer came first in the form of impulse: full disclosure
up front and an openness and honesty throughout my time working with a
participant. Now the underlying knowledge is something that I have begun to
build in the form of theoretical understanding and experience derived from the
literature and my own research process.
The choice to use disclosure as defined by Roberts as "a term that
encompasses both acts of self-disclosure and transparency" (2005, p 45) can, and
should be based in theory (Jeffrey & Austin, 2007; Mandell, 2007; Roberts,
2005). I work from a perspective heavily influenced by Critical Disability
Theory, which incorporates among others, constructivist, feminist and narrative
theories of disability. All three of these perspectives would encourage the use of
disclosure according to Roberts. I view the social world as a means of creating
and perpetuating identity of disability and oppressing those who may be
challenged by their differences. If, as the literature suggests, self is a constructed
concept and identity is not fixed but rather is seen as fluid in nature and is formed
through interaction with the researcher (among others) as well as through socially
created notions of disability (Butler, Ford & Tregaskis, 2007; Kondrat, 1999;
McCann & Pearlman, 1990), then surely the effective use of disclosure is not only
acceptable, but in many cases, desirable.
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My use of disclosure when working with participants who share my
experience of brain injury may help them move towards the creation of a new
sense of self, one in which their circumstances are no longer seen as a barrier to
their happiness and self-worth. The literature supports this approach, reporting
that shared experience disclosure on the part of the practitioner/researcher can
help encourage participant involvement, enhance credibility and create
community as well as provide a positive role model that may be seen as
inspirational to participants. Disclosure can be valuable as long as it is engaged in
for the participant's benefit. However, we must always ask ourselves why we are
sharing our self before we do it, so that we are working from this place of
intuitive knowing and not from impulse (Asch & Russo, 1995; Brown, 1994;
Dewane, 2005; Freeman, 1993; Gakis, 1990; Roberts, 2005; Shah, 2006;
Weinberg, 1978).

Power in the Research Relationship
As someone who is influenced by the constructivist and feminist bodies of
literature I must consider the role of power within my relationship with
participants. How does my power affect them? How can I work towards the
reduction of that power? Researchers inherently have more power than the
participant throughout the research process, a status which, while it cannot be
entirely altered, perhaps can be ameliorated through the disclosure of shared
experience and understanding (Richards, 2008). Weinberg writes that as social
workers we are part of the "ruling class" of society (2007, p 223) and that we
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have the power to state what is "truth" (ibid, p 219). Butler et al. suggest that
social workers have the power to "define the experience of others" (2007, p 287)
and warns that the language of social work can take over the clients' narrative,
thereby causing their story to lose its impact. Richards (2008) suggests that
"outsiders can only ever be onlookers" (p. 1719) and that as such the able bodied
can never really understand the experience of disability. It is important that the
voices of those with differences be sought out and listened to by scholars and
researchers and perhaps that is better accomplished by someone with an insider
position and perspective.
The literature clearly states that power imbalance is inevitable so perhaps
researchers who can move within the world of the participant and who are willing
to discuss their own experiences can equalize this to some extent. Richards
(2008) writes of her own experience as a wounded researcher: "I can research its
[the experience of disability] meaning so that it is meaningful to others, too, and
so that its context is illuminating" (p. 1725). I am cautioned by the warnings
found in the literature and try to maintain a consciousness of the potential to make
assumptions about the other's experience and to superimpose my own experience
onto the other. What if my disclosure minimizes the experience of the other in the
relationship and diminishes her? However, I still fundamentally agree with
Richards' position. As a result, I strive to come to the place of intuitive knowing,
so that I can work with participants in an effort to lessen the power imbalance and
strengthen their own sense of agency.
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The literature suggests that unbalanced disclosure in the therapeutic
relationship occurs when only the client's story is told and that this can serve to
perpetuate the inherent power differential in the therapeutic relationship (Butler et
al, 2007; Roberts, 2005). I would offer that the research relationship can be
considerably more unbalanced in that I am asking the participant willingly to
share their experience with me, that is, in essence to open themselves up to my
examination without even the benefit of the therapeutic process. The condition of
disability in its current socially constructed norm adds to the power imbalance
within the relationship: if participants are seen as being of less value because of
disablement than an abled person would be, they have even less power in
comparison to the abled and professional researcher. Shah (2006) clearly
supports reciprocal disclosure in the research relationship, suggesting that it is
unfair to ask the participant to open up if you are unwilling to do so. Again this
supports my use of disclosure: perhaps my sharing of the experience and
condition of brain injury can work towards a lessening of the power imbalance
and work towards a state of equality between the researcher and the participant.
I am aware that a counter argument to this is that my own privilege within
the brain injury community must be considered.

Roberts writes that we must be

cognizant of how privilege and oppression intersect with our decisions
surrounding disclosure (2005). I have been given every opportunity through my
own personal resources and the support both financially and emotionally of
family and friends. While I have struggled to thrive and prosper since my injury,
I still have my house, my education, my status as a member of the dominant
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social culture and my family, in essence, my life. As a result I consider myself to
have been privileged in ways that many others are not, through mere
circumstance. What effect does it have on those that I work with to hear of my
successes when they struggle with challenges that I cannot imagine overcoming?
This must temper my use of disclosure and caution me always to clarify with a
participant that my experience is just that, mine, and should not be used as a ruler
by which to measure her own efforts.
Dewane reports that disclosure is "one of the most controversial tools in
the social work skill repertoire" (2005, p 556). Roberts (2005) reminds the reader
that some disclosure is inevitable; the facts that I am white, female, in my late
30's and likely North American are disclosed upon seeing me and speaking with
me for only a few minutes. If my disability were visible, that too would be
immediately apparent, so why the sense of impropriety that I might choose
actively to reveal that status to the other? Huntingdon suggests there is an idea
that in order to be professional we must remove the personal and that we actually
serve to oppress ourselves with our "standards of professionalism" (as cited in
Butler et al., 2007, p 295). Social workers need to engage with their clients (or
participants) from a position of being real, through active use of honesty,
openness and being present in the interaction (Dewane, 2005). If my brain injury
is an integral part of my identity, as much as my being female, or white, or North
American, then how can my hiding it be considered being real? I would argue
that it cannot and that I must share it with those that I work with who have a brain
injury in such a manner as to be useful to them. Weinberg writes that critical
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social work must work towards dismantling the power structure and move
towards equality and empowerment (2007) and I would argue that my choice to
disclose moves within that model whether I am in the role of therapist or as in this
case, researcher.

Researcher Bias
For many years the academic community has been divided on the subject
of the value of Qualitative Research; can it be unbiased, valid research if the
researcher is unable to remain a distant, impartial observer of the participants?
For researchers in the field of disability studies this debate may be even more
relevant. Many researchers are driven to their work through their personal
experience of disability (Richards, 2006; Shellhase & Ritter, 1980); their
motivations are strong and often include such things as a desire for personal
discovery and growth and to learn about others' experiences of disability; to
develop a sense of community; to add to the general body of knowledge and
enhance practice for others; to create a sense of having contributed something of
value to the study and the experience of disability (Shellhase & Ritter, 1980).
Furthermore, graduate students in particular are expected to use their time
of study as an opportunity for personal growth and self-discovery and should be
encouraged to use their own personal experience in their work. In particular,
students with challenges should be supported in their exploration of disability, and
it should be considered a "highly important motive to do research" as these
students usually study disability in an effort to increase the general knowledge
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and understanding of the subject, which can effectively decrease the negativity of
the disability experience for all; "such a researcher has the potential to contribute
to the improvement of many lives" (Shellhase & Ritter, 1980, p. 8). My own
motivation for this research project has been to provide an opportunity for
students with brain injury to have their voices heard in an effort to provide useful
knowledge about support services and their effectiveness as well as to gain a
deeper understanding of their lived experience. My hope is that the results of this
study can be utilized in some way so as to remove obstacles from the path of
future students with ABI, through the education of service providers, faculty and
staff, or individuals with brain injury and their families.
However, there is some legitimacy to this concern of researcher bias that
should be considered here. Shah (2006) writes "it is recognized that the closer
our subject matter is to our own life the more we can expect our own worldview
to enter into and shape our work, to influence the questions we pose and the
interpretations we generate from our findings" (p. 211). Shellhase and Ritter
(1980) point out that a researcher with shared experience cannot expect to be
indifferent and must be self-reflective in an attempt to identify her own bias. No
research is completely bias free and reflexivity is seen as an integral part of the
process for the researcher; he must examine the impact his own experience has on
the process not only to be aware of his voice and work to identify it within the
research but also to become more involved in the process and hopefully be able to
generate richer, more informative data (Neville-Jan, 2004; Shah, 2006). The
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question should not be whether we can maintain an objective distance from
participants, but rather should we attempt to do so at all?

Personal Challenges for the Researcher
The challenges in the use of the tool of self-disclosure are considerable
and in order to come from this place of intuitive knowing I must consider them.
Some of the literature offers caution about hearing the stories of others and the
possible effect that it can have on a practitioner/researcher. Research has shown
that there can be physical and psychological effects for the professional working
with people who have endured trauma of some nature (Butler et al., 2007;
Danieli; Lindy as cited in McCann & Pearlman, 1990; Shah, 2006). This concept
is often termed vicarious trauma and can be a short term or longer reaction whose
effects are "pervasive.. .cumulative.. .and likely permanent" (McCann &
Pearlman, 1990). They caution therapists who may have an underlying
vulnerability in a specific area of trauma that working with clients who are
attempting to heal from trauma can be particularly challenging. They go on to
suggest that memory can be absorbed into the practitioner's own reality,
especially when it is somehow linked to their own experience in some way.
The literature comments that the researcher with shared experience is at
risk of making assumptions about the participant's experience and can be overly
critical. Some practitioners may find that working with shared experience clients
is just too close for comfort and brings up old, unresolved issues for them (Gakis,
1990). As well the risk of overidentification is considerable and scholars caution
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that a researcher may react to her own vulnerabilities by pushing away in order to
protect herself (Freeman, 1993; Paradis, 2003; Shah, 2006). Paradis (2003) warns
that sharing the experience of one's client may make it more difficult to establish
and maintain boundaries in the relationship. He writes that it is harder to separate
the "deeply personal self and the professional self (p 482) when working with
individuals whose experiences parallel or match one's own. I would suggest that
the research process of interviewing and working closely with the participants'
stories may also potentially put the researcher at risk of vicarious trauma.
Many of the authors write that in order to use disclosure effectively, we
must first engage in self-introspection and self-understanding (Butler et al., 2007,
McCann & Pearlman, 1990; Roberts, 2005; Weinberg, 2007). McCann and
Pearlman caution that we must be aware of our own vulnerabilities so that we
may better cope with the effects of vicarious trauma and argue that only through
an ongoing process of introspection and self-exploration can we achieve that
sense of knowing ourselves. Jackson (2001) goes further and writes that we must
have an understanding of our own suffering and sense of self in order to be able to
make use of our experience. He contends that the suffering that we have endured
provides us with the "tools of the trade" (Jackson, 2001, p 34) and that the healing
process can help both the client and the wounded healer.
Autoethnography is suggested as a good bridge between the personal and
the social for disability studies (Neville-Jan, 2004; Richards, 2008) and is defined
by Richards as "writing about one's own experiences for specific academic
purposes" (pi 718). Choosing to have included myself in the study adds to the
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data in many ways: it provides a piece that is in some ways autoethnographic; it
provides a means of identifying how my own experience may be influencing my
research process; and it serves to work towards the goal of alleviating some of the
power imbalance between researcher and participant. Since the participants are
aware that I have been in both roles in this study, perhaps that has worked towards
the development of a greater sense of empowerment for them. I not only asked
the questions of them and interpreted their narratives, but also put myself in the
position of having to share my story with another person and have them comment
on it. I also experienced the discomfort of sharing under those circumstances and
the validation in ultimately having been understood by that other, and because I
have chosen to include myself without anonymity, I will have exposed myself to
public scrutiny by writing about my own experiences.
These are all considerations that must be present in my place of intuitive
knowing. How do the stories of the people that I work with affect me and what
do I do about that? How do I best make use of my own experience of brain injury
and am I comfortable with exposing my own experience if it can be beneficial?
Do I choose to work in an area that is more separate from my own life experience
of difference or do I use the tools I am developing of self-awareness and selfunderstanding to manage these challenges and continue on a path that I committed
myself to four years ago? I have chosen the latter and I work to expand my
theoretical, emotional and practical knowledge of brain injury and trauma, thereby
learning how to cope with the challenges that come with my work. My choice
may be different in the coming years, but for now, I am stronger for my growing
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knowledge base and I believe that I can add something valuable to the expanding
body of research, literature, and understanding in the area of mild brain injury.
Shah (2006) comments that "the disabled interviewer/researcher tool can uncover
the social realities of...disabled people" (p. 218) and for me the work has been
rewarding and I believe, a valuable experience for both the participants and for
me.

Should We Protect the Boundaries?
There are scholars who have suggested other means of gaining the benefits
of shared experience without crossing boundaries around disclosure. Roberts
(2005) describes a therapist who shared an experience of disability with her client
but attributed it to a fictional cousin instead of owning it as her own story. Upon
reading this narrative I immediately felt anger and distrust of this therapist and
attempted to determine what caused my reaction and I came to realize that I was
offended on many levels. Firstly, what if I did this and then the participant found
out later that it had in fact been I who shared his experience of brain injury? How
would that make him feel? I can well imagine him feeling angry and betrayed
and losing trust in me.
Secondly, if I am working from within a theoretical perspective, as
discussed above, and my choice of whether or not to disclose is derived from
within that context, why do I now feel the need to shift the ownership of that
experience? Either I believe that disclosure is in the best interest of the other or it
is not and so should not be used. It seems to me that this therapist is straddling a
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fence and only partially committing herself to a process that she purports to
endorse.
Thirdly, how does this add to the imbalance of power in the relationship?
Now that I have created a space in which I know that I have told an untruth and
have misled the participant, how does this in any way resemble an effort being
made to address the power differential? It is all well and good to say that the
participant will never know the truth and it will not harm him if I behave in this
way, or, as is suggested in the story, that it protects my right to privacy.
However, should I not put his best interest ahead of my own and at the very least,
work in such a manner as not to add to his oppression and marginalization?
Lastly, I must consider the message this sends to the participant about the
social acceptance of disability. If I am attempting to understand the experience of
others with brain injury and how the social construction of disability affects them,
what does it imply if I will not own my own experience, but instead, pass it off as
someone else's? I feel that this only works to support the dominant discourse of
disability as an individual problem that we are to feel shameful about. We should
not feel that we cannot own our experience and both view it and name it as Duffie
(2008) did: as having an "exceptionality". Kondrat (1999) writes that our actions
and interactions may be unconsciously supporting the dominant discourse and that
we can choose what discourse we put forward. I believe that being truthful in
disclosure is the only way in which to choose a discourse of empowerment when
working with individuals with whom I share the experience of brain injury.
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My Experience as a Shared Experience Researcher
The decision of whether or not to disclose to the participants that I shared
the experience of brain injury was much easier to make in the beginning of the
study than it would be now, although I would not change my choice in retrospect.
Having the knowledge to make an informed decision in this area made it a much
weightier one, where I have been far more aware of the reasons not to disclose
and have had to consider the ramifications of my choice. There is much debate
that supports both sides of this choice as has been examined above, which while it
provides much to think about, does not give an easy answer. Ultimately for me
the choice was influenced by my belief that to not disclose was in some way
dishonest and disrespectful and I felt that it was not a project I could undertake if I
had to remain detached and hidden in order to complete the research.
However, I maintain that my choice was the right one for me as a
researcher and for the participants. This became clear to me during two of my
interviews that were with participants who had never met another person with a
brain injury. They were aware of my shared experience since I had declared
myself as brain injured from the initial email invitation to participate in the study
and they had many questions to ask about my own experience. Out of a sense of
respect for their willingness to share their challenges and successes with me, and
in an effort to equalize some of the power imbalance I chose to allow time after
the interview was completed to be as open with them about my story as they had
just been with their own.
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They asked many questions, most of which I answered openly although in
a couple of circumstances I chose not to discuss topics when I felt that it was
inappropriate to do so. When the discussion began to move towards a therapeutic
relationship I felt that it was inappropriate for me to engage in the role of
practitioner when already in the role of researcher. In those cases I redirected the
conversation and offered the participants the opportunity to speak with me
personally in a social setting (as opposed to a professional one) after the
completion of the project. I encouraged them to seek out a helping professional
for therapeutic support. At the end of our time together they expressed their
gratitude, not only at my sharing, but also for the sense of validation and
normalcy that they had experienced through the conversation. I interpreted this as
confirmation that my choice to disclose and discuss my differences had been the
right one for the participants.
I did not anticipate the challenge that I would face during the interview
process trying to remain a detached questioner when the participants related
experiences that were so similar to my own or each others. I wanted to normalize
the experience for the person sharing their story with me, and yet felt that I was
not able to open the interview process up and let it become a two way discussion.
I found in the first interviews that I was more likely to make comments during the
process that crossed over the boundary between interviewer and participant. Until
I became comfortable with my choice to allow for time at the end to open myself
up to their examination, I felt as if I was trying to remain a detached observer
under impossible, and for me almost fraudulent, circumstances. I would still
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work towards finding a better way in which to allow a participant in a similar
study better access to the researcher with shared experience. If I were to do this
again, I would look for methodology that allowed for more lenience in this area,
and could provide a process of data collection that was more like a shared
discussion rather than a one-sided interview.
I found it very difficult to listen to the participants' stories of
discrimination, oppression and challenges that they faced and found myself
wanting to find some way to make things better for them. I have experienced this
difficulty during therapeutic relationships with brain injured clients, but I did not
anticipate it during the research process. I found it gave me a sense of comfort to
recognize their strengths and successes and to celebrate those with them as much
as offer some comfort over their challenges. After this experience, I believe that
my commitment to supervision and debriefing is even more important to my
continuing in this field. It is very easy to take on the challenges and frustrations
of someone else when they mirror so many of your own.
I found the interviews challenging on a personal level as I had to learn
how to conduct an interview within the realities of my own challenges. I used
multiple recording methods since I was unable to take more than the most basic of
notes during the interview and quickly learned to make notes immediately
afterwards as to how it had felt for me, was I pleased with the content, what had it
made me think about, where were the challenges to be addressed next time. I
found it very challenging to manage all of the data and discovered the support
available from my research assistant in transcribing and organizing coded material
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to be invaluable. I re-learned my frustrations over the inability to process
information on multi-levels simultaneously and I think that in future work I would
build compensation for that into my methodology. A more suitable choice might
be to develop a process with more than one interview session with a participant
allowing me a more in depth exploration of an aspect that has emerged upon
retrospection.

Conclusion
Neville-Jan (2004) writes that it is important to use our own voice in the
research. Feminist scholars Leicester, Oakley, and Stanley and Wise are cited in
Shah (2006) as supportive of the researcher sharing the experience of the
participant because it "encourages the generation of richer material" (p.210)
through the researcher's insider knowledge and suggests that she can better elicit
information from the participant and apply context and understanding to the
interpretation of the responses. Personal experience is just as valuable as
theoretical knowledge to disability studies and can provide information to
professionals in the field, help lessen marginalization of individuals with
differences, and generate more questions, which are just as valuable as answers
(Neville-Jan, 2004; Richards, 2008). I am certain that some of those who chose to
participate in my study did so because they were more comfortable talking with
someone who shared their experience. They expressed their sense of community
with me during the process and stated that they felt that not only had someone
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listened to them from a place of empathy but that I had also been able to
understand truly what they had spoken of and what their experiences reflected.
We must recognize and validate the need for introspection in ourselves as
researchers, scholars, and therapists or we cannot encourage those who trust us
with their stories to engage in such self-examination (Butler et al., 2007). I must
work towards the understanding of my own experience of brain injury and
difference to discover what that means for me, and the comprehension of
disability within the social world, how is it constructed, interpreted and
transmitted, in order to be able to help those I work with and for. My efforts
towards these goals started the day after my accident in many ways and will
continue long after I retire from whatever work I choose to engage in, but this
project has been a way for me to define that search for understanding and place it
within both a theoretical and a practical context. I understand now that what I do
is in an effort to move from the place of "impulse" where my actions are well
intentioned but not thoroughly thought through or understood to the place of
"intuitive knowledge" where I find a way to blend my instinct with my theoretical
and practical knowledge; a place from which to continue studying and researching
as a wounded healer, using the gifts given to me through the challenges faced
within my own experience of being differently abled.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Disability studies is a young and developing field to which a variety of
disciplines such as psychology, social psychology, sociology, and social work as
well as by individuals coping with impairments have contributed (Barnes, 1996;
Oliver, 1996). The consideration of disability from many perspectives results in a
wide variety of theories and paradigms being found in the discourse. According
to Barnes (1996), no dominant theory has developed and each proposed theory of
impairment and disability fails to consider one or more key contextual aspects that
have considerable impact on the experience of disability. Furthermore, there is
much discussion in the literature as to the relevance and suitability of these
conflicting theories. There is ongoing debate within the field as scholars and
practitioners attempt to find a theoretical context in which to situate themselves
and the construct of disability. Rather than a progressive, linear development of
an overarching theory of disability, there is a continuum of theory that encourages
an open-ended dialectic process through which disability is constructed and
examined.
Barnes (1996) identifies a difference between "the experience, rather than
the production of both impairment and disability" (p.44) and suggests that these
must be considered as separate concepts. Oliver (1996) suggests that the
paradigm surrounding "the production of disability is in transition" (p. 29) and
proposes that acknowledgement of this transitional process is key to further
understanding and theorizing. Furthermore, he suggests that there are three levels
of disability that "interconnect with each other to form a complete whole" (p.30)
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and points out that consideration of the nature, causes and experience of disability
is required in order to begin to understand "this process of transition of disability
paradigms" (p.29). He proposes "middle-range theories are usually concerned to
link the abstract concepts of theory to the specific experiences of particular
phenomena" (1996, p. 34) but is careful to point out that "at present the
individualising and medicalising of disability permeates all three levels and
connects them" (p. 31).
In my own effort to bring a theoretical structure to my work and locate
myself along this continuum I have structured this framework chapter to reflect
this concept of a continuum. I conceptualize this continuum as consisting of
theories that consider how disability is defined and determined as well as theories
that focus on how impairment is experienced on both micro and macro levels, all
of which interact with each other in a dialectic process that inevitably shapes and
influences their development1. I agree with Barnes (1996) and Oliver's (1996)
conceptualization of disability studies and the need to consider the separate
components of the whole. It is clear to me that the dialogue between the
constructs of the nature, causes and experience of disability moves back and forth
in an interactive process towards the development of a dominant theoretical
perspective of disability studies.
I view the ends of the continuum as those theories that are influencing
how disability is defined and determined and so first present the two dominating
discourses in this area: the individual model and the social model of disability. I
then move on to conceptualize the middle ground of the continuum as containing
1

A schematic representation of this continuum can be found in Appendix A
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the experiential theories, those that consider how impairment is experienced
within society. I examine how Critical Disability Theory has developed on the
foundations of social construction of disability and uses a critical lens to interpret
the experience of disability. Lastly, I consider how impairment is experienced on
a micro level through Shame Theory and on a macro level in Organizational
Theory. Critical Disability Theory, Shame Theory, and Organizational Theory
became the most relevant to the themes that emerged through the analysis of the
participants' interviews and they seemed to me to provide the most natural
conceptual framework for the study.

Individual Model of Disability
Historically the prevalent discourse surrounding disability studies has been
focused on individually based models such as a medical model or a personal
tragedy model, which view disability as an internally based deficit where the
impairments of individuals become their defining characteristic. North American
culture is one of individualism; this is a belief system that has led to the myth of
the strong overcoming all through hard work, discipline, and determination and
that only the weak ask for help (Dudley-Manning, 2004). "Individuals who
function differently are automatically seen as inferior to those who are deemed
normal" and "healthy functioning is equated to 'normal' functioning" (Olney &
Kim, 2001, p. 581). The disability is seen as singularly critical to the definitions
of self and problem and puts an individual in the position of needing help (Jones,
1996; Rioux & Valentine, 2006; Swain, Griffiths & Heyman, 2003).
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Disability is viewed as an individual problem that is medically defined
rather than a political issue such as ethnicity, gender, social class and age
(Borland & James, 1999; Boxall et al., 2004; Dudley-Manning, 2004; Holloway,
2001;Rioux & Valentine, 2006; Swain et al, 2003). It is often considered an
affliction that has been imposed on the individual in the form of personal tragedy
(Oliver, 1996). Effectively this view creates a homogeneous group of disability
that does not consider individual differences or subtleties and perpetuates a
concentration on the rehabilitation of the individual as the solution to the deficitcreated challenges inherent in disability (Fine & Asch 1988; 1996; Jones, 1996;
Malhotra, 2006; Rioux & Valentine, 2006). This perspective is primarily based
within a positivist framework that has traditionally used the individual as the
focus of research and intervention. It is expert-driven inasmuch as the voice of
the individual has been silenced from within and deemed irrelevant to the
understanding of disability (Rioux & Valentine, 2006).
Individuals are "identified.. .pathologized, and subjected to ameliorative
'treatment' or 'rehabilitation' (Boxall et al., 2004, p. 101). People with
disabilities are as subject to the internalization of discourse as any one else and as
a result they begin to see themselves from this perspective and to see their own
'condition' as debilitating (Velde et al., 2005). Holloway (2001) reported that
students with disabilities were experiencing the results of this model first hand
and were being treated as individuals with a problem that needed to be fixed.
Shevlin et al., (2004) view this as evidence of a "piecemeal" (p. 28) approach to
supporting students with disability that is ineffective and inherently flawed.
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Some scholars suggest that this model is effectively still the dominant
discourse in disability studies, literature, policy and programming within our
society and that it is a self-serving ideology created by the able-bodied to enable
the denial of social responsibility while limiting repercussions (Donoghue, 2003;
Dudley-Manning, 2004; Hibbs & Pothier, 2003; Oliver, 1996; Rioux & Valentine,
2006; Swain et al., 2003). Even our laws effectively support this approach by
continuing to define disability from an individual deficit-driven perspective
(Donoghue, 2003; Harlan & Robert, 1998). Donoghue (2003) goes one step
further and suggests that the supporters of the disability movement have
unwittingly perpetuated this model by accepting these definitions so they could
celebrate the theoretical acquisition of rights for those with disabilities. Even
more cynical is the suggestion made by Imrie (as cited in Harlan and Robert,
1998), that geographers and architects used the cause of accommodations for
disabled people in order to gain work through the re-construction of buildings to
meet accessibility requirements, but that no one really cared enough about the
circumstances of people with limitations to change the prevailing social view. I
would argue that efforts to change the current social view would have worked to
benefit everyone rather than just those with mobility challenges.
Rioux and Valentine (2003) argue that the individual model of disability
sees accommodation and support as a "private responsibility" (p. 50) rather than
one of the public domain. They suggest that Ontario has been systematically
moving further towards this approach since the mid 1990's, creating a shift back
to the perception of social support and accommodation as a charitable idea rather
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than a human right. Disability is once again seen as the "charitable privilege of
entitlement - a view of people with disabilities as the deserving poor requiring
social protection" (Rioux & Valentine, 2003; p. 65). The goal of all intervention
is seen as the normalization of the individual into the mainstream (Hibbs &
Pothier, 2003).
Since the 1970's this model has been outdated among those involved in
both the field of disability studies and the disability movement, and the discourse
of a social model has been widely accepted, becoming "the guiding framework of
disability theorists" (Goode, 2007, p. 35). However, the individual model still
prevails in determining how disability is defined, viewed and supported on both a
micro and a macro level.

Social Model of Disability
The social model of disability studies suggests quite the opposite:
disability is socially created through language, norms and values. This approach
to disability has been developing slowly since the 1970's and consists of different
theories unified through the concept that disability is a construct that is "culturally
and socially mediated" (Olney & Kim, 2001, p. 565) and that "society defines and
colours the meaning of it" (Boxall et al., 2004, p. 101). The social model has
been in large part created by scholars coping with limitations and is seen as
having roots in a number of different disciplines such as philosophy, sociology
and psychology (Pattison, 2000; Swain et al., 2003). The literature suggests that
"experience is mediated through language" (Gergen as cited in Pattison, 2000, p.
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87), so that in the case of disability, the language and norms of the society are
seen to shape the experience of the person with impairments.
This model suggests that disability is the condition resulting from barriers
being socially imposed upon people who have impairments, thereby shifting the
perspective from the internal deficit to the externally created impediments.
Society is the problem that needs to be fixed through the removal of the barriers,
rather than the treatment and rehabilitation of the individual (Asch, 1984; Boxall
et al, 2004; Dudley-Manning, 2004; Gergen, 1985; Holloway, 2001; Jones, 1996;
Malhotra, 2006; Oliver, 1996; Rioux & Valentine, 2006; Shakespeare & Watson,
1997; Swain et al., 2003; Velde et al., 2005). Disability is no longer an internal
problem but is "concerned with the barriers.. .within our society, which serve to
disable people with impairments" (Boxall et al., 2004, p. 101), and it is seen as a
"construct of the social and economic structures of a society" (Velde et al., 2005,
p. 83).
Disability is not seen as inherent to the individual without a social context
to create it and define it; it is a consequence of the interaction between the
individual and the society (Gergen, 1985; Jones, 1996; Rioux & Valentine, 2006);
"One's understanding of the world cannot exist independently of the context
within which the individual interacts with the world" (Jones, 1996, p. 351). Jones
(1996) goes on to suggest that individuals with impairments are disabled by the
attitudes of the non-disabled within society and that a limitation should be seen as
"just that - a limitation" (p. 351) rather than the defining characteristic of an
individual. The social model of disability shifts the focus of interest from
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limitations experienced by an individual to his possibilities (Meacham et al.,
2004), thereby fostering "empowerment, pride, [and] self-confidence" rather than
"guilt and shame" (Swain et al, 2003, p. 138).
Re-structuring the sense of self within this model allows for disability to
be seen as a result of social limits rather than personal ones, which in turn
encourages a sense of empowerment and self-worth (Boxall et al., 2004;
Hollo way, 2001; Olney & Kim, 2001). Within this model the entire sense of self
is constructed through the interaction with others and the meanings of activity are
socially agreed-upon constructs (Dudley-Manning, 2004). If identity requires
interaction as Dudley-Manning (2004) is suggesting, it is important to consider
how the social isolation and the negative attitudes of others can affect students
with disability. The concept of what is 'normal' is "deeply imbedded in our
thinking, as well as in the paradigms and activities of schools, hospitals and other
institutions" (Olney & Kim, 2001, p. 565).
The social model of disability allows for the recognition that within the
group of those coping with impairments, there are distinct and individual
subgroups. More inclusive than the individual model, it acknowledges power
structures and the role that they play in the construction and experience of
disability. It encourages unity within the disability community and the larger
society through the highlighting of diversity rather than the assumption of
homogeneity. The framework suggests that the solutions to disability are the
responsibility of the public domain rather than of the private individuals and their
immediate families (Jones, 1996; Meacham et al., 2004; Rioux & Valentine,
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2006). Jones (1996) writes "rethinking disability from a social constructivist
perspective will bring more inclusive theory-building, and broaden services,
programs, advocacy and research" (p. 353). Swain et al., (2003) considers the
social model of disability as effectively encouraging the "personal and political
empowerment of disabled people" (p. 13 8).
Building upon the foundation of social construction theory, Critical
Disability Theory applies a critical lens to the experience of disability, adding
another dimension to our understanding of disability as a social construct. These
ideas are discussed next.

Critical Disability Theory
Rioux and Valentine write that "the development of theory associated with
disablement and equality has an impact on first, an understanding of the meaning
of disablement and second, the development of consistent laws, policies, and
practices" (2006, p. 47). Furthermore, they suggest that a critical approach
provides a valuable perspective for those attempting to clarify the "inherent
complexities" (2006, p. 47) that dominate disability studies. Critical Disability
Theory posits the experience and understanding of disability within a political
framework as opposed to an individual one. It assumes that
[tjheories of human rights and equality provide the necessary
foundation for understanding the linkages between the existing
legal, economic, political, and social rationales for the full
inclusion of people with disabilities and the systemic barriers
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and oppression that continue to construct people with
disabilities as inherently unequal and disentitled to citizen
rights. (Rioux & Valentine, 2006, p. 47).
The framework suggests that since the 1970's, when there was a
conceptual shift from the existing individual model of disability towards a social
model, there has been a link between disability and human rights. Unfortunately,
governments (and society as a whole) have not followed this link, but maintain
the view that support systems that should be seen as the right of those with
disabilities are more often considered benefits to be granted as fiscal policies
allow (Rioux & Valentine, 2006). Donoghue (2003) points out that even though
the theory has been put forward as the dominant discourse surrounding disability
studies since the 1970's, it is still far from accepted in the mainstream society. It
is an academic discourse only. He suggests that it is very difficult to get the
group in power to relinquish some of that privilege and without a change in how
disability is defined within the social world, the social model of disability cannot
truly begin to replace the individual model.
Swain et al., (2003) write that the goal of social construction theory must
be "social change, equality, social justice and the rights of full participative
citizenship" (p. 139). While the "model has been used effectively to eliminate as
many preconceived notions as possible" (Meacham et al., 2004, p. 85), North
American society does not encourage the social model of disability; the society is
too individual and success-driven. Traditional interventions for disability-related
challenges are focused on "rehabilitation rather than liberation" (Jones, 1996, p.
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348) and we need to look at the social structures that create problems and shine a
light on oppressive beliefs and misconceptions about disability. Oliver (1996)
suggests that instead of altering the "rules of the game" (p.35) so as to allow
people with impairments to participate, the focus must be on changing the game
itself.
Research needs to focus on the social structure for the development of
policy and interventions that work towards alleviating socially caused barriers for
people with impairments (Rioux & Valentine, 2006). Because the conceptual
shift of disability from an individual construct to a social construct has not been
followed by a practical shift, a conflict is created which is reflected in the political
and policy arenas, leading to confusion within all social areas of programming
(Rioux & Valentine, 2006). The social reality of life with impairments clearly
reflects this lack of a distinct practical shift from the old model to the new.
Malhotra (2006) writes that we, as a society, must see that the barriers
people with impairments face are socially constructed "and not a natural part of
the environment that cannot be politically contested" (p. 84), and that the removal
of these barriers is a social obligation rather than a charitable choice. There is
ongoing debate as to how much emphasis should be placed on the social causes of
disability and whether or not the voices of the individuals are being silenced by
such emphasis (Donoghue, 2003; Meacham et al., 2004; Malhotra, 2006; Onken
& Slaten, 2000; Shakespeare & Watson, 1997; Swain et al., 2003). Oliver (1996)
cites his own earlier work suggesting that "understanding the consequences of
[acquired impairments] involves a complex relationship between the impaired
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individual, the social context within which the impairment occurs and the
meanings available to individuals to enable them to make sense of what is
happening" (p.35). Scholars view this model as an ongoing work in progress
through the "process of development, exploration and analysis" (Shakespeare &
Watson, 1997, p. 298) and are conscious of the need to find a more equitable
balance between the social cause and the individual experience of disability
(Donoghue, 2003; Swain et al, 2003).
While differing ideas and concepts exist within this model, one of the
main points of agreement is that the separation between impairment and disability
must be made distinct and primary. Impairment is seen as an individual condition
whereas disability is the result of social attitudes (Barnes, 1996; Hibbs & Pothier,
2006; Jones, 1996; Malhotra, 2006; Shakespeare & Watson, 1997, Swain et al.,
2003). Scholars observe that barriers are present in every facet of social life: in
"attitudes, institutions, language and culture, organization and delivery of support
services and the power relations and structures of which society is constructed"
(Swain et al., 2003, p. 138). Shakespeare and Watson (1997) are clear that
"functional capacities have to be placed in a broader social and environmental
context" (296), and if that fails to happen, we risk putting the blame on
individuals for not succeeding at their rehabilitation, hinting that if they just
worked harder they would have been successful. Malhotra (2006) suggests that
Critical Disability Theory must put forward the concept that social barriers have
"historically banished [people with disabilities] to the bottom of a
hierarchical...pyramid" (p. 80).
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Rioux and Valentine (2006) argue that the manner in which people with
disabilities are viewed and treated is a direct reflection of the society's sense of
responsibility for them. One can then expect that if a society views disability
from an individual, deficit-driven perspective there is no collective feeling of
obligation towards people dealing with limitations. However, if the social norm is
to view disability as the result of socially constructed barriers there is more likely
to be a sense of community obligation to remove those barriers. In our society,
the individual model combined with financial restraints generally trumps the
concept of the rights of those with different abilities.
Disability is still addressed as an individual problem; one that is worthy of
charitable intervention, but not one that has inherent rights that are to be
recognized and upheld in order for all human beings to experience full
citizenship. Fine and Asch (1988) suggest that the individual model is carefully
maintained so that excluding people with impairments from substantive
citizenship is socially accepted and condoned. "If people with disabilities were
perceived as having the same rights to mobility and life's opportunities as people
without impairments, we would inevitably be compelled to rethink the view that
[supports and accommodations] are gifts or charities that can be withdrawn when
times are tight." (p. 16).
Current laws are not enough to provide full citizenship, and policy and
interventions need to be redefined and reworked so as to be rooted in international
human rights legislation (Rioux & Valentine, 2006). Full citizenship is the
standard to be achieved: citizenship should be "substantive" (Rious & Valentine,
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2006, p. 66) in nature, thereby providing people with impairments an equality of
outcome rather than just a superficial attempt at equalizing opportunity based on
current assumptions that those interventions will result in full citizenship. Rioux
and Valentine (2006) discuss how Critical Disability Theory views equality and
disablement as concepts that are "subject to interpretation" (p. 53). Consequently,
how equality is defined within a society can make a substantial difference in the
type of intervention that is utilized. They write "equality based on well-being as
an outcome incorporates the premise that all humans - in spite of their difference
- are entitled to consideration and respect as equals, and have the right to
participate in the social and economic life of society" (Rioux & Valentine, 2006,
p. 54).
For those of us in society who experience impairments, how we perceive
ourselves can be clearly linked to how others see us. In the academic community
it then follows that the way in which others treat students with disabilities can
determine their ability (Varenne & McDermott as cited in Dudley-Manning,
2004). A critical perspective would propose "the student is not the problem.. .nor
is the teacher the problem.. .the problem is the problem" and rather than being the
problem, each person "has a relationship with the problem" (Freedman & Combs
as cited in Dudley-Manning, 2004, p. 488). Birenbaum (1979) writes that people
with disabilities are "regarded by others and even by themselves as being
'different' and this difference is considered to be an undesirable one" (p. 89). The
reality of the impairments is not seen as relevant to the outsider, but rather the
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lack of perfection and the subsequent devaluation of the human being (Onken &
Slaten, 2000).
Our western culture sees social value as determined by productivity levels:
it is commonly defined by one's ability to work in the traditional work place
environment and by how much money the individual can earn. Harlan and Robert
(1998) refer to "competitive individualism" (p.4) as a defining concept within our
social norms of individual worth and suggest that our culture excludes people
with impairments as being "incompetent" (p. 4) and therefore inherently unable to
be productive. Accommodations are viewed as giving advantage to an individual
over their peers and people with disabilities are not deemed to be valuable enough
to merit advantage.
Cultural beliefs defining how social value is determined are then
internalized by individuals and as a result they fail to see themselves as having a
right to support and accommodation and so do not ask for them (Birenbaum,
1979: Harlan & Robert, 1998). A critical perspective prompts me to question
whether keeping these people ignorant of their own rights and opportunities is
being used as a method of social control. If they do not see themselves as
deserving they will not cause disturbances and force those in power to share some
of their resources more equitably.
Every culture has a predetermined idea of what disability must be like,
usually constructed by abled individuals who extrapolate from the experience of
illness, and this construct is put upon those who find themselves experiencing
impairment. The act of trying to fit in and be accepted by mainstream society
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automatically precludes a disability culture from forming thereby further isolating
them and leading to their own self-oppression. "Rebellion is a rare adaptation
among the disabled" (Birenbaum, 1979, p. 90); if you keep them isolated and
feeling insufficient within society they are unlikely to cause much trouble for
those in positions of power. Disability community and culture is now viewed as
very important to the well being of those who belong to it. One of the major foci
of the disability movement has been to develop a "collective identity" (Onken &
Slaten, 2000, p. 109), which, it is suggested, will foster a sense of individual and
collective pride. Brown (2006) writes that connection is important to the
redefinition of self and expectation, suggesting that without a sense of
community, an individual is more likely to internalize the negative social view
and see herself as valueless within the society.
Critical Disability Theory suggests that disability is socially constructed as
some sort of tragedy that is inflicted upon the unwilling victim and that must be
suffered stoically. It is never viewed as a gift. Rarely do you meet individuals
who express pride in their impairments, but rather the best outcome is seen as a
willingness to fight for one's accommodations and as the development of a sense
of pride in one's accomplishments rather than in oneself (Birenbaum, 1979).
People with disabilities are socially brainwashed into viewing their own
challenges as failures. In our western society where we prize independence and
define it as being productive and completely self-sufficient, we are inevitably
viewed as less when we are incapable of independence. "Independence does not
have to mean doing everything yourself (Piastro, 1999, p. 45). It should have
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more to do with having choices available to you and the ability and empowerment
to make them.
This social concept of disability as a negative, pitiable state of being that
must be hidden away and not discussed in public is perpetuated within the media.
Those with impairments are either stigmatized or portrayed as the 'superhero'
who over-achieves in her quest to prove her own normalcy and value (Onken &
Slaten, 2000). For me, both personally and as an academic researcher, there is no
question that disability is a by-product of the social world. I do not experience
limitations and disablement until I attempt to fit myself into a socially defined
norm. Rioux and Valentine (2006) suggest that ability should be seen as a
continuum with predicted outliers at both ends so that impairments are an
expected part of the social world rather than an aberration. The negative construct
of disability that is imposed on individuals is often internalized into a sense of
personal worthlessness, weakness and failure that can lead to an ongoing
experience of difference as being inherently shameful. An examination of the
literature discussing Shame Theory and consideration of how that applies to the
micro experience of disability provides further context for the analysis of my own
study.

Shame Theory
This framework has largely been developed within the Feminist and Queer
fields of study and is only recently being applied to disability studies, so that
relatively little literature is available that deals directly with the experience of
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shame for those with impairments. However, extrapolations and comparisons can
be made and I would suggest that this framework can offer much to aid in the
understanding of the experiences of individuals with differences. In the literature
it is discussed as a complex issue with no singular theory standing out to define it,
but rather consisting of a "range of discourses" (Pattison, 2000, p. 181)
originating from different schools such as psychoanalysis, sociology, selfpsychology, biopsychology, eclectic, cultural or philosophical approaches,
literary, and social constructionism (Pattison, 2000; Scheff, 2000).
Psychologically based approaches view shame as internally derived and
mediated by external factors, whereas the sociological approach to shame sees it
as having a social base, asserting that it is a "product of comparison" (Pattison,
2000, p. 52). A social construction lens allows us to look at shame without
committing to any one truth, allowing a consideration of the subject rather than a
definitive knowing (Pattison, 2000). It is this latter view coming from a social
framework that I feel best fits my conceptual understanding of the social
construction of disability and that can be utilized towards gaining further insight
into the experience of impairment.
From a sociological viewpoint, shame is seen as the internalization of the
external discourse, and because of the way in which our culture constructs the
experience of impairment an accompanying feeling of deficiency is unavoidable
(Onken & Slaten, 2000; Pattison, 2000). The literature suggests that shame is an
emotion of considerable power, one that is capable of generating much pain for
the individual experiencing it and that has traditionally been under-explored as it
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is seen as irrational and little understood (Onken & Slaten, Stone, 1992). Some
researchers refer to it as the "master emotion" (Scheff as cited in Brown, 2006, p.
43) consisting of many emotions such as "embarrassment, humiliation, ...feelings
of failure or inadequacy" (Scheff, 2000, p. 96) with three main components:
feeling trapped; a lack of control and power; and a sense of isolation. They also
suggest that it is psychologically, socially and culturally constructed (Brown,
2006; Pattison, 2000).
It is "an intensely painful feeling or experience of believing we are flawed
and therefore unworthy of acceptance and belonging." (Brown, 2006, p. 45); or it
is a negative self-view that creates a sense of weakness and inferiority which
results in self-isolation, the "self judging the self (Pattison, 2000, p. 71). There
can be many different causes of shame that can be experienced at any time in a
person's life ranging from a traumatic event, poverty, unemployment,
powerlessness, rejection, failure and ongoing oppression. Pattison (2000) writes
that "any experiences that induce a sense of persistent inferiority, worthlessness,
abandonment, weakness, abjection, unwantedness, violation, defilement,
stigmatism, unloveability and social exclusion are likely to be generative of
chronic shame" (p. 108). He suggests that chronic shame as opposed to acute
shame, which is more transitory, is the more debilitating experience. It is not
difficult to see that many of the characteristics he lists as causing chronic shame
are present in the experience of individuals with impairment. I would suggest
therefore that there may well be a relationship between disability and shame.
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"The shame that is associated with disability is clearly evident by the
nature of silence that surrounds [it]" (Onken & Slaten, 2000, p. 102). People with
differences are isolated both through the barriers created by social attitudes and
inequities, and by their own feelings of inadequacy. They have no community or
culture and have been actively hidden away, even to the point of segregation, and
barred from society and social inclusion, which has resulted in a culture of shame.
Shame develops out of a sense of one's own inadequacy and is about who you
are, not what you do (Pattison, 2000; Stone, 1992). Shame is internally
experienced but requires the other in order to be created. Lewis (1971) writes that
shame can be viewed as a reaction to a threat to the social connections that we
develop or to the fear of being cut adrift from society. The internalization of
external judgment, and the psychological isolation that results from it, is
extremely destructive for human beings (Pattison, 2000; Onken & Slaten, 2000).
It is what happens when social expectations get internalized into failures,
especially within our culture of productivity and individualism. (Brown, 2006).
Shame and pride are inherent in daily social interaction (Goffman as cited in
Scheff, 2000).
One of the most difficult aspects of shame is that it tends to interfere with
the building of relationships, yet these relationships are one of the strongest ways
in which to overcome shame (Pattison, 2000). Another major challenge to the
alleviation of internal chronic shame is that often individuals have a lack of selfawareness of their own sense of shame or are actively trying to hide it from
themselves and others in an attempt to lessen the intensely painful feelings that
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shame arouses within them (Brown, 2006; Lewis, 1971; Pattison, 2000). It results
in self-attacks of anger and ridicule, constantly putting the self down, and often
those coping with it seek to avoid it through perfection: if you are perfect then
you cannot be seen as being bad. Often people dealing with chronic shame resort
to substance abuse, or to sacrificing themselves to a "higher cause" in order to
feel better about themselves or to constantly trying to shift blame onto someone
else so as to release themselves from accountability (Pattison, 2000).
A person's shame does not need to be publicly witnessed in order for it to
be acutely felt by the individual; their own anticipation of shame can be enough to
cause distress (Scheff, 2000). Another aspect of shame that makes it particularly
challenging to remedy is its unpredictable nature. It can happen anywhere, at any
time, for a variety of reasons and is often mistaken by professionals as depression,
anger or guilt. It is very hard to recognize, in large part because the individual is
often unaware or actively seeking to disguise and avoid it (Lewis, 1971; Pattison,
2000).
Furthermore, in order to begin to remove the shame from one's
experience, one must become aware of its social nature and how it is used.
Without the ability to deconstruct shame by identifying its social context, a
'problem' is internalized and viewed as a personal deficit, creating a giant
feedback loop, which constantly re-creates the sense of failure and lack of selfworth (Brown, 2006; Pattison, 2000). The one place that the individual might
find help in learning to deconstruct shame and begin to develop a grasp on the
language of shame is in the therapist's office, yet our culture views therapy as
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shameful. This further isolates the individual and perpetuates the feelings of
inadequacy (Tagney & Dearing as cited in Brown, 2006).
Media images that show individuals with differences in either a negative
light or focus on the 'superhero' overachiever, add to the sense of inner shame
that people with impairments experience (Onken & Slaten, 2000). The viewers
are either shamed through their embarrassment at the social view of disability as
negative, or they are made to feel like a failure because they did not achieve as
much as the 'superhero'. Society sees shamed individuals as worthless and
unproductive and they are treated as disease-ridden through isolation and
avoidance. Their own internalized judgement creates a loss of power and lack of
hope, further oppressing them and increasing the likelihood that they will remain
trapped within their own sense of inferiority. The key to breaking the process of
internalization of shame for people of difference and working towards the
amelioration of this negative and debilitating mindset is to expose the social
construction of disablement. We need to stop trying to fix the individual so as to
enable functionality and start seeing the unique strengths and gifts that they offer
(Onken & Slaten, 2000; Pattison, 2000). This framework is woven through my
analysis of the interviews collected during my study and enables a deeper
understanding of the lived experience of students with brain injury.
Finally, an examination of the relationship between disability and
organizational structure emerged as relevant to the understanding of what it is like
for someone with a brain injury to be a university student. This framework,
considered here as a lens through which to consider the macro experience of
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disability, offered unique and relevant paths of interpretation of the participants'
narratives.

Organizational Theory and Disability
How an organization views disability and what it chooses to do about
supporting its members who are different has a direct effect on the experience of
the individual. The literature suggests that organizational culture is a reflection of
the social value system (Harlan & Robert, 1998; Hasenfeld, 2000; Hoggett, 2006).
Hasenfeld (2000) examines this concept, suggesting that there is a relationship
between public organizations' interventions and "moral judgement" (p. 329).
Hasenfeld (2000) states that social values determine the allocation of limited
resources within an organization and he provides an example of the conditions
faced by the clients of an organization that has them assigned a low value. He
suggests that the organization views problems as the fault and responsibility of the
individual and that it adopts a punitive approach that is "highly routinized and
bureaucratized [where] client-staff relations are limited and based on suspicion
and mistrust" (p. 333). He concludes that because public organizations do moral
work "we need to understand how these organizations select the moral rules that
guide their work and how these rules become enacted in their organizational
forms and practices" (p. 348).
Hoggett (2006) portrays the "public sector... as an element of societal selfgovernance" (p. 176), suggesting that "part of the authority invested in
government is citizens' own disowned authority" (p. 183). He goes on to suggest
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that individuals with impairments are given compassion socially, but are also
secretly feared and hated by the able-bodied as they physically represent the
innermost fears of individual mortality. It follows then that one can surmise that
the average organization views disability as an individual problem that is
generally thought to have a negative impact on the organization. The literature
suggests that organizations seek to define those with impairments and their
differences in an attempt to decide how they can best accommodate them (if at
all). Then they offer those accommodations or services rather than approaching
individuals and discussing their needs with them directly. It does not occur to the
organization to view the strengths in the individual with differences and then to
determine a way in which to foster him in order to gain productivity. Effectively,
the organization defines disability, states how to identify it, creates possible
solutions, and then attempts to make the individual conform to its ways
(Birenbaum, 1979; Harlan & Robert, 1998).
Accommodation within the organization is based upon the assumption that
if you equalize the rules, you will then equalize opportunities for employment,
success and advancement within the organization: the "idea of neutral
organizations" (Harlan & Robert, 1998, p. 398). However, this assumption fails
to recognize that a general culture of discrimination exists, which, in effect,
overrules these attempts at equality. As in society at large, until there is a
fundamental rethinking of difference and how it is viewed, on a macro level there
will be only the illusion of equity for the individual. Organizational structure
itself must change; "decision making, interpersonal interactions, production
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processes, and reward allocations" (Harlan & Robert, 1998, p. 398) all must
change before there can be any move toward substantive equality. Hoggett
(2006) draws attention to the challenge faced by those who work in public
organizations as they must enact the social ideals, but are not provided with clear
rules and procedures. As a result there is considerable individual discretionary
power afforded to these workers.
The current laws work to support this organizational structure, stating that
'reasonable accommodation' must be made, but it is the organization that is
allowed to define what is reasonable. Organizations traditionally have far more
access to resources such as information, legal advice, and knowledge of the
system than the individual does, which further increases the power gap between
them in favour of the organization (Harlan & Robert, 1998). The language of
'reasonable accommodation' suggests that there is an environmental component
to disability and that the organization has choices in how it operates, thereby
giving at least an appearance of understanding of the nature of disability.
However, there is a substantial gap between the law and real world application
and interpretation for those who are in the position of being labeled as having a
disability. Organizational culture is created by those in positions of power and it
is maintained to serve their needs and goals. Getting those in power to relinquish
some of their control in order to develop a culture of equity for all human beings
is far more difficult than it may appear on the surface (Harlan & Robert, 1998).
There are many ways in which organizations maintain their power
structure over individuals with limitations. They attempt to force the law to fit
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within their own social construction of value. They refuse accommodation on the
grounds that it will encourage others in the organization to request special
treatment, or they question the credibility of the request in an attempt to divert
attention from their own unwillingness to provide accommodation (Harlan &
Robert, 1998). The suggestion is often made that if you have achieved any level
of professional success then you must not really be so severely disabled and you
must be exaggerating your need for accommodation (Onken & Slaten, 2000).
This shifting of the focus of blame to the individual serves a double purpose. Not
only does it avoid the initial responsibility, but it also serves as a message to
others in the organization to remain silent regarding their own needs. The use of
shame as a tool of control is often used by the organization, sometimes without
knowing or intending it (Pattison, 2000).

The individual repeatedly puts herself at risk in an attempt to make up for
her limitations, by doing such things as working harder and for longer hours than
her peers, ignoring illness and pain, or working under conditions of sleep
deprivation. She often sacrifices her private life by putting all of her time and
energy into her professional existence (Harlan & Robert, 1998). The organization
would rather do almost anything then consider a broad scale change to the "social
arrangements of work" (Harlan & Robert, 1998, p.424). Organizational structure
however is not a given but rather is created in order to meet the needs of those in
power; as such, it can be altered if there are incentives to change.
Hasenfeld (2000) clearly states "the organization and its workers can be
active agents in deciding which moral rules to enact or ignore" (p.331). Hoggett
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(2006) concludes that those who differentiate "self as funder of public services
(taxpayer) from self as user of these services" (p. 184) are being short sighted.
The boundary between those with impairments and those without is highly
permeable and it has been said that the able-bodied are merely temporarily
enjoying that status, as all human beings will face physical, psychological and
emotional challenges throughout their lifespan.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research project was designed to be exploratory and to incorporate
more than one methodological approach. A multi-method form was believed to
best meet the intended goals of learning about the lived experience of university
students with brain injury; empowering a group of students who traditionally have
been marginalized; and the commencement of a process which could lead to
social change for such students. Research that involves the consideration of
those who are oppressed should be focused on the goal of liberation (Shah, 2006).
"Qualitative research challenges the 'hierarchy of credibility', which gives more
credence to the experiences and opinions of those with greater power... [and is]
particularly suited to giving voice to the 'underdog' in society" (Becker as cited in
Shah, 2006, p. 210). Eckhardt and Anastas (2007) write that qualitative research
methods are particularly effective in the field of disability studies. Considering
those issues of liberation, power imbalance, and disability and how they reflected
my original goals, I chose to use qualitative methods for my study.
One of the chief academic arguments dismissing qualitative methods
considers the question of researcher bias. One could argue that the potential for
this negative element was even more pronounced in my work, as I share the
experience of the participants and can be considered as both researcher and
stakeholder. While Eckhardt and Anastas (2007) suggest that bias is more likely
to occur when working with marginalized groups, specifically with disability,
they also point out that bias is situated within a social context and can be derived
from incorrect assumptions about contextual issues. I interpret this to suggest that
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as a researcher who has personal experience of brain injury and disability, my
understanding may assist in the reduction of erroneous assumptions and resulting
bias and so act in a compensatory manner. Eckhardt and Anastas, (2007) go on to
suggest that "research studies are invariably enriched when indigenous
researchers.. .are used" (p.237) and that bias can be controlled through
recognition gained from reflexive consideration.
Traditionally research has been done on people with disabilities from an
expert driven position in a top-down manner emphasizing a lack of understanding
between the researcher and the participant, which serves to increase the existing
power imbalance (Eckhardt & Anastas, 2007). There is a "current lack of
knowledge about the lives of people with disability" (Eckhardt & Anastas, 2007,
p. 247) and an expressed need for more research done with people experiencing
limitations that values listening to the participants and the inclusion of their voices
in an effort to effect change and empower those involved (Eckhardt & Anastas,
2007; Shah, 2006). In my effort to address the need for more inclusive research
that explores the lived experience of disability, to meet the goals of the project
and work within some of the typical limitations of an MSW thesis I chose to
employ a multi-method approach similar to Teram et al., (2005). My research
design was influenced by grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) and
participatory action research (Levin & Greenwood, 2001; Lincoln, 2001). Teram
et al. (2005) suggest that by combining these two research methods they were able
to empower the participants, negate potential concern regarding stakeholder bias
and bolster the credibility of the results.
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Grounded Theory Overview and Application
Grounded theory approach is based on the idea that theory emerges from
the data in a process or relationship that goes back and forth during the life of the
project (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, Coholic, 2006). This is not meant to imply that
any theory can be declared to be emergent, but rather that the theory must be
"applicable and indicated by the data" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p.3). It is
intended that the researcher remain as open-minded as possible during the process
so as not to influence the data through subjective bias. This process can be used
to compensate for researcher bias because it "takes his personal sensitivity into
consideration" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 107). Since it is impossible for me to
remove myself from the research in that I belong to the group being considered, it
seemed that this was a way in which to attempt to remain as objective as possible.
I was able to incorporate some of the basic tenets of a grounded theory
approach although some aspects differ from the traditional design. In grounded
theory inquiry the researcher typically uses a grand tour question that is purposely
open ended. This is intended to provide participants with the opportunity to
discuss their own experience from a position of expert knowing rather than being
directed by an all-knowing researcher (Teram et al, 2005). I utilized more
questions during the interview process than this approach might suggest. I felt the
participants' possible need for structure and guidance because of the challenges
associated with brain injury outweighed the potential negative aspects of the
interviewer directing the data. Eckhardt and Anastas (2007) support this idea,
suggesting that when working with participants who experience disability, the
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interviewer must consider their impairments when designing the study and
provide a supportive and inclusive environment that addresses these concerns.
I was able to maintain the methodological principle of allowing the
theories to emerge from the data in as much as I began to see patterns and
commonalities from the interviews as they progressed and began to investigate
those aspects more thoroughly in each subsequent interview. A grounded theory
approach to research calls for the use of many theories as one theory can never be
considered all-encompassing (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This characteristic of a
grounded theory approach provided me with the opportunity to consider many
different aspects of the experience of brain injury and to validate the complexity
of that experience through the inclusion of more than one theory in the analysis.
This is an element of my research that I consider important as it offers a respectful
consideration of the reality of life with ABI rather than attempting to make the
data fit a predetermined construct.

Participatory Action Research (PAR) Overview and Application
This approach to research considers real life problems in an effort to
minimize power imbalances through the collaboration of the researcher and the
participant to reach a new understanding or generate new meanings and has as the
end goal social action and change (Eckhardt & Anastas, 2007; Levin &
Greenwood, 2001; Lincoln, 2001; Swain & Griffiths, 2003; Westhues et al.,
2008). The literature suggests that PAR can be an excellent means of closing the
gap between the theoretical and the practical (Eckhardt & Anastas, 2007; Patten,
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Mitton & Donaldson, 2006). It relies on the interviewer and the participant
sharing a common interest in the subject as well as common goals and can create
a "blurring of the boundaries" traditionally found between the two (Lincoln, 2001,
p. 126). Westhues et al., (2008) suggest that in PAR there is a "high value
[placed] on experiential knowledge" (p. 702) and Patten et al, (2006) suggest that
the approach requires "researcher immersion and context-specific understanding"
(p. 1128). For a researcher such as myself who shares the experience of the
participant and is a stakeholder in the project rather than just an observer, this
approach appears uniquely suitable.
One of the key goals of PAR is the empowerment of the participants. This
can be accomplished in a variety of ways, one of which is to work towards the
"conciousness raising ...of research participants" (Eckhardt & Anastas, 2007, p.
236) as well as the "stimulation of a group towards reconstructing .. .social
reality" (Lincoln, 2001, p. 129). The literature suggests that these changes
should not happen only in the social world, but that an internal shift should also
take place for participants. When applied to disability studies, this suggests to me
that my work should include the opportunity for the process not just to be used as
a tool of education in the hopes of social change, but also to allow for the
participants to begin to alter their self-view as a student with limitations. I chose
to use self-disclosure and open discussion as a means of encouragement towards
this internal shift, providing an opportunity for participants to discuss the concept
of the social construction of disability and how it can shape their sense of self and
their experiences in the social world.
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Furthermore, Ekhardt and Anastas (2007) suggest that "invisibility or
ableism...overgeneralization...and insensitivity" (p. 235) are common
assumptions around disability that can create bias and add to the oppression of an
individual with difference. Providing the participants with the opportunity to
review their own interview data as well as my thematic interpretations and coding
in a collaborative process of discovery may have alleviated some of this bias,
aiding in their empowerment.
Another means of empowering the population that the researcher is
working with is through the inclusion of the stakeholders throughout the entire
process. Ideally, members of the community being considered should be part of
the initial research design, although this can potentially create challenges
(Eckhardt & Anastas, 2007; Lincoln, 2001; Patten et al, 2006; Teram et al.,
2005). Teram et al., were concerned that the inclusion of survivors in the design
of their research project might put the credibility of the findings at risk. They felt
that the intended viewers of the results might potentially dismiss the study
because of its being seen as "controlled" by survivors who had a personal agenda
and could not be seen as objective. In an effort to counteract that risk they chose
to apply grounded theory methodology to the design of the project, thereby
excluding stakeholders from this aspect of the process. In my case, both
arguments can be made: I did not consult with any members of the brain-injured
community regarding the design of my study, rather choosing as did Teram et al.
(2005) to support credibility through the use of a grounded approach. Conversely,
I am a stakeholder in the study as well as a participant so it could be argued that I
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represented my community during the design phase, thereby employing the
methodology of PAR.
Including the participants in the analysis phase of the project can also
work towards this model of inclusivity, providing the opportunity for the end
result to be a "co-created product" (Lincoln, 2001, p. 129) of the research. The
participants were provided with an overview of the emergent themes along with
the corresponding codes and were encouraged to engage in a discussion regarding
their response to my analysis. All of the participants responded positively to the
themes, agreeing with my interpretations of their statements and the emphasis
placed on certain commonalities of experience, with one exception that is
examined and discussed in detail later. A number of participants expressed
surprise at some themes, stating that while they agreed with my interpretations,
they had been unaware of aspects of their experience until being presented with
my analysis of the interview. Having provided the results of my analysis to the
participants and having encouraged them to collaborate with me in this phase of
the project, I hope that as Teram et al. (2005) write, it will "reflect their reality"
(p. 1134) rather than just my own.
All the participants were made aware of the efforts taken to provide
anonymity. However, it became clear that because of the combined effect of the
unique qualities of their circumstances and my choice to maintain their voices
throughout the findings and discussion in a separate and distinct pattern, a reader
with personal knowledge might be able to identify them individually. Each
participant was contacted and made aware of this risk and asked to provide further
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consent to ensure that no assumptions were made about their acceptance of such a
risk. They each replied that they were aware of the chance of being identified and
were willing to participate fully in the project in spite of the possibility of being
identified.
Finally Lincoln (2001) writes "the end goal of all inquiry projects is new
understanding, new constructions, new, shared information, which creates
opportunities for meaningful, democratic and liberatory action" (p. 129). It is
clear that PAR is intended to work towards change through social action. Teram
et al., (2005) suggest that a project using PAR methodology should strive to
create an environment of communication in order to bring about change. The
disability support offices from all three participating universities in my study have
requested that a copy of the results be provided to them, a point which was made
clear to each participant, not just to inform them of the potential undermining of
their anonymity, but also so that they were aware that the study may well be
utilized in the future design of service provision.
Utilizing PAR methods does pose some challenges as pointed out by
Teram et al., (2005) with the concern of stakeholder control and the resulting
credibility. As well, Patten et al., (2006) suggest that following PAR
methodology can produce impediments such as being unpredictable and nonlinear, and being hard to measure results. They suggest that because it does not
follow a specific pattern of stages that can be easily identified and prepared for
ahead of time, it can require a long time commitment on the part of the researcher.
This is particularly applicable if observing the resulting social change is part of
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the project, as change can be a lengthy process. These challenges became
relevant to me during the planning phase of my research project and had a direct
impact on my choice to incorporate a multi-method approach. The combination
of PAR and Grounded Theory methods allowed me to achieve the goals of my
study within the limitations inherent in an academic thesis as well as addressing
some of the unique challenges and benefits to being a researcher with insider
knowledge.

Sampling and Interview Format
Grounded theory methodology generally calls for a sampling method that
is purposive and open (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Coholic, 2006). I chose to
employ such a method by sending a copy of an email invitation to participate in
the study to the disability support offices of three local universities: Wilfrid
Laurier, University of Guelph and University of Waterloo. Each office had
previously agreed to direct the email to all students registered with their offices
who fit the participant description of self-identifying with acquired or traumatic
brain injury. Each support office sent out the email on two separate occasions and
instructed their staff personally to bring it to the attention of any student that they
felt would be applicable to the study.
The interviews took place at the location of choice of the participant and
with their permission, were audio taped for the purposes of transcription. Each
interview lasted approximately 60-90 minutes and was attended only by the
participant and myself. A semi-structured interview format was used with a series
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of questions designed to elicit information in the area of perceived and
experienced organizational support for their academic, social and psychological
needs. Spontaneous discussion generated from the questions was encouraged and
the participants were repeatedly reminded that I was interested in their experience
rather than looking for specific support for a pre-determined theory. Time was set
aside at the completion of each interview for the participant to ask any questions
of me that they chose so as to provide them with the opportunity to learn about
another's experience of brain injury in an effort to develop community, engage in
dialogue designed to effect change to the individual's construction of self and
disability and equalize the power imbalance inherent in the interview process.

The Research Participants
Five participants from the three Universities were individually interviewed
by myself. Each of them were given a pseudonym at the start of the interview so
that the transcriber was able to identify participants without ever knowing their
real names. The pseudonyms were assigned alphabetically in interview order so
that Albert was the first participant and Emily was the last. A colleague of mine
interviewed me using the same interview process and my data has been included
as the sixth participant in the study. In an effort to be transparent so as to identify
if necessary and reduce researcher bias I chose not to conceal my identity and I
am identified in the data under my own name, Lin.
Of the six participants, two are male and four are female. As a group, their
ages are representative of each decade between the ages of 20 and 60. Two
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participants have illness related acquired brain injuries and four have injury
related traumatic brain injuries due to automobile accidents. The demographics
are quite representative of brain injury in general except that one would expect the
ratio of male to female to be reversed. Two participants were in the middle of
undergraduate degrees when they became brain injured, one participant was in
high school and subsequently went on to post-secondary studies and the
remaining three returned to University post-injury in an effort to retrain
professionally and personally. Four participants are working on undergraduate
degrees, and the other two are working at the masters level of graduate studies.
The range of years post-injury at the time of interview is from two to seven years.
All six participants are registered with their university's support office for
students with disabilities.

Participant Demographic Information

Name of Participant:

Albert

Bill

Cathy

Diane

Emily

Lin

Gender

M

M

F

F

F

F

Age

53

24

20's

20's

48

39

Type of brain injury

TBI

ABI

TBI

ABI

TBI

TBI

Years post injury

5

2

3

3

5

7

University Degree

Undergrad Undergrad Undergrad Undergrad Masters Masters

Level
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Limitations
The chief limitation to the research design was the low participation
response of only five participants and myself. This is understandable considering
that it is estimated that students with disabilities make up approximately 4% of
the university population and only a small fraction of these students are coping
with brain injury. However, more participants would have been desirable.
Furthermore, with no reasonable means of access to students who are not
registered with support offices as students with disabilities, it is possible that
considerable numbers of potential participants were not being approached. More
importantly, since those who have not registered with the support offices are not
likely to receive any formal support, this study does not advance our
understanding of students who choose to manage their studies on their own.
The low response rate from potential participants resulted in the inclusion
of students from three universities in the study. This introduces the variable of
different service provision into the study, as not all universities offer the same
services to students with brain injury. Each university allocates funds in different
ways, has individual policies and procedures and employs a wide variety of staff
and faculty some of whom may or may not be familiar with brain injury. These
variables, and the different organizational cultures in these universities, are not
within the scope of this project. Since the main purpose of the study was to
amplify the voices of the participants and allow them the opportunity to tell their
stories, the exploration of organizational variation will have to be addressed in
another study. This study can also examine how the lack of continuity between
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support offices' services from one university to another affects the overall
experience of students with brain injury.
Another limitation to the study is that of researcher bias as a result of the
fact that I share the experience of brain injury with the participants. However,
being myself interviewed as a participant, and having an independent analysis
done, may have illuminated some of my bias during the interpretation and
analysis of the data. Furthermore, I made use of supervision and self-reflection in
an effort to reduce the likelihood of applying my own knowledge and
understanding to the analysis instead of simply allowing the participants' stories
to be heard. The addition of the Use of Self chapter also encouraged me to be
aware of the benefits and challenges inherent in shared experience research. The
literature I reviewed for this chapter, and my own observations, lead me to
conclude that my sharing the experience of brain injury may have allowed the
participants to feel more comfortable opening up and sharing private information
during the interview process. It also enabled me to gain a deeper understanding of
their experiences and to work towards the equalization of the power differential in
the research relationship.

Data Analysis
An independent research assistant transcribed each interview (including
my own) as my own limitations prevent me from being able to transcribe
interviews efficiently. This posed the potential problem of exposing the
participants' identities to an outside individual. Each participant was made aware
of this prior to agreeing to be interviewed and was given the opportunity to refuse
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audio-taping. I coded each interview, except for my own, which was done
independently by my colleague, without her having any prior knowledge of codes
or themes that had emerged from the data I was analyzing.
The interviews were colour coded (each theme was given a different
colour) throughout the transcriptions and then sorted into relevant categories.
Since I knew that I would be working with a restricted number of participants and
as such would not likely be able to reach a point of saturation in the data, I chose
to perform all of the interviews before engaging in the intensive coding phase in
an effort to allow the participants to tell their own story with a minimum of
interviewer influence. I made notes of each interview immediately after it
happened and noted any particular themes that became apparent and encouraged
subsequent participants to explore those themes throughout the interview process.
In this way I attempted to blend grounded theory and participatory action research
methods in such a way as to remain as true to the research goals as possible.
There were distinct themes that emerged from the data analysis which are
categorized in the following five groupings:
1.

The social construction of disability and how it affects students;

2.

Shame and the disability experience;

3.

Power, oppression and privilege;

4.

Organizational challenges;

5.

Individual strengths and the absence of self-recognition.
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The last section of this paper will discuss this analysis and focus on these
groupings and put forward final conclusions and suggestions for practice
implications.
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FINDINGS
The analysis revealed five major themes, each of which had a variety of
comments that supported the themes. The first theme considers the social
construction of disability and its effect on the participants. I identified statements
of valuation and discussions of the measurement of success and failure, examples
of negative language when discussing disability and the university environment,
as well as instances of the participant being aware of another's discomfort with
their difference as indicative of the effects of the negative social construct of
disability within the university context.
The second theme deals with the existence and role of shame in the
participants' experience of disability. Statements that describe the participants'
feeling an external requirement for gratitude rather than discontent and the effect
of those expectations, comments that suggest that the participants were accepting
of discriminatory behaviour, examples of the internalization of the social
construction of disability as shame and an expressed lack of comfort with the self
as having impairments were all interpreted as being indicative of the existence
and subsequent role of shame in their experience. Not all of the participants
agreed with my interpretation of their comments. A separate discussion that
considers how shame can be so internalized as to be denied by the individual
follows the initial presentation of the theme of shame.
The third theme examines the role of power, oppression and privilege on
the experience of the participants. Statements describing their experiences of the
top-down power structure, the lack of power afforded to the support offices, and
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organizational attempts to shift responsibility onto the individual, as well as
expressions that represent ways in which the participants participate in their own
oppression were all seen as indicative of the impact of power and oppression.
The role of privilege and how it intersects with power and oppression and the
resulting effects on the participants' experiences are also discussed as part of this
theme.
The fourth theme presented examines challenges found in the organization
itself and the effects of those challenges on the participants' experience.
Statements considering the deficit of knowledge and awareness of disability and
brain injury, the minimal effort put forward by the organization, and the
impersonal and dehumanizing process were all viewed as indicative of
organization challenges. Examples of the inconsistent application of policies and
procedures, as well as comments expressing the difficulties of having overworked
and understaffed support offices were also included here. One positive aspect that
emerged from the interviews that was also included here was the difference that
an individual has made on the participants' overall experience.
The fifth theme is being presented below as part of the introduction to the
participants. One of the most surprising themes to me was to discover the
important role that the participants' own strength and determination plays in their
overall experience and how this inner strength goes unrecognized by the
individual.
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The Participants and their Experience of Brain Injury
All the participants have their own story to tell about how they became
injured and the effect that it has had on their lives. It is beyond the scope of this
project to provide a comprehensive telling of these stories, yet to relate only the
results of research analysis without any personal context merely widens the gap
between researcher and participant, adding to the marginalization and oppression
that they have already experienced, while this project was intended to empower
participants wherever possible. Furthermore, one of the key goals for the project
is to provide individuals who are traditionally silenced in our community with an
opportunity to have their voices heard and put forward in such a way as perhaps
to create a move towards positive change. In my opinion, it would be
disrespectful to present their challenges, successes and innermost thoughts
without first considering them as individuals with a story to tell and be heard.
Consequently, an introduction to each of them and a glimpse into their lives as
students will be provided here.
I have also chosen to present one of the themes that emerged during the
analysis along with the introductions. One of the things that became apparent to
me throughout the interview process was the amount of inner strength and
determination that the participants demonstrated. I had not anticipated this and
was not expecting to see this as their strongest ally in the pursuit of their academic
goals. I was further surprised to see that this was a characteristic of themselves
that they rarely acknowledged, as exemplified by their willingness to give others
credit for their successes. My interviewer also saw this in my story and
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highlighted it, so I suppose that it is not surprising that I would not expect to see it
in others.
I was able to identify examples of determination, adaptation, and
acceptance all of which I feel are representative of their own strengths. I include
here as the most obvious example of determination their achievement of being
enrolled and successfully continuing, even completing their studies. Having
attained those goals clearly shows a level of determination in each of them that
may be underestimated by the inexperienced observer. They have all overcome
many challenges and have succeeded against overwhelming odds and this could
not have been achieved without the most determined of efforts.
Some of the participants have even reached a level of acceptance of their
brain injury that allows them to describe positive aspects of their experience, a
point that not everyone with ABI can reach. The changes that accompany brain
injury are often wide-reaching and devastating, and it is difficult to accept
something which is thrust upon one, unpredictably and without one's consent.
For those participants who have managed to achieve some level of this
acceptance, I feel it is another indicator of their internal strengths. Some
examples of these markers of their strengths are discussed below so as to provide
the reader with a deeper understanding of who these individuals are and what
achievements they have made in both their academic pursuits, and in their private
lives.
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Albert
Albert is in his 50's and is just completing his undergraduate degree. He
was injured in a car accident five years ago. He has coped with severe physical
trauma as well as his brain injury and his rehabilitation has been long, hard and
nothing short of spectacular. He is inspirational in his physical recovery and has
achieved far more than any of his medical team ever expected. He seems to treat
their predictions more like a challenge for success than a barrier, although in order
to achieve that success he has endured many difficulties. He has had to cope with
a lack of understanding and acceptance in others and what he has found to be an
unwillingness to hear about his situation:
If I go beyond a certain level [in describing his impairments] with
people who don't have an understanding, then they become
uncomfortable. I take them to places where they really can't reach.
Then very quickly they realize that they're talking about things
they don't really want to talk about. It gets uncomfortable when
you start talking about certain injuries and how they relate to
what's happening in my everyday life.
He has faced unfair practices within the university context and although he
does not name them as discrimination. He discusses the process for having his
needs accommodated, pointing out that the control over this ultimately rests with
professors and that they are not always willing to allow for his needs. He cites
"single issues of accommodations, where they may accommodate here, but on this
accommodation, they won't; [if they] can't accommodate someone's problems
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too bad for you." He feels that there is a lack of respect for his sense of dignity,
as there is "no apology, and no discussion."
Albert has found many ways to overcome barriers that he experiences. He
states, "I had to address them [challenges] directly [and] I found ways to cope...
if I can isolate myself to do homework and projects, then I'm ok." He discusses
his solution for being faced with policy and procedure that can feel
insurmountable when he refers to the process he goes through with each professor
to obtain accommodation. He recognizes that his tactics 2allow him to address
some of his challenges, saying "[it] gives me the ability to come up with a plan,
because I know what their answer is very, very quickly. And I may have weeks or
months to deal with it. And usually I have more time than they do." He has even
devised methods of countering professors' arguments against his accommodation
requests and relates "I'll always tell them 'I actually agree that you should be
completely independent. Now I have to find a way for you to accept this, and me
to accept that.'"
While he admits to having difficulty accepting the new concept of self
with limitations, he does recognize that sometimes he must honour his own
abilities and work within the challenges: "when I have a test that may present a
certain level of distraction I take the test at the [disability support office]." In
some ways, Albert's vision of himself as a consumer with the choice to take
another class if a professor will not accommodate him is also evidence of his
acceptance of things that he cannot change. He prefers to view this situation as
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See page 140 for his description of these tactics.

one where he has the power to choose whose courses he will take, and those that
will not accommodate him are rejected.
Albert reveals his determination to succeed in his interview when he says
"perhaps I could have had more help, but, so I swam, you know, in it, and
struggled. They helped me to read, along with rehab work I was getting from the
brain injury people at the hospital." He accepts what he cannot change and
focuses on the goal: "though it might end with a poor relationship, I've had that
happen a couple of times. I'm not that concerned about that." He has not taken a
term off since starting in 2004, saying "because I haven't been taking full course
loads, that's how I keep up," but he hopes to take a full load in the coming term
and relates "right now I'm taking four, and next term I'll be taking a full course
load. Actually in winter I may take an extra if they allow me."
Albert chooses to focus on the positive aspects of his life, saying: "I'm
doing a lot of interesting things, I'm busy and I enjoy it immensely. I've done
well and they've [his medical team] recognized that. So that's why I'm happy."
He has found a way to see the changes in his life as positive and strives to
maintain his outlook:
My recent accident experience and afterwards, put me into a head
space that was good, very good, so it's often hard to get me really
upset about little what I'll call life's normal everyday things,
because I'll actually have not really returned to that place. I'll
often stand and just watch. It's amazing what you'll watch, I'll see
people walk by who have trach [tracheotomy] marks, and things
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that I'll recognize certain things about people that I would never
have noticed before. I'm trying to maintain that head-space.
However, like others, Albert often neglects to give himself the credit that
he is due, saying "I don't know if I'm actually coping... I haven't been very good
at it." He also seems to feel that others have more responsibility than he does for
his achievements.

Bill
Bill is in his 20's and is completing his undergraduate degree, which he
started before falling ill and being left with an acquired brain injury two years
ago. For him the changes were profound and have directly affected his outlook
on life and how he interacts with others. He found the psychological adjustment
to his new identity difficult:
I sort of crashed, I don't know how to say it, after about three or
four months when I went back to school. The doctors diagnosed
that I had moderate depression. I went to a counsellor and just
cried, like I wasn't quite failing but I just couldn't handle the way I
had been achieving and the way I was achieving when I came back
to school after the surgery. And I didn't take any drugs, I just
talked to the doctor and I talked to the counsellor, and she just
listened and didn't say much and I think they only had two
sessions, and that really helped me put my life back in perspective.

That was really, really important to me, but I'm not getting
counselling anymore.
Like many of us with ABI, Bill has had to learn to adjust his expectations
of himself and value his accomplishments for what they are: "that was one of the
things the counsellor helped me with, just to realize that I can't do that [carry a
full course load] anymore and just that knowledge that it's ok to drop a course and
I'm still a human being. And that's ok, that's good, that probably one of the
biggest things she told me." He has learned to accommodate his impairments and
schedule his course load carefully:
I'm

applying to try four this September, but it's been

acknowledged that I can always drop one. I came back to school
right after the [injury], I put in a couple of months and I tried five,
and I really didn't make it. So I went back to three and I can handle
three, so now we gave it a year and a half and my doctor and
counsellor think it's ok to try it, but I don't know if it will work.
Like Albert, Bill has learned to focus on the positive in his life,
recognizing that sometimes the biggest challenges in life can also bring rewards if
one can see them: "in my case it was an ABI, and it suddenly matures you enough
to realise how important your relationships with students and staff can be to your
experience of the school." He has found different positive aspects to his brain
injury and relates them in his interview: "this ABI has helped me to be a lot more
focussed on relationships as opposed to focussed on achievements. I don't know
how else to say it. It's helped me to be a lot more understanding of other people,
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and appreciative of their talents that might not be in my particular academic area,
but in other areas."
His last comment in the interview, which was to speak to others out there
with an experience similar to his, comes from his having found something
positive in his experience. He advises them to "build relationships and focus on
them and still remain humble and you'll find out that, I'm finding out that that's a
humongous strength, it's not of yourself anymore. Suddenly you find how strong
people are around you, but until you open yourself up to those relationships
you're not going to see that."
He discusses the challenges he has faced and still manages to focus on the
positive outcome, saying "I think it's made us all a lot more open with each other.
So in that sense it's been good. It's been hard for me to acknowledge that, ok, I'm
not what I was, and I think I took pride what I was, I took pride in achieving. So, I
don't know. My ABI's been really good." He reports the most positive overall
experience of all the participants: "my overall experience is gratitude, not 'I wish
it would have been better', because it was wonderful."
Bill speaks about his process of learning acceptance and how that has
changed his whole self-image as a man with brain injury: "but it wasn't so
embarrassing. I learned to live with it, and I learned to realise that I just have
different skills than I did before, and that those things that I lost aren't coming
back. So I can't conduct for an hour and a half rehearsal now and I can't
enunciate as I could, and I can't back a tractor as well as I could." He relates his
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acceptance of having to take a reduced course load, saying: "If it doesn't, hey I'll
take three, there's no worries about that."
He has recognized that this shift in expectation and the acceptance of
one's strengths and limitations is an important step in developing a fulfilling life
with brain injury: "so my main challenge is a very personal challenge, and it's
learning to live with an inability, and not to, even self-consciously, berate myself
for not succeeding like I think I should... my definitions have to change." His
wisdom in accepting himself as brain injured and working within that context are
far beyond what I would expect for someone so recently injured. For Bill to have
learned these lessons and demonstrate so much self-support is quite remarkable at
a mere two years post-injury. For many of us with brain injury this level of
acceptance and re-learning are often not accomplished for many more years, if
ever, and I found him to be an unusual and inspirational young man.
However, he too, gives credit for his success to others, saying
I don't know if I have very many strengths. Personally, I would say
that I have very great strengths in my environment, in that I have
some friends, professional or otherwise, who are helping me
realise that if I get over my mindset that I have to achieve the same
as I did three years ago. Well, let me restart- when they help me
get over that mindset, it really helps me, and that's a huge strength.
That's not a personal strength, though, that's a strength because of
the people.
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Cathy
Cathy is in her 20's and is completing her undergraduate degree. She
sustained a traumatic brain injury in a car accident in her teens while still
attending high school three years ago. She also endured considerable physical
injuries, the combination of which have had a devastating effect on her life as an
athlete. She too has had to cope with major changes to her sense of self and her
life, describing those changes, saying "it's totally changed who I am, how I think
about things now. I guess it's changed relationships. It changed my ability to be
social, that's been one of the biggest impacts. And it impacted school as well and
the amount that I'm able to do during the day, and when I get things done, and
how organized I am." She has found, as many of us do, that there is no rule book
for ABI, describing the experience as being "kind of like, you don't really know
what's going on, and I don't think anybody else really knows what's going on,
either. And it's been, kind of like, you have to find all the answers, kind of
randomly, all over the place."
Like Albert, Cathy has also experienced unfair practices within the
university context, and like Albert she too shies away from naming it as
discrimination. She discusses the tutoring services available to her and comments
"they found somebody, but she just didn't really know what was going on, she
didn't know my subject, she needed to read everything before the tutoring session,
so she wasn't really an expert on it. At some points I was teaching her, and it just
kind of seemed like a waste of time."
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She reports having trouble with the 'quiet' spaces provided for her to write
exams in: "I was having problems with exams this year because of the noise and I
almost thought it would be quieter to just write it with the rest of the people in the
big gym." She talks about a situation in which a professor refused to
accommodate her saying it made her feel "a little bit angry, and then it made me
scared to go talk to professors in general. And then, yeah it made me angry
because I didn't really know what else to do after that, and I thought it was really
unfair."
Overall Cathy reports her experience as having been less positive than
Albert's or Bill's. She has found ways to cope with her challenges, but finds the
isolation often experienced by people with ABI overwhelming and has now
accepted that as being the norm for her. When talking about her social circle she
says
It's pretty hard for people to accept that that's why you are the way
you are. So I now have a select few people who kind of understand
when I totally don't remember what I'm talking about, like they
know that I need to be by myself, or they understand that I'm upset
that day for no specific reason, so it's really changed because
before it happened, I had a lot of branches of friends and now my
social network is totally different.
She discusses the anonymity of being a student with a brain injury:
They barely know who you are. I don't know, I guess right now at
the University I feel like I just kind of go, and I don't think
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anybody really realizes that I go, like I don't have any friends there
either right now. I just kind of go to class and go home again, and
just go to my appointment that they barely know who you are and
go home again and even the exams, probably that one proctor is
the one who knows me the most out of anyone because he knows
my name, and that's about it.
However, Cathy has learned ways to adapt to meet her own challenges and
relates her coping mechanisms for remembering things, saying
I guess my challenge is really being able to get everything done
and organized, and focus in class and stuff like that. Well I guess I
have that lady outside of the university who is kind of like a
[disability support office advisor], but outside of the university, so
because [the disability support office advisor] is really, really busy
I can also use this lady and I have like two people. And I think that
really helps because I can say, well I'm having trouble focussing,
and they can suggest different things.

They both suggested

different software I can use, and writing things down, and then the
support group too, we went through like a bazillion things you can
do to try and help yourself. Writing everything down is my main
thing. I just write everything down a million times. Everything.
That's what I do.
Cathy's interview also revealed her determination to succeed and her
willingness to find her own solutions to challenges when services were not
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available to her or were not properly implemented: "I found a tutor by myself
once, and he ended up being really good." She states clearly "so, I've been kind
of just doing it on my own," a situation which should not have to happen, but one
that she is determined to overcome.

Diane
Diane also sustained her acquired brain injury following an illness during
her undergraduate degree three years ago. She took some time away from her
studies for recovery and then immediately returned and was just completing her
last courses when she and I talked. She is in her 20's and has also experienced
services that superficially appeared to be supportive, but that in reality were
ineffective, and yet she has internalized that as her own deficiency rather than the
institution's: "I should have used the tutors more, but I found at [my disability
support office] that they didn't always have that in my subject and at the level that
I needed. And also finding the time was a challenge as well."
Diane has significant physical ramifications from her illness that in many
ways have proved more challenging for her than her brain injury: "I'd have to say
at first, the cognitive difficulties. They subsided very quickly and are Ok, but it's
mainly been the physical problems that have been the worst; living with one hand,
learning how to walk again, fatigue, seizures." She has found that one of the
biggest challenges for her has been the inflexibility of the university
organizational structures, for something as simple as class schedules can be very
challenging for people with differences: "I found I would often need to nap in the
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afternoons. That didn't always match up well with the university schedule and
classes and typically things with the day." Often she was reliant on the assistance
of personnel who were unreliable: "dealing with changes and the unknown with
the personal care attendants- are they going to show up or are they not, would I be
screwed, for the lack of a better word, for the rest of the day if I can't get out of
my pyjamas."
In spite of these challenges, Diane has made a remarkable recovery thus
far. She shows her determination to achieve success in the statement "I was
always kind of wondering, should I be spending it [time and energy] on the rehab
instead, and I ended up having to do school and physio at the same time, and
trying to find a good balance." She has managed to find ways of adapting and
provided examples in her interview. She relates "that professor wasn't that
helpful in the clinical hands-on stuff in the class, but I made it work somehow."
She founded a peer support group for students in what I suggest
may be one of the highest forms of adaptation, creating a means of helping
others facing similar challenges:
I made a club for disabled students on the university and we
addressed a lot of the attendants' issues and the taxi services,
hopefully we made a difference...It's for anyone with any kind of
disability is welcome to join and it was kind of neat, every week
we would talk about any difficulties we had encountered, and the
president of the [disability support office] also sits on it, so she sort
of had the student voice of what needs to be improved upon within
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the university, so we talked about how we can fix it, and also about
how we can raise awareness on campus about students with
disabilities.
One of the challenges often discussed by students (and other people) who
experience disablement in the social world is that the disability takes over one's
life. It can take so much of your energy to cope with the difficulties and
overcome the barriers that very little is left over for your personal life. Diane
refers to this inequity: "people with disabilities, after school don't really do much
instead of courses I've found, you're just too tired to." Even well meaning friends
can overcompensate and further exclude people from a social life as in Diane's
case: "and I even found like, my own friends, weren't too sure when I went back,
how fragile I'd be or not, so I didn't always get invited out. 'Well, she must be too
tired' and they kind of found excuses for me." In spite of these challenges Diane
projects a positive view of her experience, saying "I would say that even though
it's had it's tough times, it was definitely worth it and I'm glad I stuck it out. I'm
convocating in October and couldn't be more proud."

Emily
Emily's story was very difficult to hear and I think it was not easy for her
to tell it. She is in her 40's and sustained a traumatic brain injury in a car accident
five years ago. Being involved in an accident that caused the deaths of many
people that she knew and witnessing such devastating events has left an
unmistakeable mark on her life, which she has to cope with every day: "I watched
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those eight people die. I see them every day, I watched the guy that caused that
crash die.. .Those nine people are in my house the minute I open my eyes, I see
them." Like many others with ABI, Emily was misdiagnosed originally and was
not given access to proper support services: "I couldn't get drugs, I couldn't get
counselling, I didn't know there was something wrong, but other people noticed
something was wrong with my behaviour. I eventually... had a nervous
breakdown because I couldn't cope with anything."
She lost a career that had been rich and fulfilling to her that she had spent
thirty years building and returned to school in an effort to rebuild her life and
retrain for a new career. She is currently working on a graduate degree, although
at the time of her interview she was taking a term off from studying. She has
experienced a lack of communication and respect for her circumstances from both
professors and fellow students. She reports:
Then all of a sudden at week eight or nine, I was told I was unfit
for class, I had already failed these two courses, I was not getting
it, I was not appropriate to the program and blah, blah, blah. And
never did those professors consult with the [support office for
students with disabilities], never did they acknowledge the letters
they received.
She discusses classmates being hurtful towards her saying:
Some of the students were extremely rude to me as well. But I take
that as a maturity thing, and it was very hurtful at first, that
whenever I'd say anything, there was one or two students in
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particular would get very impatient, because some days I'd be
really sedated and I really couldn't get the words out, because I
was on a new medication, or whatever. Or I just couldn't express
myself as well as I normally could.
Like the others, Emily has also received unfair treatment, but she is clear
to name it as having been discriminatory. She relates an experience in which she
felt discriminated against:
In the hallways, these two professors in particular were nothing but
pleasant, they never said 'You know you're having problems, I
really think you should, you know, step back. You can't handle
four courses. You might think you can but you can't.' At no point
did anyone ever say that. Until it got to the point where it blew up
in my face, like where these professors were writing letters like
'This student is a complete waste of time', basically.
She too has discovered that potentially helpful services are often delayed through
organizational challenges which effectively render them useless: "it took a while,
which I think is one of the problems. They didn't kick in for about six weeks, five
or six weeks."
For Emily, the experience so far has not been a positive one, although she
is determined to return to her studies and succeed. She spoke of individuals in her
department who had been supportive and whom she felt she could trust: "she has
been my number one supporter, knowing full well what is wrong with me, and all
through this experience." She reports that the support office for students with
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disabilities "is a godsend, and is the greatest thing because of the extent they'll go
to, how far they'll go to help every single student. Their services are
unsurpassable. I don't think there's anything more they can do," but she also
expresses her fears that she will continue to face social stigma and disabling
constructs, saying "I'm scared now, of a professor who might think, who will see
me as a disorder."
Emily has needed much determination to cope with the challenges that she
has faced in the university environment. This is clearly shown in her statements
"perhaps I'll start as a directed studies student, and then go really part-time. But
as far as I'm concerned this is only a one-semester interruption of my studies" and
"I had to say, you know what, this isn't about them. This is about me, trying to get
through this semester." She demonstrates this determination when she stands up
for herself and her rights saying "I said, in my letter, 'Well, you have to speak to
that, because I am registered with the [disability support office], which is a
legitimate part of the University'" and "I'm expecting respect as a human being."
Emily's interview also provided examples of how she has adapted to her
circumstances and the workings of the university: "those I did primarily by
distance education, [for] which I didn't require any help, that I was aware of,
because I got A's and A+'s in everything." Even facing the challenges that she
did, Emily still found ways to try to cope: "I tried to mitigate any possible
problems, and one of them was, that the professors knew I had an injury, and I've
always [disclosed that I have] a brain injury, that I would need help with
deadlines."
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Emily also fails to recognize her own strength in having survived the
worst of the experiences that were shared with me and says "they absolutely
destroyed me." She is able to see that for people with brain injuries even to
attempt to overcome the challenges and work at this level of education is an
achievement in and of itself which should be recognized by others: "just to open
their eyes and to try something like a Masters degree, or try to go back to school
after something [like this]."

Lin
The final participant is myself and most of my story has been told in a
previous chapter. I am turning 40 later this year, and I have completed one and a
half years of undergraduate studies and four years of graduate work post-injury. I
also experienced incidents of discrimination from faculty and staff, such as being
told that my need for accommodations was not legitimate since I was clearly able
to maintain a high grade in the course, so my disability must not really exist. I
have been told that it would not be fair to other students to grant my
accommodation requests and that if a professor does something for me, everyone
will ask for such flexibility.
I have also learned ways of adapting my individuality to the academic
community, although it has been in some ways one of the biggest challenges of
my re-learning process:
I've found it challenging to recreate my life in order to fit within
those parameters [the impairments resulting from brain injury], and
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I think that the hardest thing was the adaptation to that, sort of
accepting that that's the way it has to be, that the reverse is
unliveable and unmanageable. And this way life is different, but at
least it's happy and it's healthy, I think it's a better approach for
me to do this, it just means that you do less with your life in some
ways.
During my interview I identified one of the big challenges for me in
academic life that required adaptation:
...it seems every September, I've just learned that fall terms are
going to be horrible, there's always change coming from
somewhere in the fall term, and it just takes me weeks or months to
get back into a rhythm that is manageable, just figuring out, ok,
this changes, how does that change everything else, how do I
reorganise everything? And it just takes me weeks to do that. So
usually the fall term is just about survival.
For me the biggest adaptation success is in learning how to predict the problems
and try to avoid them before they become overwhelming: "sometimes it's really
hard, because I know that, I know how long it takes me to produce a paper, and
know I'm running out of time. So a month ahead, I will go to a prof and say 'I'm
going to need an extension often days'."
I have found the isolation of brain injury very difficult to cope with and so
have made efforts to alleviate that for others by creating and facilitating support
groups and connecting people with each other when possible. I have found the
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hidden quality of brain injury to be particularly challenging as I think it provides
the opportunity for those in positions of power to question your credibility.
Overall, my experience as a student with brain injury has been a positive one, but
there have been many challenges along the way that need not have been created
and that could have been alleviated with more knowledge and forethought.
After seven years of post-injury I have had the longest period of time as
compared to others in the sample to become comfortable with who I am and what
I can and cannot do as a woman with brain injury. I have learned where my
strengths are and where I am most likely to have difficulty functioning in the able
bodied world. I no longer identify myself as being disabled, and I do not
experience problems for the most part until I need to work within an able bodied
construct. It has been a long journey but I can finally say "I'm ok with being,
with where I am. I won't quit when there's still left in me to be, when I still have
reserves to draw on. But I will say, 'No, this is beyond what I can do, and I'm ok
with that'."
Although my interview did not reveal many examples of my positive
feelings about my brain injury, I can state openly and unequivocally that many
good things have come into my life as a direct result of this experience. I have
learned many things that I would never have realized before and been given an
understanding of my life that I would no longer exchange. Recently, I was
approached by a health professional and given the 'great news' of a new treatment
that might restore some of my old traits and my reaction was not positive. I
realized that I no longer feel damaged, that I do not require fixing, and that while
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some of my individualities may be challenging in the able bodied world, I would
not wish to return to my pre-injury condition if it meant giving up characteristics
that I now have such as my ability to be empathic and to live in a mindful and
present manner.
I too give away credit for my successes saying "I have absolutely
phenomenal family support. The best there is. I think without them I wouldn't, I
wouldn't be anyone, really." Yet I also acknowledge that I have some role to play
in my own achievements, saying "I'm stubborn as hell. They don't come any
more stubborn than me," which indicates that I am aware of my own
determination and how I have made use of that in achieving my academic goals. I
think I have always known that I am stubborn and I suppose that can be
interpreted as determination. My interviewer pointed out that my statement "as a
grad student I can cope with that, and I've been through this system enough, and I
know how to deal with it" shows that I have progressed a long way and learned to
overcome the barriers that I experience.

The Social Construction of Disability and How It Affects Students
One of the themes that became apparent throughout the interviews was
that the social construction of value, success and disability, all have a role to play
in the overall experience for the participants. We live in a success-driven
individualistic society that measures value and worth by how productive we are
deemed to be and our ability to be viewed as being independent and self-sufficient
(Harlan & Robert, 1998; Piastro, 1999). The academic world can be seen as a
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distillation of the social world that, in many ways, intensifies these socially
constructed concepts.
The university system not only perpetuates these ideals but can also
magnify them through its culture of meritocracy and individualism. The
university is an environment that fosters comparison, competition and external
valuation and suggests that there is a norm that must be equally applied to all. It
creates an outward measurement for success and then applies those standards
without consideration for difference. It seeks to create a norm of disability that
reflects the social construct and subtly imposes that standard upon individuals
who experience differences, rather than recognizing the need for understanding,
acceptance and accommodation.
My analysis of the data suggests that these conditions are experienced by
the participants interviewed and have had an effect on how they consciously and
unconsciously determine their own self-value. Each of the participants made
statements that reflected their sense of self-worth and how it has been affected by
being brain-injured within the university community. Some of these statements
were overt and appeared as conscious reflections, but others were less so and, in
my opinion, indicative of the potential for the internalization of these feelings.

Valuation and Measuring Success and Failure
Value statements were made by participants openly, referring to a lack of
satisfaction with their grades, comparing themselves to their peers and to their
pre-injury state in such a manner as to see themselves as being less than they had
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been, or should be. Albert refers to the idea of having taken a course very early
on in his academic program for the learning experience rather than because it was
required and says "it was a good idea, just the marks didn't reflect it was a good
idea." He measures his own success over the past few years in the language of
the academic world, one of grades. Similarly, when asked if he was meeting his
goals in returning to his studies post-injury, Bill replied "a year ago, no, a year
and a half ago I wouldn't have said that. Because suddenly I wasn't able to take
the same course load or obtain the same marks." He recognizes that he defines
success through his grades, saying "I still have this desire to achieve really high,
and I have this set concept that achieving high means getting these marks."
Diane refers to her academic challenges and her frustration over not being
able to maintain her pre-injury success: "my study methods from before the brain
injury and afterwards were not really the same anymore, so I wasn't getting the
performance I wanted academically." I relate my sadness at the loss of my
abilities in a story about my first term at university: "I remember my first
assignment in my first term back, and I had worked really quite hard on it, and I
got a sixty or something. I went to my mother's office, and I just sat in her chair
and wept. I said 'If you're going to take the ability to succeed away from me,
then take the desire'."
These examples show how we measure our worth through both the
standards set by external others as well as our internal comparison to our preinjury abilities. We fail to recognize our own accomplishments as valuable and
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suggestive of our success; instead we hold ourselves to a norm designed by and
for an abled individual.

Negative Language in Connection with Disability or the University
The participants often presented a negative perception as an accepted
occurrence rather than an unpalatable or unpleasant situation. The literature
suggests that the internalization of external discourse in this way can often be
accompanied by a lack of self-awareness of one's own complicity and acceptance
(Brown, 2006; Lewis, 1971; Onken & Slaten, 2000; Pattison, 2000). Albert
discusses accommodation and refers to his dislike for the situation, saying "I'd
never been disabled.. .Everyone wishes to do the best they can and not have to
have the bar lowered.. .So by going to [the disability support office] I was asking
them to lower the bar." My own comment regarding accommodations also shines
a negative light on disability, "I don't want favours.. .my response all the way
along has been that I have to be able to cut it. If I can't work at this level then I
don't belong here, and I need to withdraw." Bill discusses the benefit of having
professors who understood his medical condition, saying "I didn't have to bend
over backwards to make sure they understood my little whining." Emily
describes herself as "I couldn't be normal."
The participants also describe situations in which the university
environment portrays or supports a negative construct of difference. Again, the
tone in which these comments are made is suggestive of an acceptance of this
negative image rather than a challenge of the status quo. Birenbaum (1979)
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suggests that the difference of disability is always seen as undesirable, an
observation that is clearly reflected in the comments of the participants. Albert
recognizes the need for accommodations for people with differences but frames it
in a way which supports the negative social view, saying, "people with disabilities
have to be accommodated, and they have to be accommodated actually by
lowering the bar'. They can't be successful normally. And we no longer take our
disabled people and drop them in a building somewhere. They are in our everyday
life, and they must be accommodated."
Diane refers to her experiences of disclosing her brain injury to her
professors:
I found when having to sign those exam accommodation forms,
that some of them would kind of jump to conclusions and then
they'd you know, maybe think less of me...I think it's just because
the words brain and injury somehow fit together to mean stupid.
I've found that even with my family sometimes, right after my
injury, .. .they think it must mean you're stupid or something.
Emily reports that exposure to the negative image of disability in her
academic context has had a profound impact on how she sees herself: "this
greatest weakness is that I'm scared now, of a professor who might think, who
will see me as a disorder. Because the whole part of our treatment is that 'you are
not your disorder', which of course, is really very difficult, as you can imagine, to
not see yourself as a damaged person."
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This experience of the negative image of disability is further complicated
for participants whose difference is invisible. There is a clear hierarchy of
disability referred to in the literature that suggests that those with visible, physical
challenges are seen as inherently more credible and deserving than those whose
limitations are not readily apparent to the observer (Shevlin et al., 2004;
Szymanski et al., 1999). Cathy reports having difficulty with accommodation
requests, saying "I explained to them about my car accident and brain injury, and
they were kind of like 'Everybody has problems' sort of reaction, which was not
so great." She relates the challenges of getting professors to accept her
differences and accommodate her needs, saying
...the other guy I think is pretty self-explanatory, because I think
he's got eyesight problems or something, so they give him really
big exams and stuff and he gets to sit at the front of the class. But
for me they probably have no idea why I need this extra time, and
it probably makes them less likely to accept it, because they have
no idea.
In my interview I talked about the challenges of hidden difference and the
experience of having my credibility questioned,
It's hard, I think the most difficult part is that you know that you're
being questioned, you know that they're looking at you and
thinking 'Well, she's lying', or 'she's just working the system' or
worse, 'she's nuts'. I mean, all those things. And you know when
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you're dealing with someone who doesn't fully believe you. You
know, there's just a sense.
Emily makes a similar unqualified statement about this aspect of the
construction of disability saying
If I had had a physical disability, I can bet you my mortgage, my
house, that they would never have treated me with that much
disrespect. If I had a physical disability they can't argue with that,
they can't, like if I came in with a dog and with my eyes closed,
they can't. There's something in our society where we handle
people who are physically disabled differently. We're gentler with
them, we are deferential to them. You can't tell, so I automatically
don't garner that immediate deference.
She reports "they are trying to.. .make professors understand that this is not a copout of lazy, stupid students, which is the impression I got from these professors.
They had no respect whatsoever for a non-physical injury."
Some participants were able to recognize this socially constructed notion
of disability as being an undesirable state of being that must be endured
(Birenbaum, 1979) and have developed means of counteracting it. Bill has
learned to recognize that "it's ok to drop a course and I'm still a human being."
Similarly, I too appear aware of the negative construct of disability and work to
offset it as shown by my statement "being ok with accepting that's not something
that you can do, and that it doesn't make you a bad person, it makes you a person
with a disability." Cathy discusses the social nature of this image of disability,
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saying "I don't see how any of it can really change, because it's the same as
people everywhere as far as people at the university." Emily's comment "I was
obviously on the ball, I wasn't a stupid person. But I was made to feel stupid,
really, in these classes" shows an awareness of the impact of the social
environment on her experience, even if she was not able to defend against it.

Awareness of Others' Discomfort around Disability
Onken and Slaten (2000) discuss the social construction of disability,
saying that it is still very much hidden away and that the media supports this
through the portrayal of someone with difference as being either an individual
with a stigmatizing condition or as the superhero who overachieves. Some
participants are very aware that their openness about their differences created a
distinct lack of comfort in others and that they were encouraged to hide their
stories and their challenges as much as possible. Albert reports that when talking
with others the discussion can start out fine and "then very quickly they realise
that they're talking about things they don't really want to talk about. It gets
uncomfortable when you start talking about certain injuries and how they relate to
what's happening in my everyday life." Emily relates her experience in class of
feeling that her presence was not welcome, saying "they were not comfortable
with me in the class." She expresses her frustration at not being told that her
conduct was in some way inappropriate: "they never took me aside to say 'We'd
rather you didn't talk about those things, we'd rather you didn't associate the
subject material back to yourself." In contrast, Bill reports that in his experience
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his professors have "been really wonderful about that. In fact, almost all of them
have spoken to me outside of class, and wondered, 'how are you doing?'."

Shame and the Disability Experience
The statements made by the participants illuminate the socially
constructed image of disability as negative. They describe the challenges of
working within the academic community and the impact that has had on how they
consciously and unconsciously construct their self-image. I would suggest that
these unconscious statements are indicative of the internalization of the external
judgement of others that has taken place and is being named as shame in the
literature. It is suggested that shame is often experienced by those with disability
as evidenced by the silence and the isolation that are such a key part of the
disability experience (Onken & Slaten, 2000; Pattison, 2000). Furthermore,
Pattison (2000) also suggests that the academic environment feeds into shame
because of "a mixture of high expectations, perfectionism, competition and group
normativity" (p. 107). This led to the second emergent theme in the data: the role
of shame in disability and how it undermines individuals with difference.
Exploring the stories of the participants and coding for occurrences of shame
provides enriching information about the lived experience of these students with
brain injury.
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Participants' Feeling That they should be Grateful and not Complain
Bill reported feeling gratitude for the assistance offered by the disability
support office on campus, saying "they are bending over backwards to make sure
that I succeed, because they want this to be a good thing for me, and I'm grateful
for that." Cathy shares an experience of feeling that she should not bother
anyone, saying "When I first thought about it, I was really angry about it, and I
knew that if I talked to somebody about it, I would end up talking really angrily
about it, and I didn't want to make anybody upset." She goes on to discuss how
she does not want to burden anyone with her challenges:
I don't like wasting people's time and sometimes I feel like that's
what I'm doing. And then for the tutoring, I don't feel comfortable
sometimes, because again, I feel like I'm wasting their time
because I can't organise myself in time to go to the tutoring
sessions, and so I'm not really prepared for them, I haven't looked
at the material before I go and I just feel like I'm wasting their
time.
Often people with mild to moderate brain injury are told that they should
not strive to improve themselves because they are already better off than people
with severe injury. They are encouraged to accept their losses and be grateful for
what they have. Diane encounters this phenomenon in her support office when
she requests further assistance in her academic, saying "it would be nice to have
better help in how to specifically succeed academically. I just thought they would
be more helpful when it came to studying.. .1 wasn't getting the performance I
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wanted academically, and I thought that could have been focussed on more." Her
experience suggests to me that her achievement level was not considered a
priority by the support office. Rather she should be grateful and not complain, a
message that she received and complied with throughout her studies.

Emily talked about her experience of having her professors not
communicate any concerns to her directly, but rather submit written letters to the
Dean. She relates how she refrained from saying how she felt about the
circumstances: "Until that letter came, and then I let her have it. Which was still
not that bad, but I mean not as bad as I could have been." A comment that I
interpret to mean that she should not express the extent of her anger and
frustration. She expressed her feelings about the man that had caused the accident
that resulted in her brain injury saying "I can't even be angry about it because the
guy was mentally ill, and I didn't die, and other people did. I can't even let myself
be mad about it" again suggesting that she is not allowed to complain or feel
anger over her circumstances. Finally, she qualifies all of her observations about
the discrimination that she has experienced and says "maybe I'm seeing it too
much from my point of view" as if her point of view is not a valid perspective and
she is not allowed to feel discriminated against.
In the following excerpt I openly discuss with my interviewer the
experience of feeling that I must not complain when I report about having had
only one professor out of approximately twenty-five who refused accommodation
and openly denied my disability:
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Lin: Does that make the one OK? No. Somehow in my mind, that's still not OK,
but overall, I guess I shouldn't complain.
Q: Well, you can.
Lin: Yes, that's a funny thing about disability, you never complain for yourself.
You're always conscious of 'are you whining'? I think often you're not aware of
it. I mean, even saying to you 'I shouldn't complain', why shouldn't I?
Q: That's what I was going to say right away: 'What, you shouldn't?'
Lin: And yet that's what in my mind, 'No, I shouldn't'. I get all these things.
People all over both campuses bend over backwards to accommodate my needs,
and to help me succeed, and I'm going to complain about the one? You know?
And that's in my head, how dare I? There is clearly an awareness of the pressure
to be compliant and an expressed surprise on the part of the interviewer that I
would repress my feelings of dissatisfaction.
The Effect of the Expectation of Gratitude Instead of Complaint
Students with disabilities will attempt to compensate for their perceived
deficits by working harder and risking their own health and safety. Harlan and
Robert (1998) suggest that working longer hours and taking on more work;
working through illness and sleep deprivation; sacrificing personal life and opting
not to accept new opportunities for advancement and growth are all compensatory
measures utilized by people with difference. Diane relates how her social life has
suffered for her academic aspirations, providing an example of how a student with
disability works beyond what is reasonable for them in order to compensate for
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their perceived deficits. Albert discusses his choice to not apply for a special
parking permit that would allow him to park near his classes, saying "I walk quite
a distance. But I'm able to do it, I would probably complain if I wasn't walking
on a fairly defunct knee, but nonetheless I can do it," suggesting that he is willing
to risk his own health so as not to appear to be overusing services or taking
advantage of his situation.
Bill also makes comment about his having chosen to work harder so as to
compensate for what he sees as his deficits and its resulting effect on his health
and well being: "I would say that's probably why I crashed and had this problem
with depression... I really pushed myself, I had this idea that when I get back to
school I'll be fine again. And my definition of fine was the same as it had been
since I was about eighteen." In my interview, I not only recognize that I choose
to work harder than necessary, but I also identify the feeling of shame behind it,
saying, "so I hold myself to a standard beyond... and I don't ask for help, I feel I
only ask when I have to. If I can figure out how to get by on my own, I do,
because I don't want to ask. It's demeaning." Clearly the participants engage in
behaviours to compensate for what they perceive as a negative comparison with
their peers and their previous selves.
Considering Discrimination as Acceptable
Some of the participants described circumstances where they had been
accepting of what I would term discrimination, examples of which are being
included as part of the coding of this theme of shame. I view the acceptance of
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discrimination as the end product of being subjected to subliminal and overt
messages that support the social construction of disability as a negative condition
rather than a positive difference. If individuals feel inherently deficient and
therefore unworthy of acceptance and understanding as suggested by Brown
(2006) and Pattison (2000) they may be more likely to be openly accepting of
mistreatment and are therefore included here.
Emily discusses her experience of feeling judged and discriminated
against by her fellow classmates, but also finds reason to accept their behaviour:
"I would have, you know, I would have said 'You know, that really isn't
appropriate for you to be so impatient with me. I do have a disability'. They all
knew. 'I do have these issues'. But they're just kids." Diane also finds a way to
excuse the discrimination and judgement she has faced by internalizing it as her
own over-sensitivity: "I found when having to sign those exam accommodation
forms, that some of them would kind of jump to conclusions and then they'd you
know, maybe think less of me. I don't think they actually did, maybe I'm overthinking it."
Cathy openly discusses her acceptance of substandard services, saying "in
the past it was really hard and stressful to get tutors and stuff like that. I was
having problems with exams this year because of the noise and I almost thought it
would be quieter to just write it with the rest of the people in the big gym." She
also talks about how she has accepted that feeling misunderstood and being
isolated are inevitable with brain injury and should be accepted as such: "As far as
people in classes are concerned I've just accepted it, I don't really care anymore, I
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just go to class as if I was healthy and I probably concentrate better that way
anyways." I describe the feeling of being conscious of what people are thinking
when I am asking for assistance, saying "do people think that you're making a
fuss, so you don't, you creep back from the conflict."
The Internalization of the Social Construct of Disability
Some of the statements made by the participants clearly showed that there
had been a process of internalization of the external judgment as the literature
suggests (Onken & Slaten, 2000; Pattison, 2000). Diane spoke of her difficulty
with using tutors supplied by the support office on campus. Instead of holding the
office accountable for the lack of proper services, she internalizes the
responsibility, saying "I should have used the tutors more.. .and also finding the
time was a challenge as well."
Cathy also discusses her experience with services that are offered by the
support offices, but are not implemented in such a way as to be effective, relating
that her exam rooms were not quiet enough and so she chose to write with other
students in the gym because it was easier. She says "it felt good to be with
everybody else" as if somehow it was better that she was denied proper
accommodation services. She also seems to internalize her challenges as failures
and feels that because of them she is unworthy of support as shown in her
statement "I feel like I'm wasting their time because I can't organise myself in
time to go to the tutoring sessions, and so I'm not really prepared for them."
Similarly, Bill appears to construct his challenges as failures when he refers to the
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difficulties he experienced post-injury: "that's probably why I crashed and had
this problem with depression... I really pushed myself." Instead of viewing the
depression as a natural, injury-induced condition, he sees it as a problem brought
on by his incorrect behaviour.
Comments made by Emily regarding how others view disability
demonstrate that she too, has internalized some of the external judgement towards
disability. She speaks of the hierarchy of disability, saying "there's this
impression that it's not serious, that it's not a legitimate disability" and goes on to
suggest that "people like me think we can handle everything, because we think
we're fine" as if they are not capable of knowing themselves in reality and are
only acting on a delusion of health and well being. She does recognize that the
social world is in some way responsible for her feelings of failure and low selfworth, saying, "I was obviously on the ball, I wasn't a stupid person. But I was
made to feel stupid, really, in these classes."
I describe my experience of the ramifications of protecting my privacy by
not disclosing my disability to my professors at the beginning of term and then
needing to ask for accommodation during the term. I relate that this causes me to
"feel like you're doing something wrong, like you're a bad student, because why
aren't you dealing with these things more effectively." The literature clearly
discusses this phenomenon saying that students with disability are always in the
position of having to disclose their status in a trade-off: privacy and risk of
discrimination for accommodations that may not even be effectively implemented
(Harris & DePompei, 1997; Olney & Kim, 2001). I am also aware that the social
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world plays a role in how I perceive myself and accept myself as being different
saying,
It's frustrating that you have to go through that at all, and on some
level it's sort of demeaning, because it feels like you are asking for
special favours, when in fact all I'm asking is an even playing
field. I just want to be able...I try to think about it in terms of all
I'm asking for is to be able to do the same job that all of my peers
are doing.
Lack of Comfort with the Self as Different
The perception of self as having limitations and being labelled as having a
disability is not always easy for the participants and is another example of how
the internalization of the external negative construct of disability affects them.
The literature discusses the nature of shame as being made up of many different
emotions including embarrassment, feelings of failure and unworthiness and
suggests that shame develops out of a sense of one's own inadequacy (Pattison,
2000; Scheff, 2000; Stone, 1992). Comments that suggest participants feel that
they should be better than they are, or that they are somehow less than they were
are seen as representative of the emotions that create shame as discussed in the
literature.
Each of the participants made comments in some way or another that were
coded into this theme. Bill spoke about his perception of his grades having
dropped post-injury and how he interprets his feelings about that, saying
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Sometimes I'm still bitter, obviously, I'm sure you understand this.
Wondering why it happened to me, and I didn't deserve this, and
all those sorts of selfish ideas. Wondering why my grades have to
go down when my whole life used to revolve around school. And
wondering why I can't do what I could before.
His use of the term "selfish" demonstrates that he does not even feel that he has
the right to mourn his losses, the ultimate example of how the social construct of
disability as a burden to be borne in silence and good will (Onken & Slaten, 2000)
can be internalized and become the lived experience of the individual.
Bill talks about his reaction to the changes in his abilities, saying "I
couldn't concentrate well enough to do that job anymore, and I was like ok, look,
this is embarrassing," and describes his asking for accommodation as "my little
whining," rather than the legitimate request for the opportunity to achieve his
goals. Bill's comment that "my main challenge is a very personal challenge, and
it's learning to live with an inability, and not to, even self-consciously, berate
myself for not succeeding like I think I should" suggests that he is aware of the
need to accept himself and his abilities at face value, but he seems to be unaware
of the social responsibility for the creation of some of these feelings.
I describe my discomfort at being visibly different because of the way in
which I compensate for my distractibility in the classroom:
I learned quite quickly 'Well, sit in the front, where there's nothing
between you and the prof, but when you're obviously fifteen years
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older, and you're the only one sitting in the front row, well, it's
tough. I remember saying to myself 'You're not here to make
friends, you're here to do the job, to get the job done'. So I've had
to sort of really focus on that, and put aside the feelings of being
different and being obvious. Like, I could have just hidden in the
back of the room, and I would feel better about that.
Cathy talks about how "it felt good to be with everybody else" writing her exam,
giving up her right to accommodation and so that she can feel part of a larger
population that is deemed 'normal' by the socially constructed measurements of
ability. Diane discusses her adjustment to returning to her studies post-injury,
saying "at first it was hard going back, because I felt like everyone was really
staring at me at first, like I was some sort of a freak." Her language suggests to
me that she has internalized the social view of disability as an undesirable and
distasteful affliction of the individual.
Emily is cognizant of the impact that the social construct of disability has
on her self-image, saying "[it] is really very difficult, as you can imagine, to not
see yourself as a damaged person." She also describes what it felt like to know
the advisor in the support office personally and need to tell her story in order to
receive accommodations: "I've known [the advisor] and her sister thirty-five
years. I felt a little uncomfortable about that when I... you know, here's me with
all my problems and then [she] walks in and she remembered me, and I felt a little
uncomfortable." Her embarrassment at discussing her "problems" with someone
that she knows rather than feeling relief at the comfort of knowing that you are

not exposing yourself to a stranger illustrates the internalization of the negative
social construct.
The Internalization of Shame
Not all of the participants agreed with my identification of shame as the
underlying emotion when they were provided with what I considered to be the
emergent themes and the basic coding structures that had been used. Albert
expressed the following:
I feel that the frustration that people feel about their losses that
centre around ABI (and in my case, major trauma injuries) can be
misinterpreted to be a feeling of shame.

I have noticed with

myself and others that it is more a feeling of disappointment in not
being able to overcome these issues, which can over time lead to a
very frustrating feeling. People in this situation seem ashamed, but
I would strongly suggest this is only an incorrect external
interpretation.
Oliver (1996) cites his earlier work suggesting that people with impairments
"have preferred to reinterpret their collective experiences in terms of structural
notions of discrimination and oppression rather than ones of stigma and
stigmatisation" (p. 23).
We have seen above that shame is characterized as something which those
who experience it must hide away, avoid and deny, that potentially they may be
unaware of its presence, and that helping professionals in consequence face
challenges recognizing shame, instead diagnosing depression amongst other

conditions. The literature clearly suggests that it is possible to experience shame
and be unaware of its existence and effects in one's life (Brown, 2006; Lewis,
1971; Onken & Slaten, 2000; Pattison, 2000). I put forward that these are my
observations and interpretations, and while I do not propose that they override an
individual's self-identification of his own emotions, I would suggest that the
following examination supports the interpretation of internalized shame.
Albert refers to professors not accommodating his needs, saying "some
professors simply feel that this is the way it is in their course, and then I struggle,
and I'm not a youngster, so it's hard to intimidate me, so often I can work through
it." He goes on to discuss what has been his experience in the process of
accommodation, saying
The next step usually is I end up meeting with that professor, often
in the advisors office, and sometimes it can almost be worked out,
and when you get that far once the course starts it's usually fine.
The professor is too busy to really change the issue. The times
when it goes beyond that, I'll either drop the course if it's not a
core course, which I have done once, or I'll just cope with it, which
I've done once, and I have one more coming up where I don't
think there will be an accommodation made, and I'm hoping that
once the course starts we can just figure it out between us.
He does agree that discrimination exists for others and that there are still
barriers being experienced: "most fights are being won, which is good, but it's
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unfortunate that they still have to be fought sometimes" and goes on to discuss his
approach to managing these conflicts: "but because it's me, what I try to do is
'How can I be successful within the restrictions, and where do I need to fight." I
suggest that these instances show his acceptance of his treatment within the
university context and while our interpretation of why that acceptance is there
differs, I believe that it can be seen as supportive of the presence of shame.
Albert also makes comments that I interpret as indicative of his having
taken the negative image of disability into himself. His language suggests that the
university demonstrates overt acceptance of his needs when he discusses his parttime status: "there's no part-time program in my department, so I'm being
allowed to progress part-time," when in reality it is his right to take courses at a
slower pace than his peers. He talks about his distaste of having to "lower the
bar" for himself and says "I've been accommodated to the point where I will be
able to graduate" as if his degree is somehow less valuable than those of his peers.
When he is forced to drop a course because a professor will not accommodate his
needs, in direct contravention of the law, Albert suggests that this is his choice
saying "as a consumer, I can elect not to take that course, spend my money
elsewhere."
When asked directly if he feels comfortable accessing the support systems
and support services at the university Albert replies
No. I was hoping you wouldn't ask for specifics. I'd never been
disabled. This was a new thing for me. Everyone wishes to do the
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best they can and not have to have the bar lowered, at least that's
how I felt about it. So by going to [the disability support office] I
was asking them to lower the bar.
Although he expresses his wish to have avoided this subject, he does answer
openly and he reveals a sense of feeling less because of his challenges. He states
that while he believes in accommodations for others, he does not want to see
himself in that category: "I actually have no problem with the argument that
people with disabilities have to have the bar lowered, it's just that I couldn't
swallow that one whole for myself."
He talks about how it feels to negotiate accommodations, a process in
which he is enforcing his legal rights, and yet for him it feels that he is forced to
request special treatment. He describes it by saying
...it becomes very uncomfortable for them which makes it very
uncomfortable for me to keep pushing more and more and more.
And then I find some people will simply cave and say 'How do
you want me to accommodate you? Write your own ticket'. And
then it becomes completely uncomfortable.
He speaks about his encounters with professors who behave as if they are the
expert on his experience and describes the challenges that create for him:
I have run into professors that haven't been accommodating, or
that have said 'I think that you can cope with this this way'. And

it's hard for me to then say to them 'I don't have the expertise to
tell you how to run your course, you certainly don't know which of
my bones are broken, or were broken, and how it affects me on a
daily basis', even, at the early times, getting at the second floor in
the building I was in, even that was difficult, and so it's hard to
deal with each individual when they feel that they understand, or
when they feel uncomfortable.
Albert knows that he is uncomfortable with his sense of self as having a
disability and that he struggles to integrate his new abilities with his old
expectations and admits to that in his answer "Yes. Of course it is" when I asked
him directly whether his discomfort was internal, a discomfort with his own
situation and related to self-concept. He states that when someone else is being
treated unfairly he views it as discrimination, he just does not want the concept
and all that accompanies it to be applied to him: "If it wasn't me, I would be very
angry. So when it was [someone else that I knew] at another university, I got very
angry, and said 'You know, the law of the land is that people with disabilities
have to be accommodated, and they have to be accommodated actually by
lowering the bar'." He describes another person's experience of discrimination in
a university (an experience which does not radically differ from some of his own)
and clearly sees it as unfair and unacceptable treatment and admits to his own
double standard saying "they actually admitted that the professor doesn't even
want to return emails, they have no control over her, they can't tell her what to do.
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That would be different.. .That sort of discrimination, well we'll call it
discrimination, if we're talking about someone else other than me."
Albert's last statement is suggestive to me of the ultimate distancing from
disablement as a result of the negative social construct. Albert accepts when he is
discriminated against, but when someone else is the recipient of very similar
treatment, he admits to finding it unacceptable.
Power, Oppression and Privilege
The process through which shame is created in the individual is one that is
socially encouraged as it is an effective method of social control. It is often an
invisible process and can be used to maintain power as shamed people may be
unhappy, but they do not fight back (Birenbaum, 1979; Pattison, 2000; Scheff,
2000). Pattison (2000) goes on to suggest that shame acts as an internal police
force that encourages individuals to conform to the normative standards put in
place by those who have the power to define disability. The literature suggests
that this power can be used internally, effectively causing students to oppress
themselves by agreeing to the policies, standards and procedures that exist in the
university environment, behaviour which in effect, is used to control others by
setting standards of acceptability (Harlan & Robert, 1998; Hibbs & Pothier,
2006). Examining how power, oppression and privilege intersect with disability
and the resulting experience for the participants became an important aspect of the
study as the theme emerged from the data during analysis.
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The Experience of the Top Down Power Structure
Hibbs and Pothier (2006) suggest that there is an inherent power struggle
between the student, the professor and the university. Albert is particularly aware
of this struggle and the direct effect it has had on his experience: "everything is an
issue of power." He discusses the power accorded to professors observing that
"some of them are highly independent and they may accommodate, or they may
seem to accommodate, or they may simply not accommodate" noting that "when
it comes to accommodations within the course, then it becomes really the
professor's call." He has considered the underlying argument that professors rely
on when refusing accommodation noting "professors often will stand on values,
they'll say 'I'm giving up my independence to give you an accommodation', and
second, 'You get an accommodation when others don't'." As Albert said earlier,
some professors take on an expert role when they refuse accommodation and
attempt to tell him how to cope with his impairments. He is very aware that the
power is held by the professor saying, "you can write letters, you can whatever,
but the professor ultimately can make certain decisions based on what that
professor think is required to be successful in the course."

Cathy appeared to be less aware of the construction of power and how it is
used, but she too has experienced the unpleasant side effects of the top-down
power structure in the university setting. She relates her experience of asking for
accommodation from a professor:
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I went to talk to a professor once because I had problems
remembering formulas and I thought it was very unfair that it was,
that the fact that I was going to pass was going to depend on
whether I could remember the formulas or not, not whether I knew
how to use them. I went to talk to him about it, and he was very,
like 'Get out'. He didn't even let me in his office, he talked to me
in the hallway outside the door. That wasn't much fun. Just straight
up, he was like 'No'. He wouldn't discuss it at all.
She was equally aware of her own lack of power in the situation saying "it made
me angry because I didn't really know what else to do after that, and I thought it
was really unfair."
Emily's experiences left her feeling shocked at the apparent lack of
respect accorded to the disability support offices and her from professors who she
felt were wielding their power in discriminatory ways. She relates her experience
of asking for accommodation, saying
They were so overtly disrespectful of the [disability support
office]'s requests on my behalf. The fact that one professor even,
when I first, the first day that I came into...class, I said 'I am a
student registered with the [disability support office] and I have
one request which is to tape my lectures' and she went 'Oh, I don't
like that [disability support office], I...' and then she stopped
herself, because it was as if she was going to say 'I think it's a
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waste of time and I don't respect that', or ' I think students, it's
like a cop-out, or some sort of excuse for them'. You know, there
was that, she had to stop herself from saying what she really
thought.
She experienced blatant disregard for her needs and rights reporting "it came
down to the fact that they did not respect the requests that I have help, they were,
in their complaints against me, one of them was about deadlines. Which was in
my special requests as a disabled student, was that I have trouble with that."
Emily expresses her frustration at the apparent absence of empathy for her
circumstances or at the least formal respect for her rights, saying
None of their complaints made mention of the fact that 'we know
in spite of your disability, we think that perhaps we can work it this
way, or maybe we can do it this way'. That was never ever an
option with them. They never referred back. And when I said, I
reminded them of it, I even remember I wrote emails saying 'Do
you not know? Did you forget that I'm registered with the Centre?
I have problems with this.' And they said 'Well, I can't speak to
that'.
She expresses her feelings regarding the lack of communication saying "So it was
all building up, and that's not fair to any student. Especially to a student where
that was clearly indicated that that could be an issue, that that's something that the
student has trouble with" identifying it as having been disrespectful of and
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directly insensitive to her needs. She is able to clearly state her feelings about the
power accorded to professors and how it is sometimes misused: "There's also this
arrogance that some professors seem to have, that they're above everything."
Hibbs and Pothier (2006) suggest that the accommodation policies in
universities are based upon assumptions that the student has the power to
negotiate from a position of equality with the professor. However, they argue that
this equality is fallacious and cannot exist as long as the professor is eventually
grading the student. Albert refers to knowing when to "pick my fights" in terms
of negotiating accommodation, suggesting that sometimes he chooses to accept
what he cannot win. Emily believes that the accommodation system "can't work
without the understanding and agreement of the professors" and relates that in her
case, in order to be granted her right to accommodation she had to appeal to an
even higher power and "the Dean's intervention was required."
In my interview, I relate the story of how I chose not to enforce my rights,
knowing that my grades would suffer, but feeling powerless because of my
professor's role in granting access to a graduate program that I was applying to:
I could have chosen to fight it, through Human Rights issues, but it
was a power problem. He was sitting on the committee to decide
who got into the Masters program that I was applying to a term
later, and I wasn't prepared to anger him to that extent. So I backed
down from it, and I wrote his final exam under the conditions that
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he wanted it, and my grade dropped. Had he not been in a position
to hold further power over me immediately, I would have fought it.
These examples support Hibbs and Pothier's (2006) suggestion that it is
unrealistic to view the power differential as being open to manipulation, as the
process of accommodation cannot provide equity.
The Support Offices' Lack of Power
One of the ways in which the power structure in the university is
unbalanced and negatively affects the participants is through the apparent lack of
power accorded to the disability support offices. Albert refers to this saying
"there is a point where a professor just doesn't really wish to accommodate to that
level, and say no. At that point, even though I've not run into it at my university,
at that point [the disability support office] loses its ability to proceed for you." He
observes that in other universities the disability support office is not able to do as
much for the student and says that at his university he feels lucky because his
support office's "guidance is taken into consideration by most staff, most
faculty." The use of the word 'guidance' is suggestive that the support offices
only have the power to make recommendations and not rules. Yet students have
the right to academic accommodation. Hibbs and Pothier (2006) refer to this and
point out that students are forced to demand services for which they are legally
entitled.
My interview also revealed my awareness of the apparent imbalance when
I speak about the power of the support office saying, "and if the profs don't grant
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the accommodation the [disability support office] is powerless, there's nothing
they can do. They can intervene on your behalf, but they can't force the professor,
or force the university to do something that is in the best interests of the student."
Hibbs and Pothier (2006) argue that although professors may not be aware of all
the laws and policies in place to protect students with disabilities, providing
professors with the ultimate power to make accommodation decisions is not
reasonable. They suggest that this power structure creates an environment where
the student experience is dependent on the professor's knowledge and
understanding of the impairments and willingness to put human rights above
academic freedoms.
Emily's experience of general disrespect and dismissal of the support
office's reccommendations as described above also relates to this issue. She goes
on to suggest that professors need to be made aware of the standards of proof that
are required of students who register with their university support offices: "[what]
I would like to see is that the professors are really made aware that it is no small
matter for a student to be accepted into the, or to be recognised or accepted by the
[disability support office]." The following comment illustrates her awareness of
the hierarchy of disability and how power intersects with that construct.
I don't think if a blind student said, would have to remind them
'You know, I am registered, by the way, you know I have to read
in Braille, I have to be read to.' Apart from the fact that I didn't
have to do it in Braille, I still had to be read to by my computer,
you know. But they refused even when I said 'This is what I deal

with every day'. I've even had to tell them what was wrong with
me. This is the thing about the [disability support office], is you're
not under any obligation to tell your prof why you're registered.
It's supposed to be enough that you're registered, because it's
really hard to get registered.
Shifting Organizational Responsibility onto the Student
One of the ways in which the university maintains the power imbalance is
to shift responsibility onto the student, allowing the organization to maintain a
reactive rather than a pro-active stance towards disability supports (Hibbs and
Pothier, 2006; Meacham et al., 2004). The onus is put onto the students to
disclose their status, ask for and negotiate their own accommodations, explore
their support options, initiate the process of acquiring that support, and investigate
and commence any appeal process that might be required. Students who are
unable or unwilling to engage in this process must suffer the consequences such
as being excluded from classes, having reduced grades, risking their own health
and well-being or even having to withdraw from academic studies (Hibbs &
Pothier, 2006).
The issue of disclosure is specifically relevant to some of the participants,
whose brain injuries are not visible. The challenges surrounding the questions of
whether or not to disclose and how and when to do so have been discussed at
length earlier in this paper. There are four participants in this study whose
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injuries are not visible and each of them has faced this dilemma in one way or
another. I discuss the difficulty saying
I don't always disclose any more, and that has been a challenge,
that's a whole sort of issue in terms of, do I go and have the
conversation again, every term, or do I just not bother, and hope
that I don't need any assistance. Because if you need help at the
end, and you haven't said anything at the beginning... I actually
had that happen last year, I did have to do that, and that really
makes it awkward.
The literature supports the existence of this dilemma, suggesting that professors
view the choice to disclose late as being somehow less organized and asking for
special favours (Brown et al., 2006; Goode, 2007; Shevlin et al., 2004; Velde et
al, 2005).
Cathy tells about her choice to disclose her challenges because they were
interfering with her ability to carry out her co-op position: "I explained to them
about my car accident and brain injury, and they were kind of like 'Everybody has
problems' sort of reaction." Emily talks about the results of having disclosed as
being very negative saying "I told them what was wrong with me. And it was like
they never acknowledged it, the only acknowledgment I got was like 'I can't
speak to that'. And it was so, I mean, talk about discrimination! I mean, why
should I have to expose myself?" Her use of the word 'expose' is indicative in
her of what the literature is discussing: she has had to reveal what she feels are her
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weaknesses and her embarrassments in order to be able to ask for
accommodations that are hers by right, only to have them refused and dismissed.
Policies and procedures are designed to be re-active, which puts the
responsibility for identification and action onto the student (Hibbs & Pothier,
2006; Meacham et al., 2004). This starts with the questionable process for being
accepted by the support offices as a student with a disability. The definition of
disability and the process by which you get official status, recognition and access
to services within the academic community are still based on the individual deficit
model, which puts the responsibility onto the students to prove their status (Hibbs
& Pothier, 2006). Medical documentation is required in order to be accepted,
documents which can be challenging and costly to obtain. This is especially true
for students with brain injury, as the main diagnostic tool for ABI, a
neuropsychological test, is conducted by professionals who are not covered by
most private or public medical insurance plans.
Emily relates this challenge saying "It's very hard to be registered with the
[disability support office], it really is. There's a lot of doctors and notes
involved." If this were not enough, the policies of the universities whose students
participated in the study officially state that these reports must be up to date and
renewed every five years. I have not found any participant who was held to this
requirement and forced to undergo further testing to update their medical records;
however, I would suggest that having such policy clearly stated in the conditions
for acceptance as a brain injured student may prevent some individuals from even
applying for registration with the office.
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Once the student has successfully negotiated this process and provided the
support offices with sufficient documentation to be registered as a student with a
disability requiring support services, the process for negotiating accommodation
is the next hurdle to be dealt with. Again, we have to consider the imbalance of
power and the previously discussed impossibility of reaching a state of equality as
long as the professor is ultimately responsible for grading the student. Albert
relates his process for negotiating accommodations, a process which has many
different stages and requires that he be responsible for initiating it well in advance
and following it through to whatever conclusion he is able to achieve:
I start discussing it with the advisor, the advisor in my faculty has
been there a long time. That person will usually speak directly to
the professors and I do this before the course starts. Then most of
the time I am told that 'we are working on this accommodation for
you'. When it's not, the next step usually is I end up meeting with
that professor, often in the advisor's office, and sometimes it can
almost be worked out, and when you get that far once the course
starts it's usually fine. The professor is too busy to really change
the issue. The times when it goes beyond that, I'll either drop the
course if it's not a core course, which I have done once, or I'll just
cope with it, which I've done once, and I have one more coming
up where I don't think there will be an accommodation made, and
I'm hoping that once the course starts we can just figure it out
between us.

Cathy relates the discomfort that she feels having to speak to professors
about accommodations saying "I don't really feel comfortable, like I hate going
up talking to professors, getting them to sign those forms. If I have problems I
don't like going to see professors," and yet it is her responsibility to cope with
these difficulties. Diane also expresses the same challenges seeing this as one of
the main deficits in university procedures and policies "and the weakness would
be having to get them to sign those exam accommodation forms, and having to
tell people over and over again."
On the one hand, the external expert determines that a student needs
accommodation and what form those accommodations will take rather than
engaging in a discussion with the student as to his/her own needs and challenges;
on the other hand, the responsibility for knowing about services available and
asking for them lies with the student (Hibbs & Pothier, 2006). Emily talks about
her experience of not knowing that it was somehow inappropriate to discuss her
own life challenges in her classes when they were relevant to the material being
discussed: "I had never been informed of things that related to my disability that
could be a problem in class, like talking about it." Instead no concerns were
brought to her attention until "all of a sudden at week eight or nine, I was told I
was unfit for class."
Cathy discusses critical details for her degree that were never made clear
to her by her disability advisor and that now she is in the midst of a complicated
process that once again requires her to prove her need:
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They never really told me about that, but I guess you can fill out a
from, so I'm in the process of filling out the form and [my advisor]
is going to write me a letter, and this lady that I see outside of the
University is going to write me a letter and then I have to take it to
my advisor and then it goes through some committee and then they
decide if I can take a reduced course load for my whole degree or
not.
She works without a note-taker in class (which many people with brain injury
identify as a key support) because she doesn't remember what the services are
that are offered and she would rather manage on her own than ask again:
I did [ask] in the first year, but I forget what the answer was. And
then since then I just kind of do it myself, but it's been hard too
because I'll sometimes miss a class because I'm sick or something,
and I don't really have any friends in my class to get notes off of,
so I just don't have the notes for that part.
Both Cathy and I make statements that clearly show the problem with
putting this responsibility onto the student. Cathy says
That petition thing, I've had since last term when I was on my coop, and that's just been at the bottom of my list, it's been sitting on
my desk, because on my free time, I would go, 'hey I can actually
go see my friend today, or I can sleep' or something like that. It's
just too stressful to have all those, all the insurance stuff too, all the

stuff to do. It would be nice to have a tutor, somebody that helped
to organise my life as opposed to helping with a specific subject. I
have problems with that. There's just specific things that I just
never get done, for some reason.
In my interview I point out the need for "systemic change: I don't know who
does it, whose job that is, but it can't be the job of the student who is trying to
function." Students coping with these injuries and the challenges that are
presented are busy trying to survive, and they do not always have the energy or
the means to fight these battles on their own. It is hardly surprising that Albert
carefully chooses which fight to pick.
Self-Oppression
The top down power structure and feelings of shame work to create a
group of "voluntary conformists" (Birenbaum, 1979, p.93) within the university
community. Hibbs and Pothier (2006) refer to the experience of university
policies and procedures for students with disabilities as being "more like
negotiating a minefield than competing on a level playing field" (p. 215). The
suggestion made by Pattison (2000) that while shamed people may be unhappy
they do not fight back is clearly supported in the interviews. There was more than
one instance of this occurring in Albert's interview and he gives a sense of
accepting the inevitable when he says "so you can't change that as a single
person." Cathy also expresses what seems like an acceptance of her own lack of
power when she says "there's nothing I can really do about it." More disturbing
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to me was a comment made by Albert about being in control as a consumer who
can choose what to buy: "I've always, as a consumer, I can elect not to take that
course, spend my money elsewhere." I interpret this as the internalization of
oppression in that he believes that he is exercising his right to choose, when I
would suggest that in reality he is rationalizing his marginalization and finding a
way to accept discrimination.
Emily has internalized her lack of power in another way, seeing herself as
less than worthy as shown in her comment that she felt stupid in her classes as a
result of how she was treated. She also reported feeling that her professors did
not value her as a student when she says "they didn't think I was worth the extra
effort it would take to keep me in the program." Another way in which Emily has
internalized this power differential and oppressive practice and now works
unknowingly to oppress herself is evidenced by her comment about her fears:
...that's what I'm afraid of, is that it will happen to me again. And
whether or not I ever get my M.A., you know, and I'm only going
to do it one course at a time, now. I'm really scared of the fact,
now, that I might have to deal with another professor who [behaves
in a similar manner, that] I'm going to have to go through this
again. That destroyed me.
She does not see that having experienced that level of discrimination and having
triumphed over it in many ways, she is stronger and better able to adapt to her
needs. Rather she identifies it as having 'destroyed' her.
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Instances of self-oppression were evident in my interview as well. The
language that I use when speaking about accommodation requests clearly shows
that I have acquiesced in the power structure in that I too do not see myself as
only demanding that my rights be met: "For me, I only ask for what I absolutely
need, what's going to make the difference between whether I can be a student or
not. I don't ever ask for something beyond that, and I know that there are other
accommodations that could be made for me, and I don't like to ask for them. I
don't want favours." While clearly cognizant of the balance between what is fair
to my peers and my rights to accommodation, it appears that I often have chosen
in favour of my peers, implementing an argument used by the administration in
order not to have to accommodate me. During my interview I suggest that when I
ask for accommodation it feels as if I am asking for "special favours", when in
fact all I'm asking is an even playing field. I attempt to normalize this for myself
by remembering that I have the right to ask for accommodation and I express this
saying "I try to think about it in terms of all I'm asking for is to be able to do the
same job that all of my peers are doing." The internal conflict that I identify here
illuminates how the internalization of the dominant discourse and power structure
can turn into circumstances of self-oppression.

Privilege in the Participants' Experience
It became noticeable to me that two participants in the study do not seem
to have experienced power and oppression in the same way that the other four
have and this brought me to consider the role of privilege as a mitigating factor.
What made these two students different from the others? How does privilege

intersect with power and disability in the experience of university students with
brain injury? Harlan & Robert (1998) suggest that the perceived loss of power by
organizations is a key part of their resistance towards accommodating disability.
Hibbs and Pothier (2006) write that most Canadian universities have policies and
interventions that are "based on the assumption that they are sufficient to create
equitable access to 'level the field'" (p. 195) They examine why these
assumptions are incorrect and result in the oppression and marginalization of
students with disabilities. I have included the examination of privilege in this
theme because I believe that the relationship between privilege and power is very
important for these students. I consider examples of privilege such as age, social
position, type of injury, and placement within the disability hierarchy. Gender
and ethnicity may also be relevant areas of privilege to be considered, but they did
not surface in this study.
Albert reported that he feels that his age has been invaluable to him in
terms of coping with challenges. He states "Now, if I was a younger person, like
[the person that I know with a disability], who doesn't have some of the tools life
has given me, it would be much harder, and I do see that it's much harder for
younger people." He also notes that "when I ran into difficulties with professors,
my maturity level usually was able to deal with it." He is aware that this is a
position of privilege for him stating "Now how many students can actually do
that? If their parents are supportive of that situation they're in, and the university
realises that it's going there [the parents intervening], my experience is that it will
be accommodated."
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Bill's experience is arguably reported as the most positive and it is noted
that none of his comments reflected a power imbalance or a suggestion of
oppression and as such his voice has been silent in this theme until now. I would
suggest that he has experienced more privilege than other participants and that his
experience reflects that. I am not sure, but I suspect that he might agree with this
statement given the opportunity. Bill reports that one of the key reasons that his
experience has been so positive is that "I was sort of friends with the president of
the university, and he turns out to be very good support. He knows what it's like
to be an overachiever, and to have some bad things happen that suddenly you
can't achieve the way you thought you could. He's a bit of a mentor." He also
credits his family support for being invaluable in assisting his adjustment to being
a brain-injured student: "I don't actually know what it would be like not to have
this, because I've always had this, but a really strong family is important."
That he is aware of some of his privilege is made evident when he speaks
about having medical support on campus and the impact that has had on his
experience. He says
The doctor on campus saw it happen to me, and the [disability
support office] knows these doctors personally, so when they see
this doctor's signature say 'This happened to [name withheld] this
summer', then they understand that in quite a different light than
when they see someone else's personal letter from a doctor, in, I
don't know, I'm going to say North Bay, saying 'this is my patient,
please give them these accommodations'. I didn't have to prove

anything, whereas when you come to them with a pre-existing
condition, you probably have to prove it more.
Interestingly, he discusses how easy this makes the job of proving his
status and notes that he is never questioned about the legitimacy of his claims,
even though his brain injury is, for the most part, invisible. He reflects
I mean, I suppose for bureaucracy's sake, my [disability support
office] counsellor requires a medical letter every year, not every
semester, every year. But that's not a problem, because the doctor
basically walked through the whole thing. It was actually the
student health centre on campus that sent me for the CAT scan,
primarily diagnosed me, so they know my situation from the
beginning and it's no problem. No, nobody's ever really
questioned the legitimacy.
He points out his privilege, saying "I didn't have to explain these things, based on
what happened, so I think that makes a difference."
Cathy has experienced some privilege in her social location and has had
access to a support professional that she has found very helpful. Not everyone
with brain injury has access to an insurance system that recognizes the need and
provides funding for the solution. She relates
After my accident, I got a neuro-psych assessment done by the
doctor and he recommended a lady that worked with students,
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mostly with brain injuries, going to universities, and she acted as a
contact for them, because she knew how it all worked. I got her
back in high school, she even knew how all the stuff in high school
worked, she was able to come to meetings and stuff and explain
things to teachers and principals, and then she knew about the
[disability support office] so she told me to look into it, or helped
me look into it, I guess.
Diane is the other participant who reports a more positive experience and
her voice has also been less present in this theme. She has had access to support
that other students in her position might not have and therefore I would suggest
that she has experienced some degree of privilege. She refers to her family
support and that of her department when she discusses how she came to know
about the support offices saying "When my Dad was talking to people in my
faculty about me coming back to school, I think it was my undergraduate
coordinator who mentioned contacting and being registered with the [disability
support office]." As Albert pointed out, not everyone has parents who can aid
their brain-injured child as they cope with the realities of functioning within the
university environment.
Emily reports having had a very negative experience and as one might
expect in that case, I did not find many instances of her being on the receiving end
of privilege, although she does suggest, similarly to Albert, that her age has at
least given her the advantage of tolerance, she says "if I wasn't 48 years old, and I
wasn't of some degree of maturity, I would have, you know, I would have said

'You know, that really isn't appropriate for you to be so impatient with me. I do
have a disability'. They all knew. 'I do have these issues'. But they're just kids."
In contrast to the others, Emily states clearly that having had an invisible
disability that has the complications of mental illness, which situates her in the
lowest category in the hierarchy of disability, has led to further oppression. She
states unequivocally "I can only say from my point of view, I was not treated
equally because I came in with a non-physical injury." She goes on to say "But
for a student that looks normal, maybe she's just doing it, well obviously there's
nothing wrong with her, she's intelligent, she worked for [a respected
international public agency], how disabled can she be." She is clear that the
invisibility of her injury directly affects the level of respect that she receives when
she refers to the social response of legitimacy afforded to those with visible
impairments.3
My experience has generally been a positive one, but I am aware that I am
very privileged. My sense that professors do not believe that I cope with
impairments that require accommodation is similar to that of Emily. However,
like Cathy I had access to private supports in that I have a private counsellor and
the means to pay for counselling, thanks to insurance and an extremely supportive
family. As well, as I point out in my interview, "I've been a part of the University
community, through my family, all my life, so I probably just knew the [disability
support office] existed already, and knew that I would need help dealing with
some practical issues." Familiarity with the university environment and its
3

See page 117 for her comment in its entirety.
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support services allowed me to seek out assistance much earlier than some of the
other participants, something that I consider to be privilege. Although I did not
have participants for this study who were not registered with the support offices
on campus, I am aware of students who do not even know about these offices or
that they can receive their services, and so struggle on their own.
Organizational Challenges
Another theme that emerged from the data was that of the role of the
organization in the experience of the participant.

The literature suggests that the

social constructionist view of organizations is that they create an environment that
reflects and reproduces the culture of the larger society (Hasenfeld, 2000;
Hoggett, 2006). The university is similar to all bureaucratic organizations in that
it has a culture, a power structure and a vested interest in its own efficiency and
survival. The literature suggests that the university utilizes a reactive rather than
pro-active approach to disability (Hibbs & Pothier, 2006; Meacham et al., 2004).
This has the effect of producing a service provision model that is demand based
and cost driven.
Furthermore, it is here that we see the most evidence that the individual,
medical model approach to disability remains the dominant discourse that shapes
service provision. The way in which disability is defined by the university, the
procedures put in place for proving status and accessing services, the approach to
the negotiation of accommodations and the systematic attempts to normalize the
individual all demonstrate the ideological belief that disability is an individual
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problem which must be given 'reasonable accommodation' (Hibbs & Pothier,
2006).
Although the role of power has been carefully examined above, it is
important to note here that the organizational culture of the university not only
creates this imbalance of power, but it also actively seeks to perpetuate it. Hibbs
and Pothier (2006) report that the university administration views students with a
disability as a "special interest group", (p. 198) which effectively relegates them
to the position of being responsible for requesting special treatment and
accommodation, instead of a population with rights and privileges that are
required to be upheld.
Deficit of Knowledge and Awareness of Disability and Brain Injury
Meacham et al. (2004) discuss the lack of knowledge and awareness of
disability as being a considerable problem for students with difference. They
suggest that faculty and staff do not want to admit to not being comfortable
around or knowledgeable about different disabilities, a barrier that became
apparent in the analysis of the interview data. Bill identifies the value of having
supportive contacts that understand brain injury and what he is coping with:
It's really important to me to have somebody who knows what
they're talking about. My parents are a wonderful support but they
actually don't know what to expect of my improvement, whereas
this doctor does, because she's seen this in other people. So,
knowledgeable friend, in that sense, my doctor has been

wonderful, my counsellor has been wonderful because she know
what the university was able to do for me.
Cathy expresses frustration at the lack of awareness of staff and faculty
that she sought out for the purpose of receiving emotional and psychological
support. She relates being asked questions by a counsellor: "yes, they were
questions that weren't really related to [my situation]... I just remember being
really angry at them, the questions that they asked were just really hard for me to
answer," and as a result after a couple of sessions, did not return for more support
because "he had no idea what to do, how to help." I am also aware of the lack of
knowledge and understanding that is prevalent amongst the faculty and state in
my interview "It would be nice to have a sense that there was an understanding of
disability within the faculty. It's tough when you have to constantly explain to
people. The problem is a lack of understanding of brain injury, it's a lack of
knowledge." Diane relates the experience of having a professor make a joke
about her brain injury "one professor who didn't really understand joked, he
thought it was only my arm that was affected and not a brain injury." She
identifies this as a critical problem, saying "in the support service, the weaknesses
would be the lack of awareness."
Bill discuses the challenges created by the lack of awareness of disability
and the available support services on campus, saying "I didn't know they could,
because I didn't have any friends who were in wheelchairs, probably just because,
well, I didn't. And I didn't have any friends who had visual impairments or
anything, and I didn't know about these things... and I had no idea [the disability
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support office] was there." Cathy also discusses the lack of education in this way,
identifying that certain challenges are exacerbated by her own lack of awareness
of what services are available and how to get access to them. When discussing
the process of asking an exam proctor to summon the professor to a separate exam
room to answer a question that a student might have she comments "I think I
know that. I don't think I've really had any questions that I would need to do it. I
don't know how exactly that works, though. No one's ever really said anything
about it." She reports that she is only now becoming aware that she may not be
able to complete her degree on a part-time basis, saying "that's the other thing
about the [disability support office], they never told me about this, but I just found
out last term that you can only take an eighty percent course load for half of your
degree, like only two years or something like that. I don't know." When asked if
she receives note-taking services through her support office she replies "No. I can.
I used it once I think, but it was really hard to set it up. I don't really know how to
go about setting it up."
Emily clearly identifies the lack of awareness of and sensitivity towards
disability as being a key component to the barriers that she has faced:
I would like to see... the only thing I would like to see is that the
professors are really made aware that it is no small matter for a
student to be accepted into the, or to be recognised or accepted by
the [disability support office]. Totally, that's the only thing. The
[disability support office] could not do any more than it's already
doing. But it can't work without the understanding and agreement
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of the professors. And while some of them are completely, are so
sympathetic and so understanding it made me cry, how the others
could be at such of the opposite extreme and find it a
nuisance...there has to be more education.
She feels that the support offices have a key role to play in this education and that
they are not doing enough:
Just because you can't see what's wrong with them doesn't mean
that student is faking it, or, you know, is just looking for a cop-out.
...I don't think there's enough education from [the disability
support office} to the University community in general. Maybe not
to students, and not towards profs. You never hear about them,
hardly ever... it's the professors who need educating.
However, ultimately it seems that she feels that the professors use their lack of
education about disabilities in an effort to maintain their independence and
position of power and demonstrate little interest in altering the status quo. Her
anger over this is clear when she suggests that faculty should "get out of your
frigging ivory tower for five minutes and realise there's another world out there
that you should be damn glad that you're not part of. But recognise that some
people, that's their reality."

Inconsistent Application of Policies and Procedures
One of the challenges faced by the participants derives from this culture of
individuality: there is no standard procedure that is clearly identified and can be
predicted and followed by students. There is an apparent lack of continuity
between professors, departments, support offices and universities; each time
students introduce a new variable into the equation of their academic studies they
face unique challenges, barriers and outcomes. Random events that are just a
result of luck or timing appear to play too important a role in the overall
experience of the participants, and in my opinion, should be considered an
organizationally produced barrier.
Cathy comments that when the department's Associate Dean changed, the
quality of her personal contact deteriorated:
My Associate Dean has changed since I first started going, but the
guy that was the Associate Dean was really good about helping me
be able to write a plan of what courses I needed to take next,
because I was going to be missing some from the year before, and
stuff like that. And then when I went in this time, it was more like,
now it's the secretary's job, or, I don't know what her exact title is,
but she was happy to help, but it was as if, she didn't know who I
was, or she didn't remember me at all from coming before. And
now we have a new Associate Dean and I'm pretty sure that she
has no idea who I am because our department's probably pretty

big. It's really hard because you don't have anybody you can go to,
to ask questions, like it's really hard to schedule appointments, and
they barely know who you are.
Bill's comment that "a more personal strength of the department, that
they're accessible. It's not huge by the time you get to third and fourth year, and
you can actually get to know them personally" identifies how being part of a
smaller department can increase the level of personal relationship, improving the
overall experience. Diane noted that her overall experience was made more
positive because "I guess because my faculty deals with the body, everyone is
kind of more up on traumatic brain injuries than other faculties would be."
Furthermore, she feels that her professor's personal experience of her medical
condition also served to improve her experience: "there was another professor in
the faculty that had had a [medical condition that can cause brain injury].
Everyone was very helpful and supportive and very good overall."
Emily relates "experiencing really different levels of support and nonsupport" and expresses her sense of disbelief at the varying levels of empathy and
knowledge displayed by her professors. Albert notices this difficulty stating "so
my experience now is that it's very different, not only by professor, but by
campus, by institution." I have had the opportunity to be a registered student in
two universities post-injury and so have direct personal experience from which to
make a comparison and in my interview I stated "depending on which school
you're in, you get a completely different system of support."
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The Minimal Effort Put Forward by the Organization
Harlan and Robert (1998) discuss the effort that an organization will put
into maintaining its status quo rather than provide accommodation to those who
need it. They suggest that an organization will attempt to make the laws
governing accommodation flexible enough to fit social expectations in order to
get away with the minimum accommodation possible. In an academic setting this
can create challenges for the student and it became apparent that some of the
participants were aware of this aspect of the organizational culture. Albert is very
aware of this situation and clearly states "it is what you often see in organisations
that have lots and lots of demands being made on them from lots of different
areas: that they do the minimum to get by."
I identify this as a socially directed problem: people with disabilities are
not seen as a valuable enough resource to put the effort into accommodating them.
Universities meet the letter of the law by creating accessible buildings and
policies, but stop there, effectively ignoring the intent of the law: people with
difference should have equal access to the opportunity of higher education. In my
interview, I state "anybody can get into any building, and if you can't then the
class is moved. The accessibility issues got dealt with in those terms, and then
people said, well, ok, now we've dealt with this." While the other participants
may not have been so aware of the policy driven source of the problem, they
identified ways in which the minimal effort put forward by the organization
created barriers for them.
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Cathy experienced challenges in her work placement and when she
attempted to address these issues and create viable solutions to the problems that
she was experiencing she discovered that they the were not willing to assist her.
She states "I haven't had much help from the [work placement] office." Emily
relates that her professors did the minimum possible in supporting her, refusing to
communicate challenges early on, and saying "in week nine, out of week twelve,
I'm told 'You've already failed the course'. And I hadn't even really handed
anything in yet, which was really unfair. They said 'Even if you wrote a paper and
it was perfect, I don't think you'd pass."
Diane relates challenges with which the university was either unable or
unwilling to assist her; as a result she had to find ways to cope with the
difficulties or remove herself from the situation. She refers to the university's
lack of accommodation regarding her need for classes at different times of day
due to her stamina challenges. She also notes the lack of assistance in acquiring
an effective tutor, a problem that she feels resulted in a lower academic
performance than she was satisfied with4.
Overworked and Understaffed Support Offices
The challenge of limited resources and rising need is a growing concern;
cases of mild to moderate brain injury are on the rise, increased support systems
in the public school systems are allowing more students to enter universities and
current funding challenges result in a status quo approach to service provision or

4

See full quote page 104

even cutbacks. More students with brain injury, less funding available for
services and an apparent lack of understanding and awareness seem to me to be
suggestive of a problem that is only going to increase over the coming years. This
problem and its effects were identified by the participants during their interviews.
Bill comments "perhaps they're slightly under-staffed, depending on when
you talk to them, they won't be able to give you an appointment for a couple of
weeks. I suppose this happens everywhere, but at the beginning of the semester
they're often overwhelmed or whatever by the influx of new students." He states
that "once a semester I meet with a counsellor," which I would suggest is a bare
minimum of support for a student coping with the challenges of brain injury.
Cathy verbalizes the same frustration with the disability support office, saying
"but it's really, really hard to get appointments, like you have to book two months
in advance to get an appointment. So far it's been ok, but I know that if I ever had
any problems, I wouldn't know what to do, like if I ever have any issues." My
interviewer also noted similar a comment from me: "they are massively
overworked. If you have to wait five weeks to get an appointment with your
advisor, what's the point?"
Impersonal, Dehumanizing Processes
Any organization as large as a university must face challenges with being
seen as impersonal. However, for people with brain injury, isolation and lack of
community are significant problems that can cause much distress. This byproduct of policy, bureaucracy and lack of education and awareness has a direct
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negative impact on some of the participants' experience. Bill refers to the lack of
assistance he has received from his faculty adviser, saying "no, I haven't really
had an academic counsellor as such, just the whole Bachelor of [faculty name]
academic counselling which is very impersonal, I haven't really spoken to them in
a long time."
Cathy discusses the challenge of working within an impersonal system
saying "I'm pretty sure that she has no idea who I am because our department's
probably pretty big. It's really hard because you don't have anybody you can go
to to ask questions, like it's really hard to schedule appointments, and they barely
know who you are." She goes on to comment "professors have no idea who I am.
I've had reactions about getting them to sign the papers... 'I would like it if you
write with everyone else so that if you have questions you can ask'." She feels
that some effort to understand her situation would help to alleviate some of the
alienation and suggests,
For me they probably have no idea why I need this extra time, and
it probably makes them less likely to accept it, because they have
no idea, so I kind of wish they would spend at least, say' is there
anything else? would you like to come meet with me? is there
anything else I can help you with?'. It would be nice if they spent
a little more time to understand why you need extra time.
She also discusses another challenge associated with the impersonal element of
the university, saying
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...well, it's [the isolation] not really my choice. It is because I
haven't joined anything, but at the same time, how am I supposed
to join something when I'm just barely hanging on, just doing four
courses and nothing else? It's not... I wouldn't choose it, really, if
I was going to choose something I'd be able to join a bunch of
stuff too and keep up with my schoolwork.
Emily also feels the dehumanizing effect of what we named the 'culture of
silence' that she experiences in the university environment. She feels that the lack
of communication and support in her adjustment to being in classes with other
students has been a key piece in her having a negative experience of university.
She cites
There was never any communication between [the professors] and
me.

And I thought, you could have said something [was not

working] then, but no, you write a letter to the Dean, or you write a
letter to me three weeks later? Why didn't you say something to
me then? Are we not adults in University? Could you not have
lodged a complaint against me with the [disability support office],
if you were going to not go to me?
She offers the suggestion that "there should be a direct communication. If
the student is looking like they're really struggling, then you'd better say
something. Don't wait". She goes on to recognize a lack of empathy from faculty
and notes:
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...some empathy would not hurt some of these professors to have,
some sympathy, that some people do go through really bad things
and they're coping as best as they can, and maybe you should take
them aside and say 'You know, can you, is there something I can
do to make this easier for you, a little bit? How can we reach the
goal by a different means?' and not be so, like 'you have to do it
my way, you're going to be treated like everyone else, and if you
don't fit in, well, you're fucked'.
The Positive Difference One Individual Can Make
Interestingly, one of the most positive means of support is provided not by
the organization but by individuals acting in support and kindness that make a
difference for the participants. Diane found support in her personal friendships
saying that "as long as I had a friend in the class it was a pretty positive
experience and I felt included." Albert relates the story of a professor who went
beyond the norm in an effort to accommodate him:
In the most difficult course that I had to deal with, which was one
that I could not have any chance of success, the professor
accommodated me to the very extreme, really, and really made an
extreme accommodation, and while I only just passed, but I
passed. But with major accommodations.

She said she felt

completely comfortable that I had achieved what I needed to
achieve.
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Bill has met a number of individuals who have reached out to support him
and he credits them with having made a significant positive impact on his overall
experience, saying, "I suppose both are important but I will always remember the
unofficial support that's been more important." He suggests how important key
individuals within the university community have been to his success, saying
I have two mentors, one's a prof there and one's the president. And
we just, I go to their offices sometimes and just chat about things,
and I can't really say that that's helping one specific area, but its'
really helping me emotionally just to feel that the problems I'm
facing, and then to learn that it's ok to not get the grades I did, but
still to enjoy school.
Bill discusses the importance of having knowledgeable supportive people
to turn to when he experienced difficulties: "I just talked to the doctor and I talked
to the counsellor, and she just listened and didn't say much and I think they only
had two sessions, and that really helped me put my life back in perspective. That
was really, really important to me." He describes his doctor on campus:
...maybe this is the most important, is a supportive doctor. I hear
stories of doctors who are very brusque and have no bedside
manner and stuff like that. My doctor wasn't like that, actually
isn't like that. She makes me come every month and a half to just
have a check-up. She's wonderful. She talks to me about school
and she talks to me about how this all integrates into my new

abilities, I guess and it's really important to me to have somebody
who knows what they're talking about.
Cathy also identifies a number of key individuals within her university
community that have been integral in the outcome of her experience: "[the
professor] was really nice about it and seemed, he gave me his complete attention
while doing it, as opposed to packing up his stuff while signing my form and
talking to all the other students who have clustered, as many of them do, they try
to do everything at once." She describes her disability support office adviser,
saying "the specific person I talked to was amazing." She describes a previous
administrator who spent time with her and gave her extra help which she found
very supportive, saying "the Associate Dean was really good about helping me be
able to write a plan of what courses I needed to take next, because I was going to
be missing some from the year before, and stuff like that." Emily relates the
support she experienced from one professor who told her "'OK, you might not
feel great right now, but your place is always set here, and it might be next
summer, where you take a semester off" and says "she has been my number one
supporter, knowing full well what is wrong with me, and all through this
experience."
I have also experienced the positive difference that an individual can
make even in the face of bureaucratic barriers. In my interview I speak about the
support offices on the campuses that I have attended post-injury, saying "I think
they're fabulous, but I think that they are... it's the individuals within them that
really make it work. I think in both offices the main strengths are the individuals."

My last comment in the interview was meant as a small piece of advice to other
students trying to cope with the challenges of the academic environment: "It's the
individuals who are going to make things happen, who are going to assist you. So
find those individuals. There are good people all over, and they will help."
Similarly, I would like to emphasize to the reader that one person can make a
difference for students struggling with similar challenges.
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DISCUSSION
The interviews, which were rich in observation, experience and
suggestions for improvement provided considerable data and my analysis
revealed many themes that have been presented above. In this chapter I will
report the conclusions that I have drawn from these themes, in terms of both
practice and academic implications. In this study, a central goal, which has been
based on participatory action research principles, was to start a process that could
eventually bring about social change for university students with brain injury.
Many of the participants provided useful suggestions for change during their
interviews, and in an effort to offer them the opportunity to have their voices
heard I shall record their suggestions together with my own. However, in an
effort to structure these suggestions in a clear and concise manner so as to be a
useful reference tool for university disability support offices, I shall present them
separately from the conclusions.
I conclude first that the individual deficit driven model of disability is still
the influencing ideology and is the foundation for the way in which disability is
defined. Evidence of the persistent influence of this model is apparent, which
allows the organization to maintain its re-active approach to disability. The
requirements to self-identify, provide medical documentation, negotiate and
arrange for accommodations with individual instructors in each case demonstrates
that disability is still being defined as an individual problem to be fixed rather
than a socially constructed barrier that can be removed through pro-active
measures. The literature suggests that although there appears to have been a shift
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towards viewing disability as a socially constructed barrier, in reality the
individual, deficit-based model is still the foundation from which policy,
procedure and services are designed and implemented (Donoghue, 2003; Harlan
& Robert, 1998; Swain et al., 2003). Although perhaps they were unaware of the
disconnect between the stated policies of accommodation and real equity and the
reality of how disability is constructed in the university community, the
participants in this study spoke of having directly experienced this dichotomy as it
has been presented in the analysis above. There were numerous examples of
interactions in which they were treated as though they needed help to fix the
problem rather than being seen as individuals with rights to equal opportunity and
access who were being discriminated against.
The second conclusion follows from the first and considers how the social
construction of disability affects students: the social construct of disability as
negative and an affliction of the individual has had a direct impact on the
participants' experience. Richards (2008) writes "the ill and disabled themselves
often impose similar patterns acquired from the dominant ideology on their own
narratives" (p. 1723). This was supported in the analysis of the interviews
through the examples of negative language in connection with disability, the
acceptance of discrimination and the apparent effects of shame on the
participants. They expressed their sense of self-worth and value as having been
diminished by their brain injury and at times represented themselves as
undeserving of accommodation beyond a base minimum. I believe that the
findings are suggestive of an internalization of the dominant discourse that
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suggests that disability is negative and shameful, and that the participants'
experience of university has been negatively affected by this internalization. This
is in agreement with scholars working in the field of disability studies who are
putting forward the idea of disability as a socially created construct (Hibbs &
Pothier, 2006; Meacham et al, 2004; Onken & Slaten, 2000; Pattison, 2000;
Shakespeare & Watson, 1997)).
According to Pattison (2000), the experience of chronic shame can
become a serious barrier which hinders an individual from developing a full and
rich life. The literature suggests that chronic shame can develop if someone is
continually subjected to some or any of the following circumstances: poverty,
homelessness, unemployment, social isolation, rejection, loss of self control or
powerlessness, failure, and the loss of hope (Brown, 2006; Onken & Slaten, 2000;
Pattison, 2000). All of the participants identified having experienced some of
these conditions in consequence of their brain injuries. Because of the number of
comments suggestive of the resulting barrier, the theme of shame and the
disability experience was specifically coded within the interviews and presented
in the analysis. I would suggest that these findings support the literature that
describes chronic shame as a disabling condition often experienced by those with
difference (Brown, 2006; Onken & Slaten, 2000; Pattison, 2000).
Furthermore, the academic community is structured in such a way as to
exacerbate this situation through the valuation of individual achievement as
defined by grades. Success is clearly delineated in the university community and
rewards are offered to those with the highest marks, creating a competitive
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environment that equates academic success with individual value. There may
well be much potential for rehabilitation for individuals with brain injury within
the university community as suggested by Savage (as cited in Stewart-Scott &
Douglas, 1998), especially in the areas of social, cognitive, and adaptive skills.
However, I would respectfully suggest that there is also a high risk of increasing
the incidence of the internalization of external judgement, thereby creating a
corresponding increase in the levels of chronic shame for these individuals. The
third conclusion of the study to be presented here is that this risk must be
recognized and strategies to ameliorate it designed and implemented so that
students with brain injury may be afforded full access to rehabilitation benefits.
The fourth conclusion similarly drawn from the examination of shame and
its effects on the participants is that isolation is a key factor in the negative
aspects of the university experience for the participants, and is one that needs to
be addressed by those providing support services to these students. The literature
identifies isolation as a key problem for all students with disability, but
particularly for those with brain injury, as it is not widely understood and is often
invisible to others (Laforce & Martin-MacLeod, 2001; Olney & Kim, 2001).
Many of the participants provided examples that illustrated the wide-reaching
effects of isolation in their experiences and how this affects the overall quality of
university life for them.
The literature proposes that isolation is a key component in the
development of chronic shame and that this isolation prevents the development of
a community or culture of disability (Brown, 2006; Onken & Slaten, 2000;
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Pattison, 2000). Without a community providing normalization and validation
and the group support to deconstruct the social notion of disability it is
overwhelmingly difficult to recognize and overcome the internalization process.
Brown (2006) suggests that in order to overcome shame, the individual needs to
be able to name it and talk freely about it; without a community developing and
furthering a "language of shame" (p.49) the individual faces a much harder
challenge, one that may well be nearly impossible to achieve. I am suggesting
that this problem of isolation within the university community is one that needs to
be addressed so as to provide a sense of community to students in similar
circumstances to those of the participants in order to begin to combat the process
of internalizing an external judgment and consequently developing chronic
shame.
Another theme examined in the analysis was that of power, oppression,
and privilege and the way in which the intersection of these conditions with the
participants' differences affected them. The literature suggests that students with
disabilities are often subjected to closer surveillance, assumption of deceit,
"othering", and normalization5 tactics by those in power in the academic
community (Hibbs & Pothier, 2006; Meacham et al., 2004). My fifth conclusion
requires careful analysis. The current power structure and the oppressive
practices recognizable within the university and the way in which they intersect
with the unique characteristics of brain injury have a directly negative impact on

5

"Normalization" as used here refers to social pressures such as shame and competitive
individualism that are used to attempt to compel an individual with difference to conform to a
constructed norm of ability. In this context, normalization may be viewed negatively.
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the participants. This was a situation that in some cases was ameliorated through
the participants' own privilege, but was never entirely removed.
The analysis revealed many examples of how the top down power
structure of the university allows professors to make external judgements about
the veracity of a student's claim of disablement, the need for and reasonableness
of accommodations, and ultimately, whether or not those accommodations are
granted. The current structure in which the disability support offices are only
given superficial authority to intervene on the students' behalf was clearly
identified by a number of the participants. Hibbs and Pothier (2006) report that
students are very aware of the power imbalance and feel that in order to obtain
their right to accommodation it is their responsibility to make it easier for their
professors to approve requests. This puts the burden onto the student, who in the
case of brain injury, may well be experiencing challenges with anxiety,
depression, organizational skills and cognitive skills, all of which could
potentially limit the ability to navigate these issues effectively. In essence, the
requirements of the process to be followed for achieving necessary
accommodations, may in itself serve to exclude and discriminate, as suggested by
Hibbs and Pothier (2006). The participants in this study identified instances
where they have sacrificed grades, social interaction, and their health and wellbeing because they were not able to overcome the barrier created by the power
imbalance.
The challenges inherent in the dilemma of self-disclosure were identified
by many of the participants. Hibbs and Pothier (2006) propose that while it is the
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policy of the university that students do not have to disclose their status, in reality
they must reveal themselves in order to qualify for needed accommodation.
Furthermore, they go on to suggest that the act of registering with the disability
support offices is not sufficient to gain access to accommodations, for students
must also self-identify to each individual professor, a situation which is clearly
evidenced by the participants of this study. Since the social construct of a
disabled person is of lesser status and value within the society, identifying as
having a disability can expose the individual to negative stereo-typing and
discrimination. Nowhere do the policies of the universities consider the risk the
students incur when they self-disclose their difference or challenge the decisions
of their professors (Hibbs & Pothier, 2006).
Another negative impact of the current power structure of the university
and how this intersects with brain injury is related to the process that must be
gone through in order to achieve recognition and status with the disability support
offices. The literature suggests that the nature of the disability can prevent
students from being able to manage the process that is required of them in order to
register with the support office initially, without which the challenges associated
with difference are not officially recognized and accommodated (Goode, 2007;
Hibbs and Pothier, 2006). In the case of brain injury, the reports required to prove
the existence of the injury are arduous for the individual to obtain as the testing
can be quite stress-inducing and uncomfortable, and the very considerable cost is
not covered by most public or private medical plans.
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The universities' policies state that these reports are to be renewed on a
five-year basis, potentially subjecting the student with brain injury to
unreasonable expense and personal challenge. In the 2003 decision in Martin v
Nova Scotia the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that an organization cannot
discriminate based on the individual not having documentary evidence of
disability, yet the universities' policies do just that (as cited in Hibbs & Pothier,
2006). While it is true, that all of the participants of this study were registered
with their respective disability support offices, there were comments made that
referred to the difficult process that had to be negotiated to achieve that status.
What happens to students who fail to meet the requirements or do not even try
because they are intimidated? My sixth conclusion is that universities need to
change the current approach to service provision from a re-active model to one
that is pro-active, thereby moving towards a model of true inclusivity.
The next series of conclusions is derived from the theme of the role of the
organization in the experience of the participants. As discussed above, the
literature identifies the lack of education and awareness of disability and brain
injury on the part of faculty and students in particular as being critical problems
for the student with impairment (Blosser & Pearson, 1997; Brockelman et al.,
2006; Collins et al., 2005; Goad & Robertson, 2000; Harrison et al., 2007;
Holloway, 2001; Shevlin et al, 2004; Szymanski et al., 1999; Velde et al., 2005;
Verburg et al., 2003). The participants in this study offered observations and
comments that clearly supported the literature in this area. Many of them
specifically identified the lack of understanding and knowledge in the area of
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brain injury as being a key area of weakness in the university's service provision.
It was suggested that if professors had more empathy and made more effort to
educate themselves on the issues faced by those with difference, the overall
outcome for the student would be much improved. My seventh conclusion is
drawn from this and simply states: the lack of education and awareness of
disability in general and brain injury in particular had a directly negative impact
on the participants and the implementation of procedures designed to address this
deficit is recommended.
Another key problem identified in the analysis of the interview data was
that of the organizational challenges collectively created from the individual
issues of lack of funding and increased demand for disability support services
(Harrison et al., 2007; Simpson et al., 2002). The participants in this study also
identified the challenges experienced when trying to gain access to services.
They suggested that the disability support offices are overworked and
understaffed and that this creates a delay in service provision, which almost
entirely negates its usefulness. They discuss the futility of seeking support from
an adviser whom they cannot see for a number of weeks and identify this as
having been a critical component of their overall experience. As a result, the
eighth conclusion is that the disability support offices are under-funded and
under-staffed, creating a barrier in service provision. It is easy to see that this has
had a directly negative impact on the participants. I have identified this as an
issue that must be addressed even in these economically challenging times.
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One of the positive influences identified by the participants was that the
actions of a single individual can have a considerable impact on the student. All
of the participants made reference to one or more individuals whose acts of
kindness and support were seen as integral to their overall success in achieving
their academic goals. They expressed their belief that these individuals often
provided the means by which they could continue in their studies at all. The
positive benefits of these encounters are counterbalanced by the random quality of
their occurrence. There is no predictability to these interactions and no assurance
that they will actually occur at all. This is an area that can well be capitalized
upon and my ninth conclusion: individual support is a key component to the
participants' evaluation of the overall experience as having been a positive one.
Measures to increase the likelihood of more of these interactions taking place
would have a directly positive impact on the experience of students with different
abilities.

Implications for Future Research
The last series of conclusions is presented together as they rather ask
questions than propose answers. They are intended to identify areas of interest
that brought me to question relationships in the data and could potentially
encourage further research. To my knowledge there is nothing in the current body
of literature that identifies and examines the following areas and I believe that
there may well be some benefit to be had from further consideration of them.
Firstly, I noticed that two of the participants described their overall experiences as
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markedly more positive than the other four. I therefore considered if there was
anything to be inferred from that observation. Interestingly, these two
participants have two commonalities in their experience of brain injury that were
not present for any of the others: they are the only two whose injuries are
classified as acquired versus traumatic injuries and they have the unique
experiences of having been mid-program when they sustained those injuries.
The influence of the hierarchy of disability and the inherent credibility in
their circumstances immediately made me wonder if there is a relationship
between the type of brain injury and how and when it is sustained and the overall
experience of the individual within the university community. Did these two
participants express a more positive experience because their injuries cannot be
denied medically (in the way that traumatic injuries often are) or because they
were already a part of the university community when it happened? Does the
organization engage in some sense of responsibility to its current members that it
does not display towards newcomers? Is there a sense of ownership of the already
enrolled students and so more support is offered to them than to someone else
with a pre-existing challenge who has chosen to begin to pursue academic
achievement?
Another commonality amongst the participants that was noted was that
those who identified themselves as being the most able to cope with the
challenges they faced were the three eldest. All three of these participants
identified their age as being helpful to them in mitigating the negative impact of
their experiences and commented that they suspected that it was much harder for
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younger students with brain injury to cope. Interestingly, the three younger
participants did not suggest that their youth had any role to play in their
challenges, nor did they express a desire for the wisdom of age. This suggests to
me that there may be useful information that can be extrapolated from the
experiences of individuals with brain injury who are older. Further research in
this area might reveal information that can be provided to younger students with
brain injury in an attempt to mitigate the impact on their experience of subsequent
barriers.
Lastly, the suggestion that the participants' strongest ally was in fact their
own inner strength and determination as presented above in the analysis is
interesting to me from both a practice perspective and an academic one and it has
led me to consider the following questions. Why were the participants largely
unaware of the role that their own strength and determination played in their
experience of university? Can we capitalize on this inner ally in some way so as
better to support other students with brain injury? Can we somehow encourage
other individuals to recognize their own abilities more readily and to focus on
how best to utilize them? Why is there an apparent deficit in the literature that
identifies such strengths and examines how to capitalize on them for the benefit of
others? As I remarked above, I do not have answers to these questions, but I
suggest that the medical model that has defined disability as an internal deficit is
so pervasive that many of those working in the field of disability studies are not
aware of the deficit based lens of analysis that is being applied. I further suggest
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that future research be conducted from within a strengths based framework that
actively applies a lens of accomplishment to the interpretation of the data.

Practice Recommendations
During the course of the interviews the participants made a number of
suggestions for improved service provision that they felt would have a positive
impact on the overall lived experience of being a university student with brain
injury. Furthermore, as a result of the analysis and conclusions of this study I too,
have developed some possible considerations for improved support. One of the
main components of Participatory Action Research is the intended outcome of
social change. In keeping with the methodology of this research model I
approached the disability support offices for each participating university in the
hope of providing them with the conclusions of the study, including any
suggestions for improvement of service provision that might be determined. All
three support offices expressed interest in both the conclusions and the
suggestions and this section is intended to serve that purpose.
I now change the literary voice here to include the participants; these
suggestions are the result of a collaborative effort between myself and each of
them individually and while they may not have had the opportunity to sit down
together and create the following list, it is my position that it includes their voices
as much as mine. It is our hope that some of these suggestions will be
implemented or at least spark the imagination of those in a position to make
changes to the system, with the goal of improving the overall experience of
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university students with brain injury. We recognize that these suggestions may
not be effective or realistic and that we may in fact be recommending measures
that have been attempted unsuccessfully in the past, but we submit them
respectfully and hope that they are received with an open mind and an
understanding of our intent.
Firstly, we would suggest that the universities capitalize on what is already
working and attempt to address any deficiencies within those service models. The
participants in this study all indicated appreciation and gratitude for the efforts put
forward by the staff in their respective disability support offices. They recognize
that the offices are coping with understaffing, budget deficits and a general lack of
awareness regarding the barriers faced by students with brain injury. The
overwhelming impression given by the participants is that they have felt that
without the support and interventions provided by the disability support offices
they would not be able to continue their academic studies. We would propose
that here lies one of the critical areas of improvement. This is a service model
that in many ways has already been successfully implemented. Further
development could be undertaken with a minimal outlay of both human and
financial resources and could potentially deliver maximum impact for minimum
investment. However, in order to accomplish these changes the recipients of
services need to be seen as valuable. They need to be accepted, supported and
encouraged rather than viewed as a special interest group to be negotiated with on
a piece-meal basis as appears to be in the case in the current view of them.
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We propose that a new mandate be given to the support offices to engage
in campus-wide educational efforts and to advocate for systemic change from the
current individual model of disability to a social model, in contrast to their
current, although unwitting, role of being the means through which those in power
ostensibly offer equity, but in reality continue to oppress. We understand that
these offices may not have the resources to implement such a large project and so
we would suggest approaching students of departments that are traditionally seen
as producing those who will work in a helping profession. These students are
often looking for practical experience and can be employed in some cases for very
little expenditure of financial resources. The student body is a pool from which
energetic, intelligent and willing workers can be drawn for a minimum drain on
existing capital, a situation which can benefit everyone involved: the student gets
practical experience; the office increases its manpower; and the students with
disability get advocates who are actively working towards a change in how
disability is viewed, defined, and supported.
Further to this, we also recognize that it is not only the responsibility of
the support office to educate, since you cannot change those who will not pay
attention to the message. To address this we would call upon the university
administration to mandate that all faculty and staff attend information sessions
designed to address key issues such as a) the general need for knowledge
regarding different types of disability and what the experience is for students who
cope with them; b) the current hierarchy of disability and how that intersects with
the experience of those coping with difference and the role that the able-bodied
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play in that experience; c) more effective ways to offer support to these students,
even if that means referral to appropriate departments such as the disability
support office, health services, or counselling services.
Individual faculty members are the most likely to have close contact with
a student who is struggling to overcome the barriers put in place by the social
world. According to Szymanski et al., (1999), professors are willing to offer
support, but traditionally feel uneducated about relevant issues and unsure of the
appropriate intervention. We have heard from the participants that in many cases
specific individuals have been their strongest allies, and yet the chance emergence
of such individuals has been identified as too random an event. If we increase the
probability that students with impairments will experience a good level of support
through the educational development of individual faculty members, perhaps
more of these helpful interactions will occur, thereby improving the overall
experience of all those coping with brain injury. We propose that if the
administration mandates the academic community's exposure to the kind of
information referred to above and itself demonstrates the shift to a pro-active
approach to disability, the majority of faculty and staff will respond
constructively. No longer will it be seen as being somebody else's responsibility
to support students with difference, but with proper education, those in closest
contact with them can now offer at least the beginnings of acceptance and
equitable opportunity to these students.
The other area of current success that could be capitalized upon in a
"small investment, large return" manner is that of the key role in the overall
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experience of the participants played by their own inner strength and
determination. This is a vast resource that is currently being too little tapped, a
resource that could usefully be explored and provide significant benefit to these
students. We propose that more research be conducted in this area so as to be
able to determine how best to encourage other students with brain injury to
recognize and make use of their own inner strength and determination.
Furthermore, we would propose that the university develop and implement some
type of peer support program specifically for students with brain injury. We are
aware that some universities currently offer a peer support program for students
with disability, but the implementation of this program can be random and too
generalized, which does not encourage participation. We propose that if a peer
support program were developed with specific targeting for participants, both in
the recruiting of upper level peers and in the encouragement of entry level
consumers, with active support in its implementation and continuing operation,
these students could experience the benefits of mutual aid.
Such a program could address many areas of concern I have outlined
above, that is to say: a) making use of a vast resource of strength and experiential
knowledge that already exists and is currently unrecognized; b) providing an
opportunity for community and culture to be developed amongst students with
brain injury, thereby lessening the potential for chronic shame to develop; c)
creating an opportunity for these students to gain the benefits to be had from
helping others cope with his or her challenges; d) offering students with brain
injury an environment in which they can feel validation and normalization from a
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peer. The experience of learning from and supporting each other within an
accepting and understanding peer relationship could well have a positive impact
on the overall experience of these students.
We recognize that the development and implementation of such a program
may not be feasible or in fact may have been attempted unsuccessfully in the past.
Therefore we offer another suggestion that may address some of the same issues
and offer similar benefits, although ideally we would support the implementation
of both of these programs simultaneously so as to offer a comprehensive support
model. Three of the participants in this study identified having participated in a
university-provided support group for students with brain injury as having been
important to their overall experience. Two of the participants have not had access
to such a group and so could not comment, and the remaining participant (myself)
was the facilitator of such a group and so cannot comment on the personal
benefits of member participation.
The literature suggests that there are many benefits to be gained through
the peer support group model, as the purpose of such a group is to provide
emotional support and to give information to persons with a common experience,
with less emphasis on personal change in members (Kurtz, 1997; Steinberg,
1997). In light of the support for the group model presented in the literature and
by the participants of this study we would suggest that the university provide a
peer support group on a regular basis. We recognize that the demand for a brain
injury support group may be limited because of the small number of students who
cope with this challenge and therefore it may not be seen as a viable use of limited
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resources. Should that be the case, we propose that such a group be open to all
students with an acquired disability, which would include those with brain injury,
as it would appear that enough commonality of experience can be drawn, to allow
the benefits to be experienced by the group members.
In an ideal world these suggestions would all be implemented and would
immediately change the experience for students with brain injury to a positive and
enriching one; however, we recognize that we do not live in an ideal world. The
remaining two suggestions are offered as a means of addressing the inequity
experienced by the participants. Perhaps these last recommendations would
provide the necessary protection from discrimination and oppression that does not
currently exist. We suggest that there be a system of accountability implemented
so that professors who discriminate against and oppress students with brain injury
be made known to the disability support office, the administration and future
students with similar circumstances. If the system will not enforce the rights of
these students, at least they will know ahead of time where there may be problems
and they can choose to attempt to avoid them or confront them with the benefits
of preparation.
Lastly, we suggest that an overseeing body be created that has as its
mandate the removal of the power differential that currently exists between
students with brain injury and professors. This body would be granted
discretionary powers to require, for example, that accommodation requests be
granted, or to advocate for a student in need, or if necessary to adjust grading or
remove the responsibility for grading from the professor in question. This body
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should remain as distantfromthe university administration as possible so as to
prevent a repetition of the participants' perception of the ombudsperson: merely
another arm of the system trying to normalize and oppress the individual speaking
out. While this suggestion may appear to override the professorial right of, and in
some cases need for, academic freedom and independence we would echo the
position of Hibbs and Pothier, (2006) who argue that human rights legislation
should trump academic freedom.
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Shame Theory « « » »

Organizational Theory « « » »

Critical Disability Theory

along the continuum in a dialectic process.
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between the theories is non-linear. It may help to consider this as a wave with information and ideas flowing back and forth

Note: It is important to remember that while this schematic has been presented in a linear format, the relationship and dialogue
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Interview Guide

1.

How and when did you come to have a brain injury?

2. What has your lived experience of brain injury been?
Probe: What impact has it had on/in your life?
3. What support services are you currently receiving from the University
regarding your brain injury? Where are you getting these services
from? How did you become aware of these services?
Probe: Are you registered with the support office for students
with disability, counselling services, peer support programs?
4. What do you feel are the key supports that are needed for you as a student
with brain injury?
Probe: Do you feel that you are meeting your goals in coming
to school?
5. What has been your experience of the support offered at the office for
students with disabilities?
Probe: Have you felt accepted and acknowledged by the
staff?
Probe: Do you feel that they have made accommodations for
you where needed?
Probe: Did the accommodations meet your needs?
Probe: What are the main strengths and weaknesses?
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6. What has been your experience of the support offered by your department
and professors?
Probe: Do you feel that you are accepted and supported by
your department and your professors?
Probe: Do you feel that you have experienced discrimination
within your department?
Probe: What are the main strengths and weaknesses?

7. What has been your experience of the support offered by the rest of the
University community?
Probe: Do you feel like an integrated student within the
university community?
Probe: Do you feel comfortable accessing support services
that are offered?
Probe: What are the main strengths and weaknesses?
8. In what way do you feel that your academic, psychological and/or social
needs are acknowledged and supported by the University community?
9. What do you see as your main challenges here at University and you main
strengths in coping with these challenges?
10. How could the University better assist you in overcoming these
challenges?
11. Lastly, this study is intended to provide you with the opportunity to have
your voice heard, is there anything else that you would like to add?
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Consent Form for Participants:
"Exploring the Experience of University Students Coping with Acquired or
Traumatic Brain Injury"
You are invited to be interviewed as part of a study whose purpose is to explore
the lived experience of university students coping with brain injury. The purpose
of this study is to broaden the knowledge base and understanding of the lived
experience of university students coping with brain injury with a specific interest
in the effectiveness of supportive service provision within the university
community. The study may provide valuable information as to the needs of
students coping with brain injury so as to allow the university support offices to
better tailor their services to meet those needs. The study will provide the
participants with the opportunity to voice their experience to an understanding
and interested listener as well as allow them to have a sense of being an agent of
change for their own benefit as well as the benefit of others with similar
challenges. The research results may be useful for other potential students coping
with brain injury and their families, teachers and support professionals as they
consider the decision of whether or not to attend university.
I am a brain injured student in the Masters of Social Work program at Wilfrid
Laurier University. I also co-facilitate a support group for students with brain
injury at the University of Waterloo. Group members are welcome to participate
in this research study if they chose. Not participating or withdrawing
participation will have no consequences. Information from group discussion will
not be included in the study nor will any information provided to the researcher
during interviews be introduced in further group meetings.
The interview will take about one to two hours of your time. I will ask you to tell
me about your experience as a University student coping with brain injury. I may
also ask you about your specific needs for support while attending university and
the availability and/or effectiveness of the current services being offered to you at
your university.
I plan to interview 8 to 12 participants for this research project. If you approve, I
will tape record the interview and handwritten notes may also be taken. The
taped interview will then be transcribed after the interview is complete by a
Research Assistant who will not have access to your identifying information. The
transcriber will keep all information confidential and will not retain copies of
interview material. If you do not wish to be taped, there is a place to indicate that
on the consent form, in which case my Research Assistant will be present to take
handwritten notes of the interview, but your identifying information will still be
known only to me. If you do chose to be tape-recorded, I may ask you for
additional feedback on your transcript, after I have transcribed it.
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Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You can choose to
withdraw from the study at any time. You can also stop the interview at any time.
You can choose to not answer any question you do not want to. It is possible that
during the course of the interview you may discuss experiences that cause
emotional or psychological discomfort either during the interview or in the
following days. It is suggested that should this occur you make use of the
services offered by the University Counselling Department so as to be able to
explore the response in a safe and supported environment.
Once I have completed my interviews, I will write a final report; nothing I write
in my report will identify you personally. However, it is important to note that
since the number of students on a university campus coping with brain injury is
limited a participant might be identified through a quotation. When I have
completed my first analysis of the interview, I will send you a copy of the draft to
review and provide feedback on. If I would like to use one of your quotations in
my final report, and it is possible that it might identify you, I will ask for your
permission to include it, before anyone else has the opportunity to see your
quotation in the report. As well, codes will be attributed to each participant to
ensure their confidentiality. To better ensure confidentiality I will not link any
comments, complaints or suggestions to a specific University. The final report
will be part of my MSW Thesis and as such will become available to the general
public through the Dissertations International publications and may at some time
be provided to University Offices operating in support of students with
disabilities. As well, the final report may in the future be submitted for
publication as a journal article.
You can participate in this interview and not give me permission to use any
quotations from your interview. It is important to note that after each interview
has been transcribed by the research assistant, only I will have access to the
information that you will provide. I will keep the information that you provide
until the completion of the project which is scheduled for May 31, 2009, after
which time I will destroy all of the tapes and interviews. Copies of the final
report will be sent to you if you so choose.
This study has been approved by the Research Ethics Board at Wilfrid Laurier
University. If you have any questions about the way the interview was conducted
or the way you were treated by the researcher you can call:
Dr. Bill Marr, Chair
University Research Ethics Board
Wilfrid Laurier University
884-0710- ext. 2468
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Thank you for your generosity of time and expertise. Do you have any questions
or concerns?
Halina Lin Haag, MSW (candidate)
Faculty of Social Work
Wilfrid Laurier University
haag2149@wlu.ca
519-584-2487
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Informed Consent:
1. I have read and understand the information given to me. I have a copy of
this form. I agree to be interviewed.
—Yes

—No

2. I would like to be sent a copy of the information that I share today.
—Yes

—No

3. You may use quotations from my interview.
—Yes

—No

4. You may use a tape recorder for this interview.
—Yes

—No

5. I would like to be sent information about the study's overall findings.
—Yes

—No

Participant's signature
Date

Interviewer's signature
Date

Particpant's contact information:

Name:

Telephone:

E-mail:

Address:
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